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THE 

FOX AND BADGER I N  JAPANESE 

FOLKLORE, 

Dr. M. W. de VISSER. 



THE FOX AND THE BADGER IN 
JAPANESE FOLKLORE. 

6 
From olden titnes down to tKe present day the fox has 

played the most important part in Japanese animal-lore. This 
clever brute is considered to be more skillful than any other 
ai~imal in taking human shape and haunting and possessing men. 
Moreover, the fox is the messenger of Inari, the Rice goddess, 
which, as we shall see below, is only a later expression of the 
fact that Inari, the Spirit of the Rice, was believed to have a 
vulpine shape. It is clear that this belief gave the fox a 
double character in the eyes of the Japanese people: that of a 
beneficent god, representing the Rice, the greatest blessing of 
the country, and, on the other hnnd, that of a wicked demon, 
haunting and possessing men. 

Not so important and complicated is the badger, of whose 
three kinds, the arnl~ki (@-I, mr~/i'~za (a) and 7tznrtzr (m, the 
first is the principal in folklore and is very orten combined with 
the fox in the term Lori (a @), or " foxes and badgers."' 

I. In Chinese the two characters were sometimes combined, with the 
meaning " foxes " only. So we find in .Shrrr slrrir Ki (a 91 ZE) of Yij I'AO 
(3 g), a work of the fourth century, referred to by Professor DE Gaom 
(Xrli&-io~u of Chirnr, Vol. IV. p. ~ g r ) ,  the combitled term E, and even 
the s~ngle c aracter 31&, used in the sense of simply " foxes." This explains why 
according to BAKIN (E,..jlsCki snssh;, Ch. V, nr 2, p. 1 1 )  the same legend was told 
nl;out a tanuki instead of foxes in the Chinese work Pni jrirrg ku.ku.ang ki 
(k P fc), written in the tenth century. It is remarkable that I,uou~ ENKYS, 
who quotes Yij PAO'S tale (J>fUro~wkrr kc37', IV, pp. 183 sqq.) should give a 
quite different text although the story is the same. According to his quotntioll 
it was a single spotted fox which changed itself into n student, and the character 
fl does cot occur in the text. The zoBlogid name cf the tanuki is 'lwnis 
1)rocynoides," the Raccoon dog," but, ah it is generally known under the name 
" badger," wc use this term for both tanu1.i and mujinn. 
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The tanuki as well as the nlujina can change themsclvcs into 
nlen and haunt and possess mankind, but they are not so 
sl<illful or dangerous as the fox, since they lack the divinity 
which gives this aninla1 such a special position in the world of 
superstition. 

There is a very logical reason for the double and con- 
tradictory character of the fox in Japan. As stated at the 
beginning of my pnper on the Tengul, China's influence on 
Japanese folklore is enormous. \Ve shall soon sce that the 
Chinese ideas about the fox have all been taken up by this 
docile people, and we shall be able to draw a sharp line between 
original and borrowed property. The original is the divine rice 
spirit and perhaps the fox-sorcery, the borrowcd is all the rest. 

CHAPTER I .  

The fox in China. 

It is again from Professor DE GROOT'S " Iir,/igiozls .S~~SILVIJ 
of Chi~m " that ii7c get aniplc information on this subject. We 
read tllerc2 : " IColr I IUNG says in tlle Poo Po/i-tsz2? ' Foxes 
and wolves may all attlin an age of eight hundred years, 
and when more than five hundrcd years old, they are able to 
metan~orphosc then~sclvcs into beings shapcd like men.' " 

In the chapter entitled " \hTerefoxes "4 DE GROOT quotes 
four tales from YU PAD'S Shnr shnt k?, a work written in the 
first decades of the fourth century" The first story7 tells about 

I. Transactions, Vol. X S S V I .  
2. vo1. IV, p. 182. 

3. )p  3, a work of thc fourth century, Ch. I, Sect. 3. IIcrc we find 
again 3g combined. 

4. Vol. IV, pp. 188-196. 

5.  See almve p. I ,  notc I .  
6. Comp. Vol. IV, p. iS, notc I .  

7. Vol. IV, p. 18s. 
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a man who Imd run away and was found in an enlpty grave. 
To  quote fuithcr fro~ll DE G~our 's  translation : " His shape is 
quite that of a fox, and docs not in any respect correspond to 
the human form, and no other sounds does he utter but 0-tszi 
(m R, rcd), which is a name for foxes. After ten days or so 
he gradually recovers consciousness, and then he relates the 
following : ' When the fox came to nle for the first time, it 
assumed the shape of a lovely wonlan in a fowl-house standing . 
in a hidden corner of my dwelling. She told me she bore the 
name of 0-tszE, and called me ; and when she had done .so 
more than once, I followed hcr, and slic became my wife. At  
night I frequently accompanied her to her dwelling, without 
being perceived by the dogs we met ; the plcrisures I enjoyed 
with her were incomparably delightful.' A Taoist doctor 
declared that vixen to be a mountain-devil. Thc ' Description 
of Famous Mount2ins " says that the fox is a lewd wife, who 
lived in ren~otest times and bore the namc of 0-tszG ; she 
adopted thc fox shape, and hence it is that such spooks oRen 
call themselves 0-tszE." 

The second talea, quotcd also in a different f o n n V y  
INOUE~, speaks about two foxes, over n thousand years old, 
which lived in the tomb of a king. They transformed them- 
selves into youtl~ful student5 with extraordinxry capncities and 
fine features, who, n1o;ntcd on horseback, wcnt to a very ' 

talented nlinister to argue with him, against the warning of 
the spirit of the glorification trcc which stood before the tomb. 
When the minister could not chccl<nlatc them for the space of 
three days, he got suspicious and tcmpted then1 with dogs, 
but they did not show thc slightest fcar. " To bc surc," he 
exclainlcd, Is they arc slxctres of thc true sort. If a hundred 
years old, they must change their shape at the sight of hounds ; 

'a 4 DZ.  
2. Vol. IV, p. 1%. 

3. Comp. above p. I, note I .  

4 fik;oizi;.nkri kZO1', $ :fi 3, Vul. IV, 1,. 18;. 
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if they are spooks of a thousand years, they must change when 
fire produced by an animated tree of the same old age shines 
on them." So he sent some servants to the tomb in order to 
fell the glorification tree. They found the spirit of the tree-a 
young child in blue garments-sitting in a cavity in the tree's 
side, and whcn this spirit heard concerning the matter, he wept 
and lamented the ignorance of thc old foxes and his own fate, 
whereupon he vanished. Then when the servants fclled the 
tree, blood gushed forth from it. They took the wood home 

.and kindled it, whereupon it causcd th: foxes to turn into 
their own shape again. They were then caught and cooked 
by the minister. 

The third story1 runs as follows. A devout n~onk, who 
passed the night in a gravc copse, saw in thc n~oonlight a wild 
fox placing withered bones and a slcull upon its head, and whcn 
the animal after some practice succeeded in n~oving its l~ead 
without dropping them, it covercd its body with grass and 
leaves and cha~<ed into a beautiful woman. Staying by the 
road-side she deludcd a man, who passed by on horseback, by hcr 
wccping and sad story, so that he was about to talce hcr with 
hi111 on his horse, when the monk came out of the grave copse 
and warned hinl that it was a fox. Tile monk, malting a mystic 
sign (mudra) with his fingcrs, uttcring a genuine formula 
(dhiirani), and brandishing his crosier, caused the woman to fall 
down, change into an old vixen and cxpirr. Nothing remained 
on the body of the fox but thc dry borlcs with the slcull, th:: 
grass and the lcavcs. 

In the fourth Iegcnd' a hoary-l~cndcd learned man, whose 
name was IIu" and who once suddenly disapp-ared, ~vas 

discovered by his sti~dents in the shapc of an old fox, explaining - 
a book to a pack of foscs, drawn up in filcs before him in an 
empty gravc. 
- - . - -  - - 

I. Vol. IV, 11, 192, C O I I I ~ .  I S I J ~ J , : ,  1.1. IV, 1). 1S6. 
2. VOI. IV, I>. I v j  ; ( ~ I I O I C < I  by ISO~II : ,  1.1. IV, 1).  IS^. 
3. #j, ~ I T ~ I I ~ u I ~ ~ ~ I  ill tllc +nttle w.ly a. z, &ax. 
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Vol. IV, p. 194 of DE GROOT refers to the Yiuyang lsrJr 
tsul, where we read : " It is an old saying that the wild fox 
bears the nanie of Tszi?, Red ( ). A t  night he strikes fire 
out of his tail. Whcn he desires to appear as a spook, he puts 
a human skull on his head and salutes the Great Bear constclla- 
tion, and the transformation is then effected as soon as the skull 
ceases to fall." 

On the same page we find a story from the / ywtzg con- 
cerning a nlan who always had a rank snlell about him and 
until his death had a great fear of dogs. His body disappeared 
out of his coffin, whereupon everybody said that he had been 
a fox. 

In Vo!. IV, p. 202 we read : " As well as the fax and 
the stag, the xiionkey is notorious in Chinese mythology for 
embracing sonietinies, in a human shape, Buddhist religious life 
and asceticism." 

In tile Chapter on L>emonology in Vol. V of the same 
work DE GKOOT devotes xilany pages90  the fox dcmons. 
" Already in ancicnt China," he says, " the fox was in bad 
repute as portending or causing evil, for we read in the Shi 
king' : ' Nothing here is red but evil foxes, nothing black but 
evil crows.' CHU HI cornments upon this verse in these 
words : ' The fox was an ill-boding animal which men disliked 
to see. The fact that thcre was nothing to see except those 
animals, proved that the kingdom was about to be imperilled 
and thrown into confusion.' In the third century before our 
era it was C I ~ W A N G ~ S Z ~ ~  who gave evidence of the prevalence of 
the belief in ill-boding foxcs. ' In a hillock of not niore than 
a ~ Z L  or a ~ C I L  in size,' he wrote, ' no large bcasts conceal 
tliemselves, but evil foxes there givc their omens.' " 

" The Standard Iiistories of the third and the fourth 
centuries of our era frequently refer to the fox as the cause of 

- - 
1. I(;: a, a book of thc cighth cclitury, ch. 15.  
2. a &, a work of the fifih century, sr~tten Ily LIU I<l,uc;-srr~rlr, @] & ,&. 
3. l'p. 576-600. 
4. a+ g ,  '' Canon of Odes," Section j& &, vcle IG. 
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imaniQ, rlisensr, and evcn of cirath." They entcred into nlcn 
so as to change them into raving lunatics1 and were harbingers 
of d i i t e r  in general9. The h~wling of a fox predicted evil, 
for example the collapse of a house, and a dream about a fox 
which crept under his couch and on being seized became 
invisible, caused a sovereign of the sixth century to build a 
seven-storied pagoda in order to avert the evil, but ere it was 
finished it burned down with such rapidity that a great number 
of people perished in the flamcsa. 

" The legends of fox-dc~nons show that in all times the 
dangerousness of those beings was decmed to consist in the 
first place in that, like spectres of all  class^, they caused 
diseasc and madness, sometimes acting in a spirit of revenge, 
but mostly from mere unprovoked malignity."' 

As in Yij PAO'S tales, so in all ages, down to the present 
day, foxes wcre believed to 'clmngc tthcmsclves espxially into 
charming maids, with th: object of ten~pting men to sexual 
intercourse. It  was principally in the T'ang dynasty that the 
belief in bewitching were-vixens~vas prominent. 

Further, DE GKOOT quotes the HICE~Z C ~ N I Z ~  kia, which 
states the following : " Whcn a fox is fifty years old, it can 
transform itself into a woman; when a hundred years old, it 
becomes a beautiful female, or a wrr, possessed by a spirit7, or 
a grown-up man who has sexual intercourse with women. 
Such beings arc able to know things at more than a thousand 
miles distance ; they can poison men by sorcery, or posses 
and bewilder them, so tlnt they lose their m:mol-y and 
knowlcdgc. And whcn a fox is a thoustnd years old, it 
pcnctratcs to heaven, and bcconlcs a cclcstial fox (x a)." 

~ 

I. Vol. v, 1,. 57s. 
2. Vol. V, p. 580. 
3. Vol. V, 1'. 581. 
4. Vol. V, p. 582. 
5. 1Iu-~nei, R, Val. V, 1). 587. 
6. 4: 9 gC, a work wllicll csirtctl Ixforc t ! ~ c  sixth century ant1 is also 

rcfcrrcd to by lsou~:, 1.1. lV, 11. IS;. 
7. Shcn, a ; ;,ur is a sorccrcs:, a sl1irilt1.11 li~ctliuln. 



On pp. 590 sqq. we read about foxes taking the shape of 
Buddhas or ~odiisattvaq, just as thc Tengu of Japan did in 
olden times ; and on pp. 593 scl. n~ention is made of a ?trysterious 
pearl which were-foxes are believed to possess and which 
probably represents their soul. They hold this pearl in their 
mouths, and any man who gets possession of it becomes a 
favourite of the whole world. 

Besides appearing as human spectres, foxes set houses on 
fire, holding fire in their paws, and deprive men of their hair? 
As to the n~eans of unmasking were-foxes, this can be done by 
wounding or killing them or setting dogs upon them, in which 
cases they are forced to re-assume the vulpine form. Incanta- 
tions, checkmating them in discussion if they appear as scholars 
or saints, poisonous food, written charms and the cutting off 
of the tail or what resembles a caudal appendage, which some- 
times betrays their real nature, all these are means for nlaking 
them take again their original shape? 

Not only by the use of hunlan skulls and bones did foxes 
transform themselves into men, but also by swallowing written 
charms or pronouncing spclls. As they were such dangerous 
creatures, they were always very much persecuted in China, 
especially by means of fire, so that the Code of Laws of thc 
Ming and Ts'ing dynasties forbids damaging graves by smoking 
foxes thereout." 

The Japanese authors refer also to other Chinese books, . 
among which the following give interesting information. The 
Shnn /mi &i7t~~, quoted by HAKIN" a y s  : " In the Ts'ing k'iu 
(8 mountains there are ninc-i(~iZed foxes, which like to 
devour men. Those who eat thcse foxes are not haunted by 
them." And in another passage of the same work we read : 

- 

I .  Vol. V, pp. 595 q., p. 598. 
2. v01. v ,  pp. 599 sqq. 

3. Vol. V, 1). 600. A similar provision is to Ixl found alrendy in the 
Japanese Law of the yenr 702, 3~ we will see below. 

4. 111 $# &, n very old clnssic. 

5. E t ~ $ ~ k ;  XSSR;, b # d,  (1810)~ Ch. I, p. 26. 
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"In the land of Ts'ing k'iu there are nine-tailed foxes. If 
there is a virtuous Emperor, they appear at once." An 
interesting Chinese legend about a nine-tailed fox that changed 
itself into a woman, called Tah I;ei1, and tempted King CheuS to 
crimes which caused the ruin of the Shang dynasty in B.C. 
I I zz. I t  reminds us of a similar old Chinese legend according 
to which the Western Cheu dynasty was ruined in R.C.  781 
by a transformed fox called Pao Sz'" the favourite concubine 
of King Yiu4, and which was afterwards transformed into the 
famous Japanese story about Tarnnmo-no-r~arJ, the concubine 
of the Emperor Konoe o r .  Toba in the twelfth century of 
our era. 

In order to prove that the appearance of a ninetailed fox 
was considered a lucky omen by the Chinese, RAKIN quotes 
the work entitled " Lii shi ch'ulz is'ir~~." We read there the 
following: The Emperor Yii7 was not yct married in his 
thirtieth year. Once he went to T'u shan (@ m) ; the in- 
habitants of that place expressed the fear that, being not yet 
married notwithstanding his age, he would have 110 descendants. 
But Yii said : ' There will certainly occur a good omen when 
the time comes that I ought to marry.' When behold a white 
nine-tailed fox suddenly' approached him, and the Emperor 
said : 'White is my colour, and the ninc tails are a sign of 
niany descendants.' Thereupon a man of T'u shan recited the 
following verse : ' The nine-tailed fox is a sign of a good wife 
and of the great prosperity of my country.' The result was 
that the Emperor took a wife fro111 that place." 

1. &dl!. 
2. HE.  
3. % tR. 
4. I!&$. 
5. 3 & @. Sce below .the A;7jmk1tsl,ii, -F jR, ( 1 ~ . + ) ,  A'ir(hr~rmku~ 

n fi ~ 4 ,  (14531, etc.  
6. ,F: fi JH. +ji, written by # ;f; @ & $, " T h e  guests of LO PUII-WEI," 

in the 'l's'in dynnhty, H.C. 249-206. Co~np. \VYI.IR, A'ii/~s OIL C / ~ ~ I I ~ . S C  lit<.rnhtn-, 
1'. 157, and IJE (;mtxrr, 1 l., Vol. 11, p. 685. 

7. a, the fc>un~!c.r of the Ilia dynasty (2205.1766, l3.C.). 



In the 7s6ierr Rioh-Rii Ihi shul we read KWOH P'oH's' 
praise of nine-tailed foxes, which runs as follows : " In Ts'ing 
k'iuf is a strange animiil ; it is a nine-tailed fox. If the govern- 
ment is good, it appears with a book in its mouth. In the time 
of WEN', of the Cheu d y w ,  such a fox with a book 
appeared as a good omen." And WANG PAO' says : " At the 
time of King Wen a nine-tailed fox appeared ; and all the 
F a e r n  barbarians submitted." 

In the Skijkan ~ n k k z ~  a passage is quoted from the Chinese 
work Pao Poh-tszB, to which DE GROOT refers in Vol. IV, 
p 182~. Hesays : " A fox lives 800 years. When he is 300 
years old, he takes human shape. At night he strikes fire out 
of his tail, and placing a sku11 upon his head he bows towards 
the Great &r ; if the skull does not Q11, the fox changes into 
a nlan." 

We find a fox playing the part of a protector in the Sheu 
she# k g  hq. It is a fox of a thousand years, the life of 
which was spared by a prefect whom it had intended to kill. 
ARerwards the fox warned the prefect when an invasion of 
'robbers was imminent, and saved his life when his servants 
were about to kill him. At last the animal beqme a celestial 
fox, ascended to heaven and never came back again. 

Hu SEIEN" writes as fouows : '' Foxes are spook-beasts 
on which the demons ride. They have three good qualities " 
[to wit, their flesh cures ulcers, their livers cause persons who 

I. a & @, written by C~T'RN JEN-SIM, IB)I a, who obtained 
official rank in Igar. 

2. ma. 
3. l Y  h- 
4. King WEN, 3. 
5. I 122-249 KC.- 
6. 3 s, in the .Si tszi A.inng trh lun, 3 (I 3, part of the Wen 

silen, g a. 
7. &, written in 1824 by .OKANISAI IcHU, L) a @ @, IIynkka 

setsurin, Vol. 11, p. 1046. 
8. See above p. 2, note 1. 

g. #I # @ k, work-of the Tsin dynasty (265-qo), also quoted I,y 
DE G R ~ .  

lo. 8 w, an author of the Han dynasty. 
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suddenly have died to revive, tlieir blood refreshes people who 
have been drunken1]. 

SIB CHAO- CHI^ gives in his Wuh tsah tstt' the folloying 
explanation : " When a fox is a thousand y&rs old, it goes to 
heaven for the first time and does not haunt people any longer. 
The purpose of the foxes in enchanting men is to take the vikl 
spirit (H a) away from them in order to transfer it to their 
own bodies. But why do they not enchant women? Because 
a fox is an animal of Darkness (B el belonging to the principle 
Ha), and he who has Light (MI the pririciple 17n~tg) within 
himself, is liable to be enchanted by them. Even male foxes 
always take the shape of women to seduce men; but other 
harm than this they do not cause them." 

TSUKADA Ko', who quotes this passage in his work " ZwY 
roku remarks : "This is not true. The Japanese foxes 
often take the shape of men in order to deceive mankind ; 
also women are often deluded by them. But they can 
enchant only low, stupid p-rsons, never wise ~nen of high. 
standing." 

The Chinese encyclopedia San ts'ni t'u hzuuie says : " In 
the Northern Mountains are black foxes ; they are divine 
animals. When an Emperor maintains p a c e  well, these foxes , 

appear. They were seen for the first time under the reign of 
the Emperor Ch'ing Wang, of the Cheu dynasty ( I  122-249 

B.C.), when the barbarians came from all sides and paid in 
ta~es.~'  

I. Comp. the encyclopedia Wnkm; snnsni sue, j#1 a 3 -8 .(r, Ch. 
XXXVIII, p. sgo. 

2. a fil an author of the Ming dynasty, who lived abut  1592. 

3. %&a. 
e Isma. 
5. f a, written in 181 I .  

6. if .(r, written by WANG K'I, E 8, in the Ming dynasty, arld 
quoted in the RntP #hi, a W @ R, Ch. 11, p. yb, 'LS well as in the Wakcm 
smai  w, j#1 3 if .(r, Ch. XXXVIII, p. 591. Comp. WYLIB, Now 
on Chinrsc Liftmhrrr, p. 187. 
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According to BAKIN~ in the Paip'ing ktuang kP there is 
a legend which tells of a badger (@, tanuki), a thousand years 
old, which took the shape of a student and tried to haunt a 
man called Tung Chung-shu. BAKIN thinks that this is n o t e  . 
but the old fox tale of the S/ua shen kt8, dressed up in a new 
garb. In other Chinese tales the character a is combined 
with Qg (fox). . 

The tanuki ( ) is described in the Chinese book Kwang 
@ as " a special kind of badger with a white face and a tail ' 

like that of a cow. Therefore it is called 'jewel-kce ' and 
' cow-tail '. If people catch and keep it, all the rats are afraid 
and do not come out of their holes." 

So far C/umna ; let .us now see w b t  Jtzjntt has to tell us 
concerning this interesting subject. 

CHAPTER 11. 
' 

The fox .and the badger in Japanese Iaws, 

divination and Iegends. 

1. Laws. 

The Z o k ~ r ~  riCszr5 contains the following law concerning 
foxes and mnujitut. 

" All those who dig up the earth and take out the corpses 
of n~en without burying them again, and who smoke foxes or 

I. Etwki ZRIsIri. Ch. V, nr z, p. 11. 

2. 411 a BE, written by LI FANG (?JE a) and many other scholars of 

the T'ai p'ing era (A.D. 976983j. . 
3. See above p. 3. 
4 a 8, written by CHANG YIII, a B, of the Wki dynasty (386-557). 
5. a 8, Laws concerning robbers," Section VII of the Imws, 

written in 702 by FUJIWARA NO Furrrro (6 tk) under the Emlxror Mommu 
(697-707), and revised in the YarG era (117-723). Gunsho ruijii, W 3 a, 
nr 75, Val. IV, p. 785. 

I 
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mujina (a a) out of graves, or bum the coffins, (shall be 
punished with) one hundred blows with the stick. Those who 
bum corpses, with transportation for one year; but, if they 

-belong to the fifth or higher ranks, their punishment shall 'be 
two degrees heavier, and if they are people of low standing, or  
children, it shall be dinunished by two degrees. If children or  
grandchildren smoke foxes or mujina out of the grave of a 
grand-father; father or mother, and if the innlates of a house do 

' the same at the grave of the master of the house, (fheir punish- 
ment shaU be) transportation for one year; if they bum the 
coffin, the same for two years, and if they bum the corpse, then 
for three years." 

This law, which was certainly copied from a Chinese 
origillal, reminds us of DE GKOOT'S statement above mentioned 
about tlre Laws of the hling and Ts'ing dynasties, wliich forbid 
stnoking foxes out of graves, and it proves tlnt similar laws 
must have already existed in C h i  before the cighth ccntury. 

The Ni/M~tgi' mentions the fox but twice, and both times 
apparently as an onkn. In 657' a so-called " byakko," or 

white fox " (B g), appcared in Iwalni province and in 659' 
" a fos bit off the end of a creeper, which a labourer of the 
district of Oii (in Izumo province) held in his hand, and went 
off with it. Further, there came a dog wit11 the arm of a dead 
nlan in its mouth, which it put down in the Ifuya temple." A 
note s q s :  " Thcse were forebodings of the death of the 
EII~"~%s (Saimei, who dicd in 661 )." 

\\'hen we corlqure the first of these passages with the list 
uf inqwrtant lucky on~ina n~entioned in the fiibvs/Iiki, we come 
to the conclusion that thc a~qmrancc of the white fox in Iwami 
\\xs a 0111cn. Tllc colour \vhitc being a lucky colour 
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this is quite logical. The second fox, on the contrary, was a 
bad- omen, for it is mentioned together with one that wvas very 
unlucky, and was followed, although not immediately,. by the 
death of the Empress. 

For the sake of cleamess,I will put here together the three 
important passages which I have found on the fox and tanuki 
set forth as forebodings, although the time of the books 
containing them is later tlmn that of the Nihongi. The source 
of all is ceitainly China, where, as we have seen, the fox 
especially was believed to portend evil or to bring good luck. 

.The Btgii/ziKzl gives a list of omina, among which the 
trint-ided, white and bLncK foxes are mentioned as very lucky. 
The following notes are added. " A  nine-tailed fox is a divine 
animal ; its body is red, though some say, white ; its voice is 
like that of an infint." "A white fox is the vital spirit (M) 
of the (Chinese) mountain Tai (B).  " A black fox is a divine 
animal." Among the " Right upper good onlens "' wc find a 

rrd fox (% g). This last fact does not agree with the above 
quoted words of the Shi King and CHU HI'S  commentary 
@. s), where the red fox is described as an animal of evil. 

In the Nic/rii rekt3 the rrzzrjinn (@), h r e  (or rabbit) and 
fox are combined with the zodiacal sign of the hare (qfl), and 
the tiger, leopard and tanuki (@), with the sign of the tigcr 
(s). First of all on the list of calendar days for strange things4 
we find the crying of foxes, divided into the twelve days of the 
zodiac in the following way. 

- .  .- - 

1. & a st '6Ceremonics of the Engi era (901-922). written in 927. 
The lucky forebodings (# a) are to be found in Ch. ?(XI, Section ?& 3 8, 
K.T.K. Vol. XIII, p. 652, where the foxes are mentioned sub nos 6, 7 and 8 of 
the " Right great lucky foreboding," (& a), ns *' kyubi no kitsune" 
(A, E g), " byakko " (B a) and gcnko " (3 a). 

*. & 1 a9 P. 654 
3. = 9 &, a calentlnr dating from the second half of the fourteenth 

century, Shiscki shiimrr, (& Ifa a R), Vol. S Y I I I ,  nr XIX g, p. .15f ,  where we 
filld the mujina, fox and tanuki among the 36 animals urltier the hcadiig 
" Chikiunn-nki,'," % & B, Calendar of animals." 

4. A H ,  p. 162. 
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"If a fox cries on the day of tlu rat, and this is the 
thirtzkth day of the month, should the crying be heard in the 
North, an inmate of the house will die, or it forebodes a 
lawsuit, or  the shedding of blood." 

If a fox cries on the day 4 t h e  ox, the jifteenth day of 
the month, a boy will die, if the cry is heard in the Erzst, or it 
is taken as a bad omen concerning the officials of the histrict." 

" If a fox cries on the day of i/le tigtrI the ntnttreteenth day, 
in the N. E a t ,  an infant will die, or the omen is bad and 
forecasts a lawsuit" 

In the same way the crying of a fox on the day of the 
h~t, thirteenth day, in the East, means the death of a boy, or 
it is a bad omen concerning slaves ; if on the day of the dragorc, 
and in the South-Fast, it is a bad omen concerning something 
being broken ; and on the day of the make, fifteenth day, in 
the West, it portends the death of a man, but in a Northern or 
Western direction, only illness. On the day of the horse, eighth 
day, it means a quarrel ; or, in the N. LV., the death of a man ; 
at the hour of the monkey (3-5 p.m.), something dreadful. 
On the day of thc s/ucp, nineteenth day, in the South, it 
indicates that a full-gown man will come ; and, thirteenth day, 
that a thief will come. On the ddy of thc ~mnkey, eighteenth 
day, in the S. It.'., a man will die ; whereas in the N., a male 
child will be born and die. On the day of the b id ,  thirteenth 
day, in the East, a Inan will die, or an ox or a horse will dic 
going into water. So also it means, on the. day of the iiug, 
thirtcenth day, in the North, the death of a ma11 ; in the ISast, 
the death of a villager. Finally, on the day of the /dog, 
thirtcenth day, in the North, it portet~ds the death of a nun ; 
and in the East, the dcath of a woman of the village. 

Then follows a reference to thc rtischnr~riizg of rf~~rrg by 
foxcs. If this happens on thc day of the rat, a woman of the 
village will die ; on the ddy of the u.~, a mother will die ; on a 
tiArty ddy, one will come by a fortune ; on a hrzrt day, it means 
a quarrcl or the d a t h  of a man ; on a ~tro.gun day, in a W. 
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direction, illness, or tlic death of a man ; on a stuhe day, 
fitleenth day of the month, in the Wcst, the death of a man, 
in the North, the dcath of an ox or horse. On a horse day it 
means misfortune and fasting ; on a sheep day, theft, or some 
great calamity ; on a 71tonkey day the death of a woman ; on a 
bird day, the arrival of a messenger ; on a dog day, the dcath 
of a thief, and on a hog day calan~ity concerning one's parents, 
or death. 

On the next page we find the crying of tnnrrki commented 
upon. In the same way as the howling of foxes it is said to 
portend, on special days, and as heard in some special direction, 
illness or death, a quarrel, or the arrival of district officials, 
which was apparently considered as equally bad with the 
various other evils. 

Anothcr list of good and bad omens concerning the 
howling of foxcs on different days is to bc found in thc 
Shtknishi?. If it is heard on a bier day, in the South or 
North, a man will dic ; or, accortling to another version, if a 
fax cries in thc South, one will get a large fortune; in the 
West, there will be quarreling, ant1 in thc North, a guest will 
come. So it goes on, for all the twelve diffcrcnt days ; besides 
the things alrcady n~entioncd, the howling can. mean a small 
measure of good luck, o r '  the drinking of sake and eating, 
sorrow, a quarrcl of officials, death which must be prevented 
by fasting during five days in honour of a grcat god ; or it 
is an omen of the gctting of money, of falling ill, the death 
of horses or oxen, of fire,' of the death of a child, or 
drowning. 

ARer all this digression it will be clear why in the follow- 
ing passages of the old historical works such importance is 
attached to the appearance and the howling of foxes in the 
Palace. 

I. #, written by FUJIWARA NO SANEHIRO, (x m), who was born in 
1408 and retired to IIignshiynrnn in 1457. Vol. I, p. 17. 
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In the S h k u  Nhg t ' I  we find the fox meationed nine 
times. In the seventh month of 712 Iga province presented a 
black fox to the EmperorZ ; and two months later the Emperor 
issued the following prodamation : " We hear that, according 
to the old tradition, in the yea; of the rat the crop is not good ; 
yet, by the assistance of Heaven and Farth, we have a very 
good crop this year. A wise king of old said : * An abundant 
year is better than good forecastings.' Moreover, the black 
fox, presented to me by the Governor of Iga province and his 
officials, correspoilds to the ' Good Forecastings ''. That book 
says : ' A black fox appears, when a king by his government 
causes profound peace."l 

Other provinces (TGtGmi, Kai and Hida) presented white 
fo.res to the Emperor in tlie years 71 5 ,  721 and 740: certainly 
as being good omina. In 782 a white fox appeared at ane of 
the Palace gates.' 

Bad forecastings were apparently the wild foxes which 
ventured into the Palace. In 775 such a beast sat on the official 
seat of the Dainagon Fujiwara no Ason7, and another was seen 
in the inner 'gate of the Palace8. Unlucky also was the cool- 
munication which came from Yamashiro province in 774, to the 
following effect. " In the r 2th month of last year a great number 
of wolves and stags, and about a hundred wild foxes were howl- 
ing every night about the Otokuni temple in Otokuni district in 
our territory ; this went on for seven days and then stopped."" 

But more important than all these omina is pisage of 
the year 741, in which we read 0f.a /taunting fox1'. Naniwa 

1. El #, written in 797. 
2. Ch.V,K.T.K.Vol.Il ,p.73.  
3. a a chapter in the Books of Divination. 
4. Comp. the Engjhiki,  above p. 13. 

5. Ch. VI, p. 87, VIII p. 126, XI11 p. 223. 
6. Ch. XXXVII, p. 676. 
7. Ch. XXXIII, p. 58s. 
8. Ch. XXXIII, p. 587. 
9 chapter, P- 574. 

10. Ch. XIV, p. 235. 
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no Miya (a god) subdued a spook (#, ke) ; in the garden lay 
the head of a fox, without its body ; only its hair and dung lay 
scattered beside .the head." 

The N i h  k6&z1 speaks only of a wild fox which dug a 
hole in the inner garden of the Chdcin ,  an office in the Palace, 
and lived there, but disappeared after about ten days2 

The Shoh Nihm kfiki* mentions foxes thrice. In 833 a 
fox ran into the Palace, but was beaten to death by the Imperial 
Guards when it reached the Seiryijden.' In 849 the same 
thing happened, but the fox was pursued and killed by a do$. 
In 834 the flapping of wings and the sound of crying were 
heard one evening above the Palace. The Guards looked up 
towards the sky but could not see anything because of the 
darkness. Spme thought that it was a flock of sea-birds that 
they heard, but one of the number declared that Cclestinl Foxfs 
(x a, Tenko) had passed! 

In the Niha Montoku Tmn6 $Cmroh7 we read that in 
855 a fox appeared in the Palace in the day-time. The 
chamberlains were ordered to drive the beast away, but it ran 
round in front of the Emperor who shot i t e  

The Nz'hon srmdat' jibrrrokug gives several cases of foxes 
entering the Palace. In 871 two female foxes appeared in the 
day-time in the Kkh6 ,  a department of the Dajokwan (Council 
of State). They were caught but were let go in the Kanan 
field (" South of the River-field "), as was also another fox which 

came howling into the same office in the same ycarl0. In 875 

I. El * 8 fi, written in 841. 
2. Ch. XVIL, K.T.K. Vol. 111, p. 88. 
3. B 7(5 @. #E, written in 869. 
4. Ch. 11, K.T.K. Vol. 111, p. 182. 
5. Ch. XIX, p. 4c9. 
6. Ch. 111, p. 192. Comp. above, pp. 6 and g, and my paper on the 

Tengu, Trulsactions, Vol. XXXVI, Part 11, pp. 34 seqq. 
7. El * gg & a iff, written in 878; the Emperor Montoku reigned 

850-858. 
8. C h . V I I , K . T . K . V o l . I I I , p . 5 z 4 .  
9. El * 3 6 x &, written in 901. 

10. Ch. XX, K.T.K. Vol. IV, p. 335. 
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a fox dropped dung on the wooden floor before the Shishinden 
(in the Palace), and some days afierwards another fox urinated 
on the same spot? These were all bad omina, but still worse 
was the following: In the first month of 881 there happened 
many strange things in all the barracks of the BodyGuards. 
In those of the Right Body-Guards a fox was constantly 
dropping dung on the seats of the General and lower officers, 
nay it even passed urine upon a man who guarded the seats at 
night. In the department of the Lefi Body-Guards rats bit the 
cords of somebody's sword and quiver and ran off with them. 
A fox was doing the same with a quiver, and although a man 
seized the object, the animal did not let go until it had bitten 
through the cords; then it ran away. The soldiers pursued 
and caught it.g In the same year a fox clirnkd upon the 
Eastern tobi no o (a B, " kite tails ", the vertically projecting 
parts of the roof) of the Bifuku gate (of the Palac$, and in 887 
such an animal ran in the day-time upon the roof of the Crown- 
prince's palace, but was killed there by a very brave man4. In 
882 a fox incessantly howled in the same palace from 7 a.m. 
till 6 p.m.6 The Fox-star (a 4) is mentioned twice: in 873 
a white shooting star, and in 881 a red one, appeared and 
entered the Fox-std. 

The Nihon KiryaK~r' mentions the fox five times. In go5 
a fox died in the Pallce, but the Emperor did not consider it as 
making the Palace unclean.8 In 940 a fox chewed the key of 
the Korean box which contained the seal of the Emperor, and . 
ran away in the direction of the Sh6mei gateg. In 944 a great 
number of foxes assembled at the barracks of the Left Body- 

I. Ch. XXVII, p. 418. 
2. Ch. XXXIX, p. 557. 
3. Same page. 
4. Ch. XIJ, p. 722. 
5. Ch. XLI, p. 585. 
6. Ch. XXIII, p. 369; XXXVIII, p. 549. 
7. * ):a 4 ;  it contains the history up to 1036. 
8. P a r t I I , C h . T , K . T . K . V o l . V , p . 7 8 j .  
g. a. 11, p. 828. 



Guards1, and in 972, at the New-year's festival, there were 
more than ioo foxes howling even within the barracksP. In 
930 a woman combed her hair on the top of the Southern 
hisashi (the projecting roof) of the rooms of the Court ladies in 
the Palace. Perhaps it was a haunting fox (a &Q.' . 

A. Ez~~hth, Nifzth arzd Tenth Cenhrvks. 

As to the rtruji~zn we find in the ~Vilro?tp'~ the following 
passage : " In olden tinies there w* in Kuwada village, Tanlba 
province, a nun whose name was Mikaso and who had in his 
house a dog called Ayuki. This dog killed a rnountain aninla1 

called tlrzrjina (* B). In the belly of the beast was found 
a magatania6 of Yasaka genie. Therefore the gcrn was pre- 
sented to the Emperor. It is now in the shrine of Iso' no 
kani." 

B ~ ~ l ~ V h i n k s  that tlis idea of the pearl of the muiina, 
although very old, was originally borrowed from the fox 
legends. As we have seen above (p. 7), the Chinese spcak 
about a mysterious pearl, which were-foxes have in their 
tizouihs and which nlakcs the nian who gets one into his 
possession a favouritc of the wholc world. In Japan somc think 
that foxes have a l~rn~inous pearl in their taiLs, by which thcy 
make the so-called fox-fire, kitsunc-bi". But nowhere is a pcarl 
said to be found in the belly of the fox, nor do we find any 
other passage in which the niujina pcarl is nicntioncd. 

I.  CI. 11, p. 833. 
2. Ch. %'I, p. 939. 
3. Ch. VI, p. 933. 
+ Ch. VI, K.T.K. I, p. 129. 
5. Blagatarna, 3, curved jewels, are comma-shaped gems of cornelian 

or other stones " (Asro~, ~t'iho~rg', \:ol.' I, p. 38. 
6. R Yasaka gem!' Cf. Asro~ ,  n'ihurr;.i, Vol. I, p. 184. 
7. zi +. 
!. K~~~tkinsrAi, Ch. V, nr 2, p. 10-b. 
g. Compare k l u w  SEI<I.I.KI's LrlzXZ)i~", c ~ u u l ~ d  in lhc Shrisr~a chuwotz 

k;jhfi, %I Ill I1I % B i4 (1849). 
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Another passage of the Ni/tongi runs as follows : " In the 
second month of the 35th year of the Empress Suiko (627) 
there was in Michinoku (Mutsu) province a mujina (B, the 
kana reading uj~za) which changed itself into a man and sung."' 

The first Japanese fox legend we find in three books 
belonging to the eighth and twelfth centuries, nan~ely in the 
Ry6-i hi, Fus5 ryczkki and Mizu Ragami.' 

In the Emperor Kimmei's reign (540-571)~ a man from 
Ono district, Mino provillce, went out to look for a good wife. 
After a long time he met in the field a beautiful woman, of 
whom he asked : " Will you become my wife? " She con- 
sented; whereupon he took her with him to his houw and 
married her. After a while she became pregnant and gave 
birth to a son. A t  that time there was a puppy in the house, 
which always barked at its mistress. She beseeched her 
husband to kill the beast, because she lvas very much afraid of 
it, but he did not do so, although he loved her greatly. Once 
on a certain day the dog made as if it would bite her, but 
withdrew barking. Suddenly the frightened woman changed 
into a fox (yakan, 4rf F), which climbed upon the fence and 
sat there, while the husband, looliing at the transformed wife, 
said : " &tween you and me a child has been born, therefore 
I cannot forget you. Come always and sleep with me." She 
acted in accordance with her husband's words and came to 
sleep with him. For this reason she was called Ki-tsune 
(" coxlle-always ", a Rf, ki-tsu-nc). She wore at that tinie 

- 
I .  Ch. X S I I ,  K.T.X. I, p. 395. 
2. The full title of tlie RyS-i ki is " .\'iho+rkoku p ~ r p ?  rnm.414 ~y2-i ti", 

A + b;W 3 a 3 $. a 2, " Record of tlie Supernatural Phenomena by 
wli~ch good arid L3d were ~nanifestly rewarded and ~~unisllecl in the Japanese 
Empire." I t  contains the rewards 2nd punisi>ments " (ingwa 6110, 8 a, 
in a Lluddllistic sense) of the time from the Em~wror YBryaku (457-479) to that 
of the Emperor I<firiin (770-781), cf. Cu17.1ho 171;i6, Index p. 3j2. The author of 
this work, the Hudcll~iht priest KKIKAI,  's s, livcd in the rime of the E m p r o r  
lifiken (749-758). ~i l though the author of the h>knsho L,o.ni/(zi (p. 1561) calls 
the work R c ~  ki instcad of Ry%i ki, t l ~ e  latter readi~ig must IE  right. 
The  legend is to Lx found in the G'rm.rho rriQn, nr 447, Vol. XVI, p. 24; 
and, further, i n  the 1, i rs; i  ?j*~kX~i, 3, CII. 111, K.T.I<. VI, p. 486 scl., 
nnd in the .4li;n k~rgln~t' ,  7)( @, writtell in tlie second Iialf of the t\velftll century, , 
Ch. I, K.T.K. SVlI, p. 373. 



a scarlet-painted dress. Her child was called Ki-tsu-ne, 
a glf %. He grew to be a very strong man and could run as 
fastly as a bird can fly. 

So far the Ry5-i k i ;  and the author 01 the Fhs6 tyaRRi . 

adds : " In the time of the Emperor Shomu (724-749) there 
was a man called ' Mino no kitsune I, 8 a, ' the Fox of 
Mino I, who was perhaps this very child." 

In the Konjnkrr monogatanl we read a story about a very 
tall and strong woman who lived in Mino province at the time 
of the Emperor Shomu and was called " the Fox of Mino " ; 
she was said to be a descendant of the fourth generation of the 
fox mentioned in the old legend of the RyG-i-Ri. 

In the ZttrRn /uXP we fihd the first version of a curious 
old legend, quoted in the Fuss tynkka and told again in the 
Konyhku morrogatnvi4 and in the Genk6 s/uR~~s/lo~. It runs as 
follows :- 

In the fifth year of the Kwambei era (893) the author of 
the Zenka hiki became Governor of Bichii province. At that 
time there was in Kaya district a man called Kaya Yoshifuji, 
who was very rich and by means of his money secured the 
position of shomoku (/J1 B, a high official) of Bizen province. 
In Kwambei 8 (896) he resigned his post and after that time 
was living in Hong6 Ashimori. As his wife, who was a very 
lewd character, had run away from him to the capital, he lived 
quite alone. Suddenly he became crazy and wrote and recited 
lcve letters and poems to an imaginary woman. This lasted for 
20 or 30 days, till at last he disappeared and was sought for in 
vain by the inmates of tlie house. His relations, all very rich 
and nlen of great distinction, were convinced that he had 

I.  + @J a, written before 1077; Ch, SSIII, nr 17, K.T,K. XVI, 
p. 1005 ; sce below. 

2. +$ writtcn by M I Y ~ ~ ~ I I I  KIYIITSUKA, 3 # f d j ,  who lived 
844-916. 

3. Ch. XXII, K.T.K. VI, p. 644, sce 1s:low. 

4. Ch. S V I ,  nr 17, K.T.I.; \'ol. SVI, p. 930. 

5. 2 9 p Ji, written lxfurc 1346, Ch. XSIX, li.'S.K. Vol. SIV,  p. I 157. 
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committed suicide, and they vowed that they would make an 
image of the eleven-faced Kwannon, if they found the body of 
the unhappy man. Thereupon they cut down an oak and made 
the outline of the image, giving it exactly the same length as 
that of Yoshifuji's body. Then they bowed before this would- 
be statue and repeated the vow. This they did for 1 3  days, 
when to their extremc amazement Yoshifuji crept from under 
his godown, thin and pale as if he had been s~?riously ill. The 
floor of the godown was only 4 or 5 sun' from the ground, so 
that it was almost impossible for a man to get under it. Yet he 
had been, lying there for thirteen days. After having recovered 
his senses sufficiently to give an account of his adventures, he 
told how a girl had several times brought him love letters and 
poems from a princess, and how he had answered them in the 
same vein. " At last," he said, " the girl came with a m e t i c e n t  
carriage and four postilions, to take me to the princess. After 
a drive of about ten miles we arrived at a splendid palace, where 
an exquisite meal and a v e 4  hearty reception from the princess 
soon made nx feel quite at ease. There I lived with her, as 
inseparably as two branches growing together upon the sarllt 
tree. She gave birth to a son, a very intelligent and beautiful 
child, which I loved so much that -I thought about degrading 
any son Tadasada and putting this child in his place as son 
of my principal wife,-this in view of the high rank of the 
princess But after three years a Buddhist priest suddenly 
entered the room of.  Her Highness, carrying a stick in his 
hand. The effect of his appearance was astonishing. Chamber- 
lains and Court ladies all fled to left and right, and even the 
princess hid herself somewhere. The priest pushed me from 
behind with his stick and made me go out of the house 
through a very narrow passage. When .I  looked back 1 
discovered that 1 lmd just drcpt from under my own 
godown ! " 
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This tale struck all the irlniates with wonder. Immediately 
they deniolished the godown and lo ! twenty or thirty foxe~  
came from under it and fled in all directions to the mountains. 
Yoshifuji, bewitched by these supernatural foxes (reiko, f a), 
had been lying under the godown for thirteen days, fancying 
that he was spending three years in a palace. As to the priest, 
this was a m~tamorphosis of Kwannonl, who of her pity had 
broken the force of the wicked sorcery. Then Yoshifuji was 
wholly cured and lived on for more than ten years thereafter. 

It  is interesting to compare herewith a story which we find 
in the Sluinpen otogiz5shi2. Apparently the above legend has 
inspired the author of the Kiisrrne u"5shi. In this it is a Buddhist 
priest who gets a love letter from a lady, and is conveyed to 
her house in a splendid carriage drawn by an ox and cscorted 
by three servants. The woman is beautiful and the house 
rich, and there are a great number of samurai and attendant 
ladies, who amuse themselves with feasting and drinking. The 
priest who is grcatly influenced by the surrounding splendor, 
soon learns how to enjoy the luxurious life with the charming 
lady. He spends months and years there until one day a loud 
noise is heard at the gate and three or four young Buddhist 
priests come in, carrying crosierss in their hands. The lady of 
the house and her servants flee away in great alarm, and the 
astonished priest sees them all change into foxes alld run off 
in all directions. 

Quite stupified he looks about him and discovers that he 
is lying under the floor of the main building of the Kong&hGin, 
a Buddhist temple in Kyoto. What he had thought to be 
blinds and floor mats (tatami) nothing but pieces of rough 
matting made of straw and reeds. The musical instrument3 

I. According to the Ahjahc monognftzri it was a layman, a metarnorphcxl 
of the Kwannon image which the relations had made. 

2. # a a I# B, published by Hxrao Yosnl~rnrr in 191, Vol. IT, 
Kitsune zGshi, a 8 +, dating from the hlur~machi priod (1378-1601). 

2. g, shakuja, staves with their tops armed with metal rings, carried 
by trnvelling priests. 
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appeared to be horse and cow bdnes, and the plates and dishes 
were only broken saddles and skulls. His clothes consisted of 
pieces of old and dirty paper, and his whole appearance was so 
ridiculous, that some little boys, who were playing there and 
saw him creeping from under the building, broke forth into 
loud laughter and clapped their hands and danced with glee.' 
A samurai, who knew the priest, was just passing and looked to 
see what all this laughter meant. He could hardly recognize 
his reverend friend and got no, answer from him to his astonished 
questions. Then he took off the paper rags and gave the priest 
his own upper garment ; but as the bonze was very tall, he ' still 
looked ridiculous and his legs were wholly visible. In this 
condition he arrived at his village. Although he thought to 
have been seven years in the mysterious house of his fancy, in 
reality he had spent only seven days under the  temple. It was 

, JizG, who had saved him. 

The Gtnji motiogatanl contains the following tale. A 
bishop who was travelling, once pssed the night in a lonely 
house, which had such a dirty and awful appearance, that he 
was asked by his conlpanions to read a sutra in order to drive 
away all evil influences. When two of them went behind the 
house with torches, they saw in the frightful looking wood a 
mysterious being, big and white, which they supposed to be the 
metamorphosis (henge, @ 4e) of a fox. Imn~ediately t h y  told 
the bishop about it, who said : "Although I have heard 
about the haunting of foxes, I have never seen it ; therefore I 
will have a look." After these words he went out. The man 
whom they had found alone in the house said : " Foxes haunt 
the place here, but they are worthless creatures," and he did 
not show any fear. Afterwards the mysterious being appeared 
to be no spook at all, but only an ordinary girl. 

1. a fi En, written in 1004, Ch. 5. z. 
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In the Old-ktT we read the following : ' I  On the fourth 
day of the eighth month of the fourth year of the C h w e n  era 
(1031).  the Saigii4 called with a loud voice, not to be compared 
with other (human voices. A god (namely, a fox) spoke through 
her mouth. She was mad and built two Shinto temples which 
she dedicated to the gods of the Naigii and GegtLa There-. - 

upon she summoned all kinds of worthless people and made 
- - 

them dance the kagura4 and perform other frantic dances night 
and day. Then the sorceresses of the capital bcgan to worship 
a fox (imitating thc Saigii) anci to declare this animal to be thc 
great divinity of Ise (-;k ## m. Such things are very wicked." 

For the study of fox-lore as well as for that of the 
Trngu the Konjnk~t ~zonoA~ainl-tK is a very rich field. Resides 
the above mentioned tale, borrowed from the ZcrzA-a Aikib, we 
find in this boolc the several fox legends, given below, but the 
tarluki or mujim are not mentioned.' 

Fujiwara no Toshihito, who lived in the Engi era 
(901-gz'), once caught a fox and said to i t :  "Go to my 
house in Tsuruga and say that I am coming with guests and 
that they must send some servants with two saddled horses 
to-morrow at the hour of the snake (9-1 I A.M.) to the neigh- 
bourhood of Takashirna." Thereupon he let the fox go, and it 
ran away, looking back sc\reral tirncs. The next morning 
thirty men on horseback came to nicet their n~aster at the 
appointed place and told a strange story. " Ias t  night," they 
said, "at the hour of the dog (7-9 P.M.), our mistress felt 

I. 11. 6 &, a diary of FUJIWARA KO S A N ~ ~ K E ,  jj, also called ONO 
NO MIYA,  + 8 '8, who lived 956-1046. l i e  was Udnijin, " Right hlinister ", 
hence the title of the Inok Diary of the Udaijin Ono no miya." 

2. PC, Itsuki no miya, a virgin princess of the Blood, who was sent to 
the Imperial shrine at Ix at the time of the coronation of an Empror  to stay 
thcre until the latter's death or abdication. 

3. The Inner and Outer Temple at Ise. 

4. A w x e d  pantomimic dance with music. 

5. + 3 z. writtcn'bcforc 1077 1y M M T N A ~ ~ O T O  No TAKAKUNI, fBI (I) m, 
who dicd in that year. 

6. S:e above p. 21. 
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indisposed and had a severe pain in the breast. A Buddhist 
priest was callcd in, but the patient said : ' Why are you all so 
anxious? It  is nothing particular, I am only a fox. I was 
caught by your master who is on the way home, and he 
ordered me to tell you to send some men with two saddled 
horses to the neighbourhood of Takashima, as he is coming 
with guests. Please do so, otherwise it will go hard with me.' 
We decided to go with the horses, and at once the lady 
recovered (the fox had left her)." Toshihito smiled and 
ordered his attendant to go to his house and announce hi , 
arrival. There they were astonished to hear that the fox had 
spoken the truth. The next day, when they were enjoying a 
nice meal of enormous mountain potatoes, they 'discovered the 
fox sitting on the top of a roof and &king at them. As a 
reward for sending the message he got some food and then 

\ went away.' 

, One evening a very good looking young man met at the 
Sujaku gate in KyGto a beautiful woman with whom he at once 
fell in love. She refused at first to accept his proposals, saying 
that it would be his death to sleep with her, but at last she gave 
way, saying that she would die in his place. At the same time 
she asked him to bury her and copy a part of the Saddharma 
pundarika siitra (Hokkekyo, s-), and to o%r it on 
behalf of her soul. He laughed at her pessimistic notions but 
promised to do as she said, whereupon they spent the night . 
together. A t  daybreak she went away saying : " I take your 
fan with me ; if you come to-morrow to the Butoku-den, this 
fan will prove to you that I spoke the truth, and you will . 
recognize me." The next day he went to the place indicated 
and saw a dead fox with the fan over its face. Deeply moved 
he buried the animal, and every seventh day wrote a part of the 
Hokkekyo and offered it in a temple. In the night of the 49th 

I. Ch. XXVI, nr 17, K.T.K. XVI, pp. 1203 sqq. The same legend is to 
be found in the CTi sh2i ntmto;.ntori, 3 jt % s, Ch. I, K.T K. XVII, 

PP. 22 %'1. 
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day he saw the woman in a dream as an angel, surrounded by 
numberless other angels. She explained to him that she had 
been reborn in the Triyastritlqat heaven1 by virtue of the siitra. 

. After uttering these words she ascended to the sky to the 
accompanimerit of heavenly music." 

At the time of the Emperor Shomu (724-749) there was 
in the province of Mino a very strong and tall wonlan, who 
was called " the Fox of Mino." She was a descendant, of the 
fourth generation, of a man who had been married to a fox 
from the same province. She had the strength of a hundred 
men and abused the power by robbing the merchants who came 
and went to and fron~ the market place. But at last she was 
overconic by a much smaller woman fron~ Owari province, who 
forced her to stop her bad bchaviour forever.' 

A t  the time whcn the Empress Jot6mon-in, Consort of thc 
Eniperor Ichijo (986-IOI I), lived in the Kyogoku-den, a palace 
in Kyoto, shc heard, on the twentieth of the third month, when 
the cherry blossoms were in full bloom, a divine voice reciting 
an old-time verse, in which the smell of the blossoms was praised. 
But there was nobody to be seen at the time who could have 
spoken these words. This made the Empress anxious, and the 
people were in doubt. They did not believe that it had been a 
fox, but were inclined to consider the work that of a spin'c' ; 
although it was strange that the voice had been heard in the 
middle of the day, while spirits are wont to appear in the night.6 

A wet-nurse found herself alone with a'child of two years 
in her a rns  at the southern front of the hou& of her master, 
when the latter suddenly heard her crying for help. He ran 
with sword in hand to the spot and saw to his utmost astonish- 
-. - - 

I. TI] 34 X, Tij-ri ten, alw written a sg x, the " heaven of 33 (devas) ", 
where Indrn reigns. 

2. Ch. XIV, nr 5, p. 759: 'She same legend occurs in the A2kon 
chnr,,o~rslm, & + 3, Ch. AS, li .l' .li .  XV, pp. 5g9 HI. Accorcling to 
uotc it is foutid in thc I/ukk<,r/c~~, I& fs. 

3. Ch. XSIII, nr 17, p. 1005. 
' 4. hlono no rei, @j a. 

5. Ck. XXVII, nr 28, p. 1259. 
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ment two wet-nurses, who were exactly alike both pulling at 
the child but from opposite sides. Which was the real nurse, 
and which the fox, or something of .the kind? The frightened 
father brandished his sword, whereupon one of the women 
suddenly disappeared and the otlier and the'child fell down 
unconscious. A Buddhist priest was immediately sent for, who 
by means of incantations brought the nurse to her senses The 
other woman, she declared, had appeared to her and laid hold 
of the child, saying : " That child is mine," but she, the nurse, 
had held fast to it ; and they were struggling together when the 
master came. Nobody could say whether it was a fox or a 
s1irit.l 

A maid-servant received a message fro111 her master 
orde'ring her to come at once to a house which he had rented. 
She hurried to the place with her child and found her mistress 
who gave her plenty of food and after four or five days sent her 
back. Slie left the chid there; as she was soon to return. 
But whcn she arrived at the former house, she found there to 
her amazcnlent thosc whom she had just left in tlie newly rented 
house. They asked her where she had been staying for so 
long a time, and did not believe her story. Then she ran back 
to thc mysterious house and found only a lonely heath, where 
her child was lying alonc in the grass, crying lielplcssly. Pro- 
bably the wonlan had bcen deluded by foxes.' 

A nun who went out in thc midst of a dark winter night 
to call a priest for liis sick mother, saw on the top of a gate a 
glittering being which continually sneczcd and laughcd aloud. 
Thinking that it was a fox he ran away, half dcad with fright. 
A littlc further on he discovorcd a round glittering thing whicl~ 
cried aloud. IIc shot at and hit it with an arrow ~vhcn it burst 
into fragnlcnts and r1isapl)earcd. This uras certainly a trick of 
foxes? 
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In the clear moonlight two men were seeking a horse 

which llad been lost in the mountain;. All at once they 
stood before an enormous cryptomeria which they had never 
seen at that spot before. They came to the conclusion that 
they had been led astray by some god, and kcided to go 
back after having marked the tree with two arrows in order to 
find it the next day. But lo ! as soon as their arrows hit the 
tree, it vanished. Then they knew clearly that it was a spook, 
and, frightened, took to their lleels. The next day they went 
back to the spot and found instead of the tree the body of an 
old fox, with a cryptomeria twig in its mouth and tlre two 
arrows in its belly. Such was the fellow that had played 
them the trick !' 

A man who belonged to the Imperial Guardv met in the 
bright moonlight a beautiful woman, with whom he began to 
converse. But she continually kept her fan before her hce. 
When they had entered together the gate of tlie Imporid 
Guards, the nian suddenly remembered what he had heard 
about nien being deccivcd by foxes in tlie Horaku-in (within 
the Palace), and decided to try and find out whether or not 
this woman was an aninlal of that sort. He drew his sword, 
graspzd her by hcr hair and pressed her against a pilhr, 
threatcning to kill her. But she jumped about in a most violent 
maoner, and' discharged urine which stank dreadfully so that 
he let go of her, whereupon she changed into a fox and ran 
out of the gate, crying : " kG, k6." The man regretted very 
niuch that he had not I<illrd the wonlan at once. If one meets 
a bcautiful lady in a lonely place, lic had better keep a10of.~ 

A spirir', which possessed a person and made him (or her) 
ill, was transfcrrcd to a " nionotsuki no onna "' (a wotilan called 
for the purpose of placing within her a bad spirit), and it spoke 

I. Samc chapter, nr 37, 11. 1273. 
2. Samc chapter, nr 38, p. 1275. 
3. Mono no kc, 1 ja. 

4. @ 8 1 ), " l~)s~.s\iol~-wo~nan ". 
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through her mouth to the following effect : " I am a fox. I 
have not come to do evil, but only to have a look round, 
because I thought that there was plenty of food at such places 
as this ; the result was that I (that is the patient) was kept 
indoors." ARer these words she took from her bosom a whik 
gem of the size of a small mandarin-orange (mikan), threw it 
up and caught it again. People who saw this said : " That is 
a strange gem. Probably the ' possession-woman ' had that 
gem already in her pocket in order to delude mankind." Then 
a young man caught the gem, when the woman threw it up, 
and put it in his pocket. The fox which possessed the woman, 
begged him to give back the gem, but he refused, whereupon 
' the fox wept and said : " To you the ball is valueless, for you 

do not know how to use it. Therefore, if you do not give it 
hack to me, I will bc your enemy for ever, but if you give it 
back, I will hclp and protect you as a god." The young nlan 
made thc woman repcat the pro~nisc and then returned the gem. 
Aftel-wards, when an exorcist' llad driven out the fox, the gem 
was no longer to bc fouhd in the woman's pocket. This was a 
proof that it had really been the property of the being (that is, 
of the fox) which had possessed her. The fox kept his promise. 
Once when the young man was going home in a dark night, h=. 
became quite anxious and called the fox to his aid. Im- 
mediately the animal appeared and led him forward cautiously 
and stealing along a narrow lane instead of the m i n  road. 
From a distance hc could xu: thc reason of this strange be- 
haviour, for there were a great nunlbcr of thievcs, armed with 
bows and sticks, on the rortd wl~crc 11c would have passed if 
the fox had not led him elscwl~ere. At  the end of the lane th: 
fox disappeared ant1 the lnan went on siifely to his home. 
Many times he was helped and protected by the animal, a 
proof, says the author, of how 1nuc11 morc gnteful animals are 
than 

I .  BCj( &, kenshn. 

2. Ck. SXVII, nr 40, p. 1278. 
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At a river in the neighbourhood of Ky6to it often happened 
that people who passed on horseback on their way to the 
capital saw in the evening a dirty looking girl, who risked them 
to take her up behind then1 on their horses. If they did so, 

she sat on the horse for a distance of four or five ch6' and then 
jumped off and ran away in the shape of a crying fox One day a 
young man decided to put a stop to the tricks of this animal, and 
rode alone to the spot, but he did not see her. On his way back to 
the capital, however, the girl app~ared with tlie ordinary request . 
He took her on the horse and bound her tightly to the saddle. 
When they arrived at the gate, he delivered her into the hands 
of the guards, but she escapcd and ran away as a fox. At the 
same time gate and guards all vanished as if they were wiped 
out of existence. When the man looked about him, he found 
himself in the open field and his horse was nowhere to be seen? 

Other legends tell about foxes which caused a man to 
wander about in the night without finding the right way,' and 
others that caused strange faces to appcar in the night 
under the ceiling of an old chapel, which was supposed to be 
inhabited by a demon Once when three men passed the night 
there, they saw the faces but drove them away by brandishing 
their swords. This put an end to the fear of the people in the 
neighbourhood? Further, we read that " frightening people is 
the work of old foxes which can all be killed by a single falcon 
or dog "'; and still another story tells about a fox being the 
double of a woman, and when attacked by the husband escaping 
in the same \MY as in the other tales.' 

Finally, we read a story dating from the time of the 
Emperor Smj6 (10 I I - I o I 6) as follows : In Mino province 
there was a ford in a river, where poople who waded across in 

I.  I ch6, u, is 119 yards 11 inches, 1/36 of n ri (8, 2 miles, 775 yards). 
2. CI. XXVII, nr 41, p. 1280. 
3. Same chapter, nr 42, p. 1284. 
4. Same chapter, nr 44, 13. 1287. 
5. Same chapter, nr 31, p. 1262. 
6. Same chapter, nr 39, p. 1276. 
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the night ofien heard a woman giving birth to a crying child 
and saying : "Takc it in your arms." Once a fearless man 
took the child and refuscd to give it back, but on reaching his 
home he found that it was nothing but tree leaves. !%me 
people said that this was the work of a fox, others supposed that 
the woman in the river was the ghost of a wonlan who had died 
in childbirth.' 

These legends clearly show the various ideas about the 
fox which were prevalent at that time. Though sometimes 
useful to men, the animal played tricks on thcm for the most 
part, not so much for the purpose of doing then1 harm as to 
frighten and annoy them. In order to accomplish this aim they 
not only took a human, mostly female, shape, but also changed 
tllctnselves into trees ur mystcrious glittering bcings. Possession 
was cornmon, as well as appearing in the form of a woman's 
double. It is very that the white gem, used by the 
fox in one of the legends, simply means its soul, which is oRen 
thought to have the shape of a white, glittering ball ; it rcn~inds 
us of the pcad which foxes hold in the moutli in Chinese 
legends.' 

C .  T;rlrIft/r crntt~~y. 

The Kobi no At' contains the following : " In the third . 
year of the K6wa era ( I  101) there were in the capital many 
different cases of fox-haun~ing. At  t l c  first the foxes gave 
meals (to the people) before the Sujaku gate, preparing rice 
from horse dung and vcgctables from cow boncs. Afterwards 
they did the samc behind t l c  Shikibusho (the Ilcpartment of 
Rites and Ceren~onies) and b-fore the gates of the llouses of the 
Kuge (Court nobles) and samurai. The people callcd it ' Great 
fox-banquets.' " 

I .  Same chapter, nr 43, p. 1285. 
z See above p. 7. 
3. a x, " Fox-I~aunting record," written by fi h.0 MASAFUSA, 

(A tf a), w10 lived 1040-1 I I I ,  after I lor, for that year is mentioned in 
the lcLvnd. \'e$r~I th! work in the C n r r d ~ n  m C  rr nr 135, Vol. VI, p 968. 
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" Mina~noto no Takayasu, the Zusho no siikc (Librarian), 
went to the Sai-in1 of Kamo (jinjal. His carriage stood outside 
the gate. When night fell two or three young court nobless 
and two women entered the carriage and drove away in the 
moonlight. They passed the Kamo gawa and came to the 
bank of the river at Shichij6 (Shichijo kawara). On the way 
they met the Captain of the Right Imperial Guards, Nakahara 
no Iesue. In the carriage their nice red garments were clearly 
visible, although it was nighf. The Captain was astonished and 
the boy, who managed the ox before the carriage, could not 
endure it any longer and fell with his face to the ground in the 
middle of the road. Then the court nobles gave him a red 
fan and suddenly went away. There were traces of fox 
paws on the cross bar of the carriage4. The ox boy went 
home, and when he looked at the fan next day, he saw that 
it was a bone. He imlnediately fell ill and died within a few 
days. His master, who was very much afraid, was minded 
to burn the carriage, but in his dream a divine man came 
to him and said : ' Please do not burn it;  I will reward 
you (for the use of it).' At  the change of magistrates 
the next year he was appointed Librarian (the reward of 
the fox)." 

In the subsequent story the Emperor Horikawa ( I 0861 I 07) 
is escorted by mysterious horsemen, who cover their faces with 
their sleeves, and when they are asked who they are gallop 
away without answering. They disappear aRer having passed 
the Sujaku gate which was apparently the favourite haunting 
spot of foxes. Another time a bishop, famous for expounding 
Ruddha's Law, was asked by an old woman to come to her 

I .  j), a virgin princess of the Blood, of the same rank as the Saigii 
(a 3) of Ise, and residing in the Kamo shrine at Kysto. 

2. g, un-kaku. 
3. The " kitsune-hi " or (6 fox-fire " made them quite distinct in the 

darkness. 
4. Qf, shoku, the bar on which the pcrson in the &age wns lenning when 

he bowed and saluted. 
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house in order to hold a service there. I-Ie promised to come ; 
but the woman came the same evening and made her request 
again So he went with her passing along the Sujaku road 
in Rokujo (Kycto), which had its usual appearance with its 
magnificent houses and temples. In the house when they 
entered it the offerings were ready, but there was no one to 
attend. Behind a blind somebody clapped his hands, and all 
of a sudden wine was brought in. The astonished bishop did 
not eat or drink anything, but first sat down before the butsu- 
dan (the Buddhist house shrine) and struck the prayer bell with 
a single stroke. Suddenly the light became red and the dishes 
which had been prepared for the priest appeared to be a kind 
of dung. The whole occurrence was so startling that the 
bishop was quite unnerved and fled half dead with fright. The 
next day he went to look for the house, but there was no trace 
of it to be found. Apparently the foxes had hoped to make 
the bishop ill by causing him to eat the abominable food, but 
their magic power came suddenly to an end at the first stroke 
on the prayer bell. 

A man (that is, a metamorphosed fox) bought a house in 
Kyogoku in the district of Shichijo (Kyoto). Afterwards he 
destroyed the house, went to the Toribe field (the burial place) 
and used the boards of the house for burial materials (as fuel 
for the pile). What he hld paid for the house seemed to be 
gold, silver and ,silk, but afterwards it all appeared to be 
nothing but old straw sandals and clogs, tiles and pebbles, 
bones and horns. 

MASAFUSA adds : " There are many examples of trans- 
formation of foxes in the annals of history ... ... ... I have not 
hitherto believed those (Chinese) tales, but now I 'have seen 
with my own eyes the .same strange things in Japan. Although 
the world is approaching its end, the spooks are just the same 
as in olden times ; this is most queer."' 

1. Ginzslro nrfz, Vol. VI, p. 969. 
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The F K S ~  rynkkzl contains, besides the above mentioned 
tales, quoted from the Zenka hkikra and the Ry6-i kz9, the 
following legend. 

"In the biography of the abbot S 6 6  (# a)' we read : 
' In the fourth year of the Ninna era (888) the Empress Rokuj6 
was ill. At  that time the abbot was 60 years old. He was 
summoned (to the Palace) and came in order. to recite incanta- 
tions. For three days and three nights he did not move f r m  
his seat and took no thought of either sleep or food. On the 
morning of the fourth day the Empress cried aloud, bent her 
body and rolled on the floor so violently that the bedroonl 
nearly collapsed. In the meantinie there appeared from the 
north-west corner of the bed curtain a supernatural fox (s s, 
reiko) which anxiously ran to and fro in all directions. The 
Dajdaijin (Prime Minister of State)' and all the others who 
were present trembled with fear and quite lost their presence of 
mind. Then the abbot read the ' Salvation-mantra '6, whereupon 
the house stopped shaking and the fox departed. The E m p r w  
recovered and tllc Emperor rewarded the abbot in an imperial 
way.'l6 

Further, several bad omina were observed within the 
Palace, namely, of foxes copulating7, 'or howlings. or climbing 
upon a roof, or passing kine in the Emperor's room10, or 
sitting in the seat of a high official". In go5 a fox died in the 
Principal Adlninistrativc Department of the Benkwan (in the 
-. .~ - -  . - . - - .- 

I.  a $ I$ z, I*  Abridgccl llistory of Jn~an," written in the 1zlh century 
by  he priest Kwo-EN, $& H, ihc tcacl~er of the pricst C E N K ~ ,  ," (1132-1212). 

2. Sec abvc  p. 21. 

3. See above p. 20. 

4. 'Ile same abbot exorcised in 865 a l'engu who p o ~ s s e d  and tormented 
the bhpress (Kojidan, Ch. 111, K.T.K. SV, p. 66, comp. my treatise on thc 
Tengu, Transactions, Vol. S S Y  VI, l'art 11, 1). 46). 

5. Gedatsu no ju, E. 
6. Ch. YSII, K.T.K. Vol. VI, p. 634. 
7. Ch. SSIII, p. 650, in 898. 
8. Ch. XXIII, p. 661, in p z .  

g. Ch. XIIII, p, 671, in p). 
10. Ch. SSIV,  p. 684, in 927. 
I I .  Ch. YSV, p. 722, in yjz. 
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Palace). As there was doubt whether or not the room had 
become unclean by reason of this fact, it was no longer used for 
official purposes. But the Emperor issued a decree, stating 
that the building was not to be considered as unclean'. The 
same question rose in gog, when a fox had died within the 
Inner gate of the Palace. The Udaijin (Right Minister), ordered 
'the Secretary (5rC gt, geki) to examine the precedents as to 
the question whether or not such a thing had been declared to 
render the Palace unclean ; for if this was the case, the religious 
ceremqny of the next day could not take place. The Secretary 
answered that it had always been considered as making the 
Palace unclean, whereupon the Udaijin reported the matter to 
the Emperor. But His Majesty said : "As the fox does not 
belong to the six domestic animals, the Palace is not to be 
considered as unclean ; moreover it is not mentioned in the 
rules regarding the ceremony." 

FUJIWARA NO YORINAGA~ relates in his diary, entitled 
Tm3z3, how in I 144 a boy of 16 years was seduced by a fox 
in the shape of a young woman in the Noden (a building of the 
Palace) and in consequence caught a bad venereal disease. A 
few days before a fox had come under the eaves and looked at 
him. " I ncvcr heard such strange things before ", remarks 
the writer. 

On the same page he gives the following account : " In 
olden times there were many foxes in a certain yashiki (coni- 
pound of a noblenian) at Kyoto. When, a few years ago, 
these foxes reappeared, there a bow and arrow were set up (as 
a kind of magic) to prevent them from coming, but it had no 
effcct and they showed themselves prcciscly as before. Tlere- 
upon I laid food (a bait, probably poisoaed) at the fox-door4 

- - - - - - - - - - 

1. ch. x x I I r ,  p. G ~ O .  

2. 89 d;i a g, who livcd IIZO-1156. 

3. ff g, a diary which runs from 1142 till "55. 

4. Iiitsunc-tlu, a lattice duor, througli which onc could s:e from inside 

\vilhuut king seen  fro^^^ uutsidc. 
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and since that time no foxes appeared there any more. What 
nnkes nle sure that the foxes were divine spirits @ #) is 
that they were not tempted by the bait or terrified by the 
bowsorcery ; these were clearly of no effect. But within the 
compound of the yashiki there is a little old shrine, and it was 

the god of this which probably caused the foxes to appear. 
Moreover the mansion repeatedly escaped the fires which 
occurred from time to fine on all sides of it, and even one 
which broke out within itself did no danage ". 

IIere we see the fox as a seducer of young men, just as in 
China, but on the other hand as a protector against fire. The 
divinity of the shrine mentioned was probably Inari, the Rice 
goddess. 

Another diary, the SatrRni.42, contains the following 
details. On the fifth day of the sixth month of the second year 
of the Jij6 era ( I  178) there was a discussion at the Court about 
a fox which had been killed by means of an arrow in the 
neighbourhood of the palace of the Saigii at Ise. When the 
Emperor asked for precedents, it was reported to him that in 
1072 the third son of Narisiike, the former I s r d  of Yamato 
province, naniely, Fujiwara no Nakasue, who lad  killed a 
spiritual fox @$ a, reiko) in the office of the Saigii at Ise 
(the ~ihite foxes at Ise were called shiva-t5jir~,, 8 IJ), was 
banished to T&a province. And in I I 32 a fox was killed before 
the palacc of the Saigii. On hearing this report the Emp-ror 
ordered a Iloctor of Law to investigate the law on the subject. 
When this Doctor gave the results of his research, they 
corresponded to the report already made (that is, in respect to 
exile as punishment). According to the Law it was forbidden 
to shoot an arrow in the compound of a palace, and the killing , 
of a fox was as great a crime as the killing of a divine spirit 

H S). 
- - - - . . - - 

I .  LII 8, diary of KAKAYAW TADACIIIKA, ,&a, who lived 
1130-I 195. 
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In the H y a k u ~ e n ~ ~ ~  we find both these cases (of 1072 
and I I 78) mentioned ; while the Gdwamld and theJikkinizi? 
refer to the former case only. 

The Ko/'idan4 speaks of a pupil of Bishop Enzen (s a) 
who was sick for a long time with an intermittent fever The 
bishop, supposing he was possessed, went out into the street and 
humbly begged for food, which he gave to the boy in the belief 
that this humiliating act would benefit him. The boy folded his 
arms and said : " I am a divine fox; but being opposed by 
your powerful influence, I do not know what to do. Henceforth 
I will never come again." 

In the Uji sh t i  mmnogatarij we read the following legends : 
A samurai who went home one evening met a fox, which he 
pursued and hit with an arrow in its loin. The fox tumbled down 
and howlcd loudly, and then limped away through the grass. The 
animal went on for two cho before the samurai in the direction 
of the latter's house, which was at a distance of only four or 
fivc ch6. When the nlan saw tlmt the animal had fire in its 
mouth, hc set spurs to his horse, but it was already too late. 
The fox, on arriving at the house, had transformed itself into a 

. man and set the house on firc, The samurai, who tliouglit 
that it was thc work of a real man, pursued him, but the 
fox rcsunled his vulpi~ie form and disappeared into the high 
grass. The house was burnt down. Even such creatures take 
immediate revenge for wrongs done to them ; it is better not to ' 

shoot them? 

1. a @ 8, writtcn alter 1259, K.T.I<. 1-01. S I V ,  Ch. V, p. 44 and Ch. 
VIII, p. 127. 

2. & -3 @, written aftcr 1225, Ch. IV, K.T.K. Vol. S I V ,  p. 46. i 
3. + &rll a, writtcn in 1252, Ch. x, nr 31. K.T.I<. Val. XV, p. 809. I 

. 4. 8 f m, written 1210-1220, Ch. IJI, I<. 'T. I<. Vol. S V ,  p. 77. I 
5. 7: 3 & a, written 1~x3-18; but according to l ~ m n ~ w z ,  Ge- , 

schichtc der Jnl>n~iisclieu L.iterntur, p. 244, much Inter, shorlly h iore  1333. 
6. Cli. Ill, I<. T. K .  X\'ll, 1). Ss. 
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In o!den times a mono tto ke (the, spirit of a being), who had 
possessed a person and made him ill, was transferred to a woman 
(by the incantations of an exorcist) and spoke by the mouth of 
the woman1 the following words : " I am no curse-causing 
spirit. I am a fox which passcd by here seeking for food. hly 
children, which are in a grave-house, are hungry and I came 
here because I thought I would find some food for them ; when 
I have eaten an offering-rice cake, I will go awvay." Thereupon 
the possession-woman was given such a cake and a h r  eating it 
with a voracious appetite, she asked for some more to take to  
her parents and children. When she got this she put it into her . 
bosom and requested the exorcist to drive the fox out of her, for 
it was the fox that was speaking through her all the time. Then 
the woman fell on her face and aRer a while rose up;  but 
strangely enough the rice cake had by that time disappeared out 
of her bosom ! Apparently the fox had taken the cake away 
with him? 

A tanlrki trick is told in the same work.8 A holy man, 
who lived in a mountain for many years, was often visited by a 
hunter, who had a great veneration for him and always brought 
him food. One day the saint told the hunter that Fugen 
Rosatsu4 came night after night as a sign of the efficacy of his 
(the saint's) prayers. The hunter, who was curious to see this 
miracle, stayed there hoping to see it ; and in the middle of the 
night the Bodhiittva really, appeared, seated on his white 
elephant. The devout hermit wept and worshipped, but the 
hunter, who thought it queer that such a divine apparition 
should be visible even to the eyes of common people like him- 
self and the young servant of the hermit, decided to put it to the 

.test. FI-om bchind thc praying saint he shot an arrow in the 
- -- ~ .-pp-.-....-.--.---.. 

I. A mono-tsuki no onnn, possession-woman," comp. the tale of ~ h e  
K o ~ a j n h  nmono&nfnri, Ch. SXVII,  nr 39, above p, 29. 

2. Ch. IV, p. 86. 
3. Ch. VIII, p. 170. 
4. 00 8 B, Samantabhadrn. 
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direction of Fugen, and lo ! the glorious Bodhiittva disappeared 
at once and there was a sound as of something tumbling down 
into the valley. The next day they found a big t n n ~ k '  with the 
arrow in its dead body. The good hermit had been deceived 
by this animal because he lacked knowledge, and the hunter by 
means of reflection discovered the trick. 

This is the first passage in Japanese literature where we find 
the ianuki mentioned as haunting men. It  is clear that this 
animal appeared in Japanese folklore much later than the fox 
and the mujina. For with the Uji shiii monogatmi we are 
already at the beginning of the thirteenth century (or later), and 
the above mentioned list of forebodings (p. I S ) ,  which includes 
the crying of tanuki on the different zodiacal days, dates from 
the second half of the fourteenth century. The reason for this 
late appearance is that the importance of the tinuki in Chinese 
folklore is not to be compared with that of the fox. The legends 
were rare and therefore did not find their way among the Japan- 
ese people as early as did those of the fox. 

In the Gzrkzans/@' we read that Bishop Ji-en (probably the 
author of the Gukwansho) wrote a letter to the Prime Minister 
of the Emperor Go Toba ( I  I 83-1 198). who believed that the 
ghost of the Emperor Go Shirakawa h ~ d  spoken by the mouths 
of certain persols three in number, ordering thc people to wor- 
ship him. The bishop wrote, as I m-.ntioned in my paper on 
the Tengu: that he considered the matter to be the work of 
foxes or Tengu, which already in olden times liked to be wor- 
shipped arid to throw the world into confusion. The Emperor 
followed the bishop's advice and took no notice of the ghost's 
command. With respect to one of the possessed persons, a 
woman, the Bishop said : " If it is clear that she is not possessed 
by afox or tanuki (& @, kori) and that she has spoken volun- 
tarily (that is, if she has tried to deceive the Emperor and the 
people), than she must certainly be banished. But although men 

1. ,a B, written before IZZS. Ch. \'I, K.T.K. XIV, p. 556 sq. 
2. Transnctions, Vol. XXXVI, Part 11, p. 50. 
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are strange beings, I do not believe t h ~ t  this is the case. It is 
certainly a fox or a Tengu, that has caused her to speak so. If 
the woman is simply put away in some corner, the fox or tanuki 
will at last go out 'of her and keep quiet thereafter." So tlw 
Emperor ordered the woman to be sent to a mountain monas- 
tery, where she gradually recovered. 

This is the first time that we come across the term kori 
(foxes and tanuki), so common in later days. In another passage 
of the same work' " Celestial Dogs " and " Terrestrial Dogs " 
(R #j #@ are mentioned by the writer as the probable 
authors of the unprecedented event of a Fujiwara's (namely 
Yoritsune's) korning Shogun of Karnakura (1219). For this 
matter caused great indignation among the other members of the 
Fujiwara family. BAK& gathers from the i c t  that the Tengu 
are bracketed now with foxes and again with " Terrestrial Dogs," 
that the lat~er must be the same as foxes. 

In the Get~qei scisuikz* we read the following :-The 
Enlperor Shirakawa (1072-1086) went on one occasion late at 
night with a few followers to the Gion temple at Kyoto, in order 
.to visit a woman for whom he had built a palace in that neigh- 
bourhood. It was pitch-dark, as the moon had not yet risen. 
Suddenly a light appeared, which was extinguished the next 
moment, but came again directly and in such fantastic form 
that the Emperor shivered with fear. Tadamori, who was sent 
ahe:d to seize the light and bring it to his Imperial Master, 
thought that it was a demon or an old fox of the Gion wood. 
Slowly and s*ealthily he rode in the direction of the mysteriously 
shining thing, and was about to make a violent attack upon it 
with his long sword, when a voice was heard and he discovered 
that it was simply an old priest bearing a torch, who had been 
sent by the abbot to meet the Emperor." 
-- 

I. a. VII, p. 597. 
2. Nintmc no h m h i 7 ,  a (Y @, ft ((written in 181 I), p. 1054. Camp. 

my treatise on the Tengu, Transactions, Vol. XXXVI, Part 2, p. 51. 
3. a + fi 3, written about 1250; Teikoku Bunko, g Cg 3 lgt, Vol. V. 
4. Ch. XXVI, p. 676. 
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When Tsunemasa, Lord of Tamba, went as a pilgrim to 
Chikubu island, he spent a whole night there praying to Benzai- 
ten to protect him against his enemies and to cause the Imperial 
Majesty to shine over all the country. At daybreak he heard 
the sound of the waves of the lake, and of the wind blowing 
through the pine trees, and in the joy of his heaA he played 
several times on a biwa (lute), which one of the priests gave him, 
to the delight of all the priests who were present and who wept 
with admiration. Benten accepted the musical offering ; for 
from above the front steps of the temple a white fox appeared, 
and, walking in the garden, the animal looked watchfully in the 
direction of the Lord of Tamba. It was a wonderful thing indeed. 
Tsunemasa thankfully considered this fox a nlanifestation of the 
goddess and did not doubt that his prayer would be answered. 
After he had given expression to his joy in the shape of a poem, 
the fox cried " k6, k6 ", and hid itself behind the temple.' 

One day Taira no Kiyomori ( I  I 18-1 I 8 I )  pursued a big fox 
on the Rendai plain, and was already about to shoot it, when 
the fox suddenly changed into a yellow woman, who smiled and 
spoke to him, saying : " If you spare my life, I will fulfill your 
wish." On hearing these words Kiyomori removed the arrow 
from the bow and asked the woman who she was. She 
answered : " I am the ' King in the midst of the 74 roads.' " a 

" Then you are probably the ' Dt.va-Ki7zg the Vt'mrrable Fox,' " 
Kiyomori said, and alighting from his horse he reverently bowed 
himself down before her. Thereupon the woman resumed her 
forme; fox shape and disappeared, crying " k6, k6 ". Kiyomori 
reflected upon the matter in the following way : ' I  It is the work 
of the God of the Kitchen4 that I am poor. For attaining wealth 
by suppressing the Kitchen-god, Renten's ' bcautiful names '' 

1. Ch. XXVIII, p. 728. 

2. -tiq-5Ss*nE. 
3. # a 2, Kiko Tenn6, that is, Dqini  Ten. 
4 # ft, Kw6jin. 
5. # =, myfi-on. 
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are unsurpassed. One of those nanles, is the ' DevaXmg the 
Venerable Fox ', of to-day. Therefore I must fully practice bhe 
' Law of Daten ' I." 

"The Chinese En~press l'ao Sz'? after having ruined the Ern. 
peror Yiu* of the western Cheu dynasty (B.C. 781)) becart~e a 
fox with three tails which cried ' k6 k6 ' and entered an old 
grave. The fox changed i e l f  into a beautiful wonran in order 
to enchant men, and by means of a bewitching smik she did mi 
end of mischief; eight or nine out of every ten men were seduced 
by her "' ... ... ... " In order to ruin the Fmperor Yiu the king 
of another country practiced the ' Law of Daten.' Doktt is a 

 OX.^'^ 
This is the first time Datm, that is, Dagini Tm, is men- 

tioned. We read about this Deva in several books of dierent 
ages which for the sake of clearness and chronological order 
will be brought together and treated below. 

A valuable book of reference is the Kokon chmondG6, in 
which we read a number of legends. 

A Dainagon, whose house became more and more haunted 
by foxes, decided to hold a battue. In the night after he had 
given orders therefor, he saw in a dream an old grey-head with 
the stature of a tall boy in a green hunting-dress, who squatted 
under an orange tree in the garden. On being asked his name, 
the strange individual slid, trembling with fear : " I have been 
living here in your house through two generations, and I have a 
great number of cllildren and grandchildren, whom I have 
always tried to kecp from doing xnischief, but thcy would not 
listen to me. Now I am very much ashamed to be sharing 

r .  s. Daten is Dagini Ten, see below. The legend is to be found 
Ch. I, p. 12. 

2. a. See above p. 8 ; shc was origi~lally his favourite concubine. 

3. m 3. 
4. Ch. VI, 1). 161. 
5. Ch. VI, p. 162. 

6. 8 4# 3 a, writtcn in 1254, K.'I'.K. Vol. XV. 
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with them your just anger ; please, forgive it for this time and 
I will protect you forever, and always let you know whenever 
any good luck nlay be coming your way." Thereupon the 
dreamer awoke, got up and opened the door of the verandah. 
On the same spot where he had seen the mysterious man in his 
dream, he discovered in the morning light an old hairless fox, 
which shyly tried to hide itself behind a bamboo bench ......... 
The battue did not take place and from that time the fox always 
announced to the Dainagon whatever good luck he had to 
expect.' 

Fujiwara no Tadazane (1078-1 162)~ called Chisoku-in dono, 
a very ambitious map, ordered a Buddhist priest who was 
famous for the power of his incantations, to practice the Dagini 
doctrinep, which has efict at a previously appointed time. The 
priest said: "This doctrine has never hiled. Within seven 
days it will have success; if not, you must prolong it for 
another seven days. In case of nonefficiency after that interval 
you may banish me." After seven days the pript requested 
Tadazane to send somebody to have a look, and when the man 
went he saw a fox which came and ate the ofirings without 
fear of the surrounding people. This was so h r  a good sign, 
said the priest, but he had to continuc the rites for seven days 
more. He did so, and on the last day of that period Tadazane 
saw during his siesta a beautiful woman passing by his bed. 
Her hair was 3 shaku longer than the border of her silken robe. 
As he seized it, she said : " Why do you do that ; it is 
not good to do so." Her voicc, gestures and face were all 
supernatural, so that he supposed her to be an angel from heaven. 
But the apparition broke away from him so violently, that 
her hair was torn froni her haid, whereupon Tadazane awoke 
and saw that hc: hcld a fox tail in his hand. As soon as the 
priist, for whorn he had at once sent, heard of this dream, he 

I. Ch. SV11, (g &), p. 549. 

2. @ a a s, Uagixii nu !I<,. 
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was delighted and said that he never had had such a splendid 
e&ct for his prayers, and that the next day, at the hour of the 
horse (I 1-1 P.M.), Tadazane's wish would be fulfilled. The 
priest was right, for really there came at that hour a very 
lucky message for him from the Emperor. Afterwards Tada- 
zane became Prime Minister and rewarded the priest with a high 
post. The fox tail, which he kept in a beautiful box, was 
subsequently treasured up in a monastery. Tadazane learned 
the Dagini rites, practiced them himself whenever he wished for 
anything, and never did so in vain. The fox that ate the 
ofierings and appeared I, the dream was apparently Dagini   en 
herself. Besides the tail there was also an image for which 
a snlall Shinto shrine was built, called " the shrine of the 
Celestial Divinity of Happiness." ' 

In the Shohei era (931937)  several hundred foxes came 
on one occasion to worsliip the Daibutsu of Tdaiji. As they 
were driven away by the people, their spirit (s) possessed a man 
and said through him : " We have been living already a long 
time in this monastery. We worship the venerable image 
because it is to be afflicted and burnt teday."' 

At the time of the Emperor Go Toba ( I  183-1 198) the 
palace of a Princess in Kyoto was haunted. Shoda Yorinori 
waited night after night in vain for the spook, till at last, in the 
seventh night, when he was half asleep, lis head was bombarded 
with potsherds. First he did not see anything, but after a while 
a black being junlped over him. When he caught it and looked 
to see what it was, Ile found that it was nothing but an old, 
hairless intn~di! He pressed the animal down and brought it 
alive to the princess, who  warded hirn with the present of a 
sword. After that there were no more spooks in the place? 

An old mountain lake was frequented by a great number of 
water birds, but everybody who hunted them was drowned. 

I .  ('11. VI ,  p. 312. The name of the divinity was a @, Fukutenjin, 
sinlply n~loiller nan~e for Lhgini Ten. See lxlow. 

2. CI1. XX, p. 586. 
3. Ch. XVII, p. 543. 
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One day a brave man decided to put a stop to this mys~riouu 
matter, and went alone in the dark, arrned with a bow and 
arrows and a big sword, hi way lying through the lonely 
mountains. On reaching the lake he sat down and waited a 
long time under a pine tree which stood on the bank with its 
trunk hanging out over the water. Suddenly, in the dead of 
night, the surface of the lake was disturbed and waves began to 
dash upon the shore. The man bent his bow and waited. 
Therc appeared a light in the midst of the 'lake, the form of 
which he could not distinguish. It canle flying in his direction, 
but when it reached a point just above the tree and saw the 
audacious nlan aiming his bow at it, it flew back over the lake. 
As this was repeated time and again, the nlan grew tired, and, 
throwing his bow on the ground, drew his sword. Then 
the spook came nearer and he saw in the light a grinning old 
hag, whom he inlniediately seized. She tried in vain to pull him 
into the lake, for he stood like a pillar and gave her a stab with 
his knife, which made her weaker and weaker, till at last the 
light disappeared. The hag died and turned out to be an 011 
tanuki, which hi took liomc and showed to his astonished 
brothers, who had refused to go with him for fear of the 
dangerous spook.l 

A captain of thc Left Gatc Guards, called Saito Sukeyasu, 
who was hunting in thc provincc of Tamba, once passed the 
night in an old chapel against the advice of the villagers, who 
told him that thc chalxl was inhabited by an anthropophagous 
monstcr. IIe prefcrrcd to run the risk of being devoured by 
thc monster to remaining in the snowstorm outside. While he 
was leaning against a pillar, half Aslecp, he heard somebody 
approaching in the garden. Peeping through a chink of the 
sliding-door he discovercd a pitch-black Buddhist priest (& f4$, 
h6shi), who was so tall that his head renchcd to the eaves ; but 
Sukeyasu could not distinguish him clearly. The priest stretch- 



ed a horrible, hairy, thin arm through the chmk of the sliding- 
door and stroked Sukeyasu's forehead, but when the latter sat 
upright, he withdrew the arm immediately. After a while the 
hairy hand appeared and strolced Sukeyasu again, but this time 
the captain grasped and held it tightly. In the struggle which 
cllsued the slidi~lgdoor got pushed out of its groove and fell 
over on the verandah. The giant was underneath and when 
pressed down by Sukeyasu, became smaller and snlaller and his 
arm thinner and thinner, and he cried with a very weak voice. 
Then the captain called his servants and ordered them to strike 
a light. And lo ! the gigantic spook appeared to be only an 
old tanuki. The next day Sukeyasu was proceeding to show 
the animal to the villagers i l l  order to convince .them that the 
monster was not so dangerous after all and that it was now 
dead, but the servants had roasted and eaten the tanuki, and 
only its head remained. This was shown to the astonished 
peasants. From that time the chapel was no longer haunted by 
anthr~~ophagous beings.' 

In the next legend we read about a rain of pebbles which 
continually descended in the house of a minister in Kyoto. 
Nobody knew from whence they came. Although the inmates 
were not hit by the pabbles, the thing perplexed them greatly, 
till a samurai from the country gave them the advice to bring 
tanuki together from all sides and to prepare a meal from them. 
As he came from the country, they trusted him and followed 
his advice. Nice mats were spread in the garden, many lamps 
were lighted, and a great number of tanuki, roasted and cooked 
in various ways, were eaten, while the sake cup went round after 
a most jolly fashion. With loud voices the feasters cried out : 
" You tanulii, you mean fellows, why do you haunt the house of 
the Minister? Those who do such things are punished in this 
way (namely, by being Iiilled and eaten)." Thereupon they 
threw the bones upon the earthen wall surrounding a neighbour- 
-- - 

I .  Ch. SVII,  p. 550. 
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ing monastery and ate and drank again. " Now they will not 
play such tricks any longer," they said to one another, and 
really, for a long time there was no further pebble rain in that 
house. " This is no lie," the author adds, " fot it is a strange 
fact which happened only a little while ago. Doubtless the 
pebble rain was the work of tanuki." ' 
. The Azrma Knp?tti ' speaks of three fox-omina. The first 
occurred in r I 86, .when " a fox brought forth a young one at 
the foot of Eikoku sin. This young fox came into the palace 
of the Shiiguli at Kamakura. According to the diviners it was 
a bad omen. Many strange things had already happened 
during the previous year."' The second omen was in I 2 I 3, when 
it thundered in the night, and at the same time a fox cried 
several times in the southern garden of the Shogun's palace.' 
The third time was in 1250. In that year a fox, which cried 
every night in that same garden, was shot by one of the 
Shiigun's Body-Guards, and ran away through the eastern 
Chinese gate ; its crying was heard in the direction of Hiki ga 
yatsu (valley).' 

In I 188, on the 14th day of the 9th month, a child ~vas 

born and disappeared. After four years it was found, as a little 
boy, in an old grave inhabited by a fox. Thc discovery was 
due to a dream in which the grave had been indicated. The 
boy was taken home, but the fox of the grave changed itself into 
an old man who suddenly appeared and gave a sword and a 
comb to the boy, secretly whispering into his ear : " You will 
become the 1-ord of Japan. To-day you will attain that rank." 
This child was Shigen~ochi, and NnL-ashige, his heir, afterwards 
carried the s\vord.' 
- . . - - - - - - - - 

r .  Ch. SVII, p. 551. 
2. 3 g a (nftenvards mittcn ff #), written shortly after 1266. 
3. Ch. VI, p. 7. 
4. Ch. X S l ,  p. 45. 

5. ~ . X & P .  30. 
6. Ch. VIIl, p. 27. 
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In the Zoklr kojidmrl we read : " In olden times somebody 
shot a fox in the neighbourhood of a temple in which a fox 
(yakan, T) was considered to be the body of a god (that 
is, in which a fox-shaped god was worshipped). The Court 
nobles deliberated whether the fox had been killed or not, but 
the Dainagon Tsunenobu said that it was no crime to shoot a 
god, however exalted he might be, when that god ran out of 
his temple in the shape of a fox." 

E. ForrrtrPnth Century. 

URABE NO K E N K ~  tells in the Tsureaurepal the following 
story :-" There were spooks in the Palace at Ky6to. While 
so& courtiers were playing go, somebody l ikd  the blind and 
looked at the game. It was a fox sitting like a man, but it ran 
away when the astonished, players cried out : ' A fox.! ' It 
was apparently a fox that had tried to haunt them, but, being 
not yet well trained to the business, had not succeeded." 

In the M m  &agami4 we read the following: In 1283 
the priests of Hiyoshi, on Hieizan, came to the capital and placed 
the mikoshi of the god in the Palace, as a sign of their anger, 
because the Emperor had declined some request they had made. 
Then they returned to their mountain home, leaving the mikoshi 
behind. For fear of the god the Emperor (Go Uda) went out 
'from the Palace and established himself in a private house. Rut 
after a while he leR there and returned to the Palace for the 
following reason. In that private house there was a chapel of 
Waka-miya of Iwashimizu, where a large number of foxes 
lived. LSomebody had ofknded these animals in such a way 
as to cause their revenge to fdl upon the house. Their anger 
revealed itself in a great variety of strange incidents, and the 

I .  01 8 l(C a, written at the end of the 13th or begin* of the 14th 
century. Ch I1 (g a), Ctwrh M ~ Z ,  nr 487, Vol. XVII, p. 661. 

2- b % # a . f .  
3. Written 1334-39; nr 230. 

4. a written 1340-1350. Ch. SII, K .  T. I(. Vol. XVII, p. 1139. 
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Emperor thought it better to return to the Palace. Apparently 
he was more afraid of the foxes than of Hiyoshi, the mighty 
god of Hieizan. 

In the T d ~ i R i '  we find the legend about Kakuban (the 
priest of KGya-san into whose heart the Tengu had stolen and 
who was hund by the monks of Kiiya seated aRer the fashion 
of the image of Fud6 Myoo), which I have given in detail in 
my treatise on the Tengu.' The monks thought that Kakuban 
had transformed himself by means of some magic art whkh old 
tanuki or old foxes possess." 

In Ch. XXII an aged nun seated in a sedan-chair is be- 
lieved to. be an old tanuki or fox, which must be forced to show 
its original shape by making smoke ent& its nose, or by Mng 
shot. 

In the I'nsutorniRi4 we read for the first time about people 
who had foxes in their service for magical purposes. This kind 
of sorcery was called " kitsune-tsukai, @ e ,  the elnployment 
of foxes." Under date of the 10th day of the ninth month of 
1420 YA~UTOMI writes the following : ' I  This morning Takam, 
the physician of Muromachi dono (the Shogun Ashikaga 
Yoshimhi), was thrdwn into prison along with his son and 
younger brother. Since recently the rumour has spread that they' 
have foxes in their service (have used them, e ,  tsukau), yester- 
day the Consort of the Shogun ordered, exorcists to hold 
incantations (kaji), whereupon two foxes fled from her rooms. 
The foxes were caught and killed, and, while it was thus 
apparent that Takarna had foxes in his.service, he was 
summoned this morning (to the palace). This noon Sadamune 

I. Ip re, written &out 1~82. Vol. 111, Ch. XVIII, p. 2. 

2. Transac~ions Vol. XXXVI, Part 11, pp. 62 seq. 
3. Vol. 111, p. 6-a. 

4. % m, a diary of XAKAHARA YASUTOMI, t# a 8, who liwd 

'3981457. 
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Ason, the Chief-Divine?, was also summoned, because he too 
was slid to use foxes. How terrible, terrible are the deeds d 
the people in these times, in which the end of the world is 
drawing near ! ". . . . . . ... Same year, tenth month, 9th day : 
"According to what I heard afterwards the prisoner Takama 
was yesterday banished to Sanuki province, and Toshibune 
Ason would have undergone the same punishment if he had not 
beforehand become a monk of the monastery at Akino. These 
all were people who used foxes." 

A famous and interesting legend is to be found in the 
Kagnfiushiis, sub voce " Dog hunkng.." We read-" In olden 
times there was in India a' king called H a m k u  R) whose 
consort surpassed all others in wickedness. She persuaded the 
king to order the decapitation of a thousand men. Afterwards 
reborn in China as the consort of the Emperor Yiu (a E), of 

, Cheu, called PaeSz' ($ a), she deceived the people and 
ruined the empire (78 I B.C.) After her death she was reborn 
in Japan as Tnm~nrrro rro ~ ~ n r  (3 a dif)  in the time of the 
Emperor Konoe ( I  141-1 I 55). Then she killed an immense 
number 6f pcople. Later she changed into a white fox and 
brought hann upon very many more. The people of the time 
proposed to hunt the fox, but first to learn the art of hunting 
on horseback by hunting dogs. The white fox, aware of this 
purpose transformed itself into a stone. As birds and quadru- 
peds which touch this deadly stone die immediateij., it is 
called the stss/r~-stki (B  & s), or ' life-killing stone ' ; it is 
now on the Nasu moor in Shimozuke province. This was the 
origin of dog hunting." 

The same thing we find mentioned in the NiRkmtmW, 
where we read the following :-" Second year of the Kyctoku 

r. Ony6 no kami, #C 8) a. 
2. 7; a @, written in 1444 by the priest SHAKW NO H A T O ~ U ,  fle iOgl, 

Ch. 7;. 
3. fl u, the diary of the Buddhist priest C;\VA-UN, a Q, written 

anno 1453 sqq. ; %ku Shi~ck i  shiirurr, Vol. 11, p. 16. 
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era (1453)~ second month, 25th day. The abbot of Rink6-in, 
called Shuzan, paid me a visit, and during the conversation we 
spoke about dog shooting. He said : ' The Emperor Toba 
(I 107-1 123) had a pretty concubine, of whose origin nobody 
knew. She was called Tamamo no mae and \vas very much 
beloved by the Emperor, with wh0111 she spoke about Indian and 
Chinese matters, being thoroughly acquainted therewith. But 
when the Emperor fell ill and consulted a diviner, the latter 
declared that the illness was caused by the woman, and when, 
in consequence, prayers were recited with a view to curing the 
patient, the concubine turned into a fox and ran away. This 
fox, which lived on the Nasu moor in Shimozuke province, 
was pursued, but in vain, because it was so extraordinarily 
spry. Therefore the Emperor ordered the samurai to shoot 
dogs on horseback in order to learn thereby how to shoot 
foxes. Afterwards Kazusa-no-sike killed the fox, and in its 
tail were two needles, which he gave to fiis master) Yoritomo 
(Minarnoto no Yoritoxno, the Shogun of Kamakura, r I 47- r I 99). 
After receiving these needles the latter became finally the ruler 
of the world. This (namely the Emperor Toba's order to the 
samurai) is the reason why nowadays dogs are hunted. The 
fox was a metamorphosis of Pao-Sz' (the abandoned concubine 
of King Yiu, who caused the fall of the Western Cheu dynasty 
in 781 B.C.).' " 

In BWADA TATEKI'S' Y3kjto.k~ tsiikd4 we find the legend 
of Tarnamo no mae dran~atised as follows : A Buddhist priest, 
named Genn6, is warned by a village won~an that he is quite 
near to the dangerous " life-killing stone." The woman and 
the chorus tell him the legend of Talnamo no Inae, the beautiful 
and learned concubine of the Emperor Toba, who was well 
acquainted with Sutras and Vinayas, Confucius' doctrine, 
Chinese and Japanese alts, poetry and music, and who 

1. k w la FiB &I. 
2. a #, " Exl~lanation of Songs"; these songs date from the 

Ashikaga period (1336-1573). 
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was called "Pearl " (Tan3 on account of the clearness of . 
her mind. One evening the Emperor had assembled all the 
talented nlen among the courtiers, and they played for him 
on the flute and the lute. It  was a very melancholy evening 
at the end of autumn. The nloon had not yet risen, a 
drizzling rain was falling and the wind was blowing. All 
of a sudden the lights went out, and in the darkness 
Tamarno no mae's body shone like a brilliant sun, 
enlightening the whole palace. At the same time the 
Emperor became ill. The Court magician, Abe no Yasunari, 
declared that it was all the work of the concubine, who 
thereupon flew away to the Nasu moor and changed into a 
white fox. 

h the second act the village woman appears to be the 
spirit of Tanlamo no mae herself. She promises the priest, at 
his request, to show her fox shape that night, and then 
disappears into the stone. In the next scene the 'stone splits of 
itself, and inside of it a light becomes visible, in the midst of 
which the shape of-a fox is to be seen. The fox tells hip that she 
is the divinity of the grave of the Crown prince Hansoku (& E), 
in India, who appeared in China as PaeSz', the consort of King 
Yiu, and in Japan as Tamamo no m e .  ~ b e ' n o  Yasunari had, 
after the accident in the Palace, begun an offering and forced 
her, the concubine, to carry the fivecoloured gohei. This and 
his ardent prayers caused her to suffer so much, that she threw 
away the gohei and flew through the air to the Nasu moor, 
where she hid herself. Then an Imperial message was sent to 
Miura-no-siike Yoshiaki and Kazusa-no-siike Hirotsune, order- 

- ing them to kill this fox. First they shot dogs for a hundred 
days in order to get into training, and then they surrounded the 
moor and killed the fox. Its angry spirit, however, remained 
there and became the " Life-killing stone," which was i tal  to 
nlen for many years thereafter. The priest exorcises the spirit 
by nrnns of incantations, and it disappears, on promising to do 
no further evil. 
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Profasor CHAMBERLAIN, who also gives an account of this 
drand, remarks : " The stone itself no longer exists ; but the 
poisonous exhalations which still issue from the ground an 
which it stood are destructive to insect and bird." 

The same legend is to be found in the Zen priest Genn6'ss 
biography, in KAWAI T S U N E I ~ I ~ A ' S ~ O O ~  entitled S/utnpen Knma- 
Rura slitq, where also the history of the monastery KaizGji6, at 
Kamakura, founded by the same priest, is given. This work is 
quoted by KEIZAN KOJI~ in his Enkyo zafstrz~a~. We read 
there that spooks had already appeared long before the banquet 
occurred, and that it was in the time of the Emperor Konoe 
(I 1 41-1 I 5 5) (instead of Tobas). During the banquet, in 
the depth of night,'the Palace sllook violently and the lamps 
went out. It was Yoshiaki who afterwards killed the fox, the 
spirit of which more than roo years later became the 
notorious stone. Gem6 was ordered by the Emperor Go 
Fukakusa ( I  246-1 259) to go to the moor and put a stop to the 
strange matter. " When the priest came to the stone, he saw 
a heap of bones and skulls surrounding it. He read aloud the 
" Has6 daki en a 7xn text, and said : ' Originally you 
were a stone. Whence came the spirit and whither does it 
intend to go ? ' Than he uttered a gath? (Buddhist stanza) and 
struck the stone with his staff, breaking it at once. That night 
a woman of majestic beauty appeared and thanked him, saying : 
' I have been reborn in Heaven by virtue of your pure exhorta- 
tion '. And then she vanished. From that time Genn6's fame 
became great in thc capital and in all the country. The Shogun 
of Kan1aku1.a~ HGj6 Tokiyori ( I  226-1 ~ 6 3 ) ~  who heard about 

-- - - - - - - -- -. -- .- - -- 
I .  Nut-ny's I h ~ r u l b ~ u k j i ~ ~  f ~ i r z * ' ~ / f c ~ ~ s  br Jyhn, 8th ed. (I gq) ,  p. 216. 
2. m %. 
3- Df#PMA- 
4. IIOW%P. 
5 -  ?#if&*. 
6- m Ill B? *- 
7. # @ # OX, written in 1837 ; / /J,akhr s,,fsrrrirr, Vul. V, p. 3ao. 
8. Comp. the A'+prkus/,,?, above p. 51. 
9. I i & i t B M & .  
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Genno's miraculous power, gave him a village as a reward of 
its exercise. This happened in tbe Kencho era ( I  249-1 255);'' 

The AttUis/i3', an encyclopedia dating from 1446, treats pf 
the question why a fox is called Myiibrr no o n m i .  " In China," 
it says, " the Court ladies are called ' ~ r z y Z b y  ' (a s) .. ... As 
there are f e k l e  divinities in the temples in which foxes are 
worshipped, perhaps these goddesses were called ' myiibu ' 
after the palace ladies. Or have they (the fox-goddesses) 
got& this name because the foxes were originally the mes- 

sengers of a god that was so called (My6bu) ? I shall ask 
other people about this." 

With reference to'this name "myiibu," we tind some 
information in the Inan. jinjaki hikrts1r3. " In this temple (that 
is, the temple of Inari at Kyoto)," it says, " a  fox is called 
myijbtr' for the following reason.-At the time of the 
Emperor Ichijo (986-101 I) a Court lady (myijbu), a very 
devout believer in Inari, made a vow to spend seven days and 
nights in the temple. But on the third day she was requested 
by the priest to leave, as she had become unclean through 
menstruation. But she refused to do so and said : ' Inari is a 
divinity who is the same for both clean and unclean persons ; 
so I can stay here ', and she composed a verse in this sense. 
That night Inari appcared to her in a dream and recited a 
verse indicating that the goddess disliked the menstruation. 
Then the woman left the temple and gave the name of 
' Myobu ' to the fox Akomachi (one of the three foxes wor- 
shipped on Mount Inari), according to the tradition of the 
temple.. . . . . ... Another name for foxes is ' E1)lp no o r ~ z a r  ' ; 
k%ie means ' old woman ' ". 

1. P[ &, Ch. 1, nr 57, p. 10;  mitten by the Buddhist priest GYTGO, 

17 w. 
2. * & I  l a m .  
3. a a fi a a a @, written by HAGURA KBMAN, a a a I$, who 

was a priest of the Inari temple at Kyoto in the Ky6hB e n  (1716-17351. 
Quoted in the Re;iii za.aR.aRi, Vol. 11, p. 513, 515. 
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In the Re@ ankKil we read the following concerning the 
name " t5me " : " As to the word ' hime for fox,  this has 

. the following origin. On the hill behind the Inari temple (in 
KyMo) there was in olden times a temple in which three foxes 
were worshipped as gods ; the name of that temple was .7&u-rut 

s h  (a 7: a), or J@bu s h  (g $$ a). This may be the 
reason why in later tinles.everybody called a fox ' t h e  ' (u) 
... ... ... This name is found already in the GPnji monogatan 
(~ooq), Uji shZi ~rtonogatan ( I  2 I 3- I 8), Hyaktrrensh3. (after 
1259) and so on." 

The Innvi jinjak5 thus refers to the names tty5bu and 
thtzc. " Nowadays the temple on the hill behind the Inari 
temple (in Ky6to) is called the ' Upper Temple ' (Ue no sha, 

) Formerly the name of this temple was T&ru no s h  or 
AZjZbu no s h ,  and three fox-gods were worshipped there. As 
these three foxes lived a long, long time in the neighbourhood 
'of the Inari temple, where they did strange things, the people 
came finally to call them ' the sacred messengers of Inari ', and 
to worship them together in one temple." 

Another word for fox is yakan ( e  ff). In the 1Yak1cn no 
shiori' we read sub voce " Fox" : "The fox is also cllled 
' yakan '. As to the Buddhist yakan (# T), that is different 
from the fox. We find in the dictio~nries : ' f i  (kan), which 
is the same as field-dog (e R, ya-ken) ; it resembles a fox but 
is smaller ; it comes from Manchuria (& a).' " 

In the old legend which we found in the Ryiij,4i4 the 
word ynknn is said to bc the old word for kitscne, which is 

I. at 3, written by T~UTANOYA sHujrn, g 5 f A, the 
Master of the Ivy House ", probably in the be$inning of the 19th century, the 
principal work on Japanese fox-lore. 

2. (B # a a, written in 1836 by SUCAWARA NO NATSUKAGE, lf 
IIC a, who called himself after his ancestor SUCAWAM; his own name was 
MAEDA NATsmAcE.  tfl IIC a. Ch. 11, p. 25-a. under the heading 46A5&5bu- 
slta, also culled T h e  Mhrfsrr hami, k 3 #!I 

3. #I gjf, written by TANIKAWA KOTOSUCA, )I1 #, who lived 
1 7 6 1 7 7 6 .  

4. See above p. 20. 
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explained by popular tradition to be ' I  come. always." We did 
not find " yakan " in other works' of the eighth century, nor in 
those of the ninth and tenth centuries. Of all the fox stories of 
the Km<nXm n~onogninri in onc only is the word " yakan" 
used, side by side with the word "kitsunc", as having the 
same meaning. In one of the tales of the Mizu Kngatni (12th' 
century) it stands alone, while the only work of the r 3th century 
which uses the word is the Zokn kojdirn ; but in the same tale 
the fox is also called " kitsune " and apparently " yakan " is 
only used as belonging to the story in its oldest form. After ' 

that time it does not occur. The Jt'nrtly~shd', quoted by 
KAIBARA YOSHIPUHU~ in his Wnjigd, refers to a Clinese work 
entitled " K'no shing ts'irtr y1rn4, which says : " The fox is an 
animal called yaknn (8 T). In China a fox is called yakan 
by misdake. Sorne say that the yakan is not the same as the 
fox. The yakan is small and has a big tail and can climb 
trees ; the fox is big and cannot do this." And another Chinese 
book, the Tsu t'ing shi yuen%ys : 'I Yakan is in Sanskrit 
'shikkara "(a & a) ; it is also called f i  T, or $j F 
(yakan) ; its bark is like that of a wolf." 

Probably legends about this Indian animal came to China 
in Buddhist form and were there transferred to the fox. The 
Chinese work " Shi/c i" ' quoted by HIRANO HITSUDAI in 
his H o n c l ~  shokkans explains the yakan (B T) as follows : 
" In Buddhistic sutras both yakan and a (ten, sable, 
marter, mustela melampus) are bad animals and resemble blue- 

I. a & #, (the full title is IVamyZ ruQa sh?, #1 % s % #), written 
by MINMIOTO KO SIIITACAU, Q m, who lived 911-983. 

2. EiHHlti. 
3. a 8, a dictionary written in 1688; Ch. VI, Section Animals, S.V. 

Fox. 

4. %*QJaR.  
5. 1 I C O z l c ~ ~  . 
6. # mitten by CHTN TS'ANG-K'I of the T'ang dynasty. 

7. T # &  k- 
8. * (;fl g, written in 1697. 
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yellow dogs. They devour men and can climb trees." 
Hirano remarks : " Perhaps ' the fox is called ' yakan ' in 
Japan in initation of the bad animal of tlic Buddhist sutras. 
There is an old-siiying that ' a yakan resenlbles a dog.' ' This is 
also borrowed from the Buddhist sutras. In general the thi~lg 
called 'yakan ' (q =f.) is the worst and most haunting and 
harm-doing of all foxes." 

As to the name f i  tzka," we find the following explanation 
in the Butszmli shiikii.' " In Kwant6 the fox is called ' kitsrrnr ' 
in the day-time, and ' tckn ' at night. In Hitachi province a 
white fox is called tzkn." The reason (for this name) must be 
that the people say the fox is the sacred messenger of Iftan; the 
two characters of whose name, 8, are pronounced tii-X.n (in 
kan-on) ." And the Re@ snkkig quotes a passage of the above 
mentioned Itztrvyiiljn ki JlikPts~t, which runs thus : " Inari is 
called ' Toka, Qj ' which name is to b e  written f a, 
Toyo-u-ga, another name of U p  rro nzifnlrra (& 
' Toyo-uga ' means ' abundant food.' " 

ARer this digression, which we have made in order to bring 
together all references to the names of the fox, we will return to 
our starting-point, the AirzZshG. We find in this old encyclopedia 
still another passage on foxes, under the heading : " Ignes 
fatui, called ZGx-firr (kitsunc-bi)." ' Here we find the following 
explanation. " In the old Chincsc classic entitled 13. ki5 we 
read that rotten plants bccome fire-flies. It is also said that fire- 
fies come forth from horse blood. Fox-fire (kitsune-bi, 8 A) 
is also written @ A, ,kutsune-bi (rin-kwa, the nieaning of tlie 
cliaractcrs is igtzisfntzau). As this ignis fatuus is said tb come 
forth from horse blood, thc l,coplc think fox-fire is made by 
means of burning horse bones." 

-. - - -. - - - - -. . . . . - - . . 

1. 4 a 1 1 1 4 .  
2. V0l. 11, p. 515. 

3. The " Spirit c l i  thc I<iw " \vorsli i l~lrd on llnunt rnnri. Scc Irlow. 
4. a*iifa*. 
5. a tle, Ch. a *. 
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Among the Ofogi z ~ s h i l  there is onc Icgend, entitled 
" Kobatanagitsune," which is merely a new for111 of the old 
story of the fox which took the shape of a wotnan and lived 
with a man as his wife, till a dog made her flee away home to 
her parents. In this version of the tale she afterwards changes 
herself into a nun and leads a pious life, although always longing 
after her former husband. 

In the Shinrp~.,~ otogi ,-os/ri9 we h d  besides 'the above ' 
mentioned story two short passages on foxes, both in the 
Jfutfololllo rzo sbshi,' which datcs from about 1620. Here we 
read : " As to thc transformations of foscs, these are brought 
to light by smoking their noses," and a verse on summer runs 
as follows : I' Of Inari's festival fox-fircs are the torches." 

In the Hq's gorhziki, " History of five generations of the 
H6j6 fanlily" ', wc read : " An old saniurai who had been in 
the service of H6j6 Ujiyasu ( I  5 I 5-1 570) told the following 
story : ' Although Ujiyasu was a warrior, he was very fond of 
poetry. One summer evening he was walking about when a 
fox passed crying before him. Thereupon one of his attendants 
remarked : " In olden times, when Yoritomo was hunting on 
the Mihara plain in Shinano province, it began to rain and 
thunder. Then Kajiwara Kagcsue recited a verse, and the 
thunder, affected by the v&rsc, stoppcd at once. Now, as it is a 
very bad omen for a fox to appear in summer time, it would be 

I .  a I$ f, legends dating from the 15th and.16th centuries, compiled 
and published in two editions (1891 and 1 p l ) b y  Ia l~rz[r~rl  TEIS~~KR, 4 a. 
Comp. E'I.oI<EN%, CL,~~-Lishtc. ~ l r f i / i ' u r ; s r A r ~ r  Littnrlttr, 1 ) ~ .  357 silrl. 

2. fi a 3 +, 20 tales of a11oot the snlne time, com1)iled and pub- 
lished by IIAGINO YOSIIIYUKI, % & .?, in 1 5 0 1 .  

3. Pg. 23. 

4. fi; 2 &; Vol. 11, legend 11r 20, 11. 59, IITS 29 and 39. 

5. ;It; a a f i  :c, written by h11van J(js~t~n, f jln iql ,p, a Iluililllist 
pricst who lived 1536-1615. 
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well to drive the bad omen away by making some verses." 
But nobody made any. Then Ujiyasu hinlself produced a 
nice and very subtle poem, the hidden sense of which was that 
a fox ought not to appear in summer. And lo ! at daybreak 
the fox lay dead on the spot where it had cried. The people 
thought this strange and wondered at the miraculous power 
of the poem.' " 

The (;l-rr ei-kei gtl~rk?" contains the following legend :- 
According to tradition Onoclera Shigemochi, the forefather of 
Yoshinichi, Lord of Dcwa, wllo was living at Koga in the 
province of ShimC~sa, once when a boy saved a young fox from 
maltreatment at the hands of other boys. The same night, when 
he was looking at tlic moon, an old man came and thanked him 
on his knees for having saved his child, the little fox. Ilc said 
that he was a white fox (byakko), who had been already a long 
time in the service of Inari Daimyojin At the same time he gavc 
Shigemochi a small packet of medicine, with the words : " This 
is a very powerful medicine, made by the goddess (Inari) ; by 
means of this you will this year obtain territory from the hand 
of the Er~~pcror. You niust ask hini for a donunion in the East, 
nanlely Ya~nakita, in Dewa province. Your children and 
grandchildren will always possess that territory and have great 
prosperity. When you go thither, I will accompany you." 
Thereupon thc old man suddenly vanished, leaving the astonish- 
ed Shigemochi with the mcdicinc in his hand. The next day 
thc 131i1jxror bcc;lrnc scvcrcly ill, and nobody could cure 
him. In and outside thc capital a proclaulation was made, 
lx-0111ising to give to hi111 who could cure the Emperor 
. - 

I .  f i  3 & Lg .g; BE, ":\ Iliztory of the war txtween cshu and Ush6 
(llutsu an,! 1)clva l ~ n ~ v i ~ l c e s )  iron1 the I<iroliu cm ( I ~ ~ S - I ~ G I ) )  till thc liciclli, em 

I ~ ~ G - ~ G I ~ ) "  (Ilc!rc~. tllc worrls "(?-LI ci-lici "), written by Tom M A S A ~ A O ,  3 
A, a u n ~ u r ~ i  of the .\l;ita \vlio 11r~lb:lllly l i vc~ l  in th: first half of the 

xvrnteenth century. Si:i.ii , , I ; I .  T:;!, 1. 11. X\-. (111. 3tv. 
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whatever reward he might wish for. Then Shigemochi came 
with his medicine, and in one day had such great success, 
that the Emperor offered him a dominion. Following the 
advice of the fox he chose Yamashita, in Dewa ~ r o -  
vince, and " from that time up till now, during four hundred 
years, his descendants possess it and live there in full pros- 
perity." 

In the TdmKil we read : "The Emperor has three 
'sacred utensils' (shinki, # B). His retainers have three 
treasures (samba, 3 e), namely, first, the portrait of the 
Daishokukwan (that is, KAMATAKI, Q1E the first of the 
FUJIWARA, who lived 614-669 and obtained the title of dai- 
shokukwan shortly before his death) ; secondly, the HoKkky5 
(Saddharnla pundarika siitra), written with golden ink by the 
abbot EIKYO, &, and thirdly, the ' Sword of t/u LttC~e 
Fo.c.'= The KwanjGsh6 (' Prime Minister '), namely SUGA- 
WARA NO MICHIZANE (845903)~ who was trailsformed after death 
into a great peal of thunder (because he died in anger on account 
of an unjust exile), bore a grudge against:the Court and killed 
Fujiwara no Tokihira (871909) wio had caused his exile. 
Night and day it blew and rained continuously ; it was terrible, 
just as if an almy of gods tore the Palate asunder. The 
Emperor (Uaigo, 897-930) was very much afraid and asked 
TEI~HIN KO (A @ a, Fujiwara no Tadahira) : ' Which god 
has the palace watch today? ' Thereupon Teishiiltii saw a * 

7elhife fax coming forth from the hilt of his sword, and he 
answered : 'Your Majesty can be at ease ; for today it is 
lrravis great divinity that is guarding the Palace.' Imme- 
diately after these words the thunder and rain stopped and the 
sky became clear. This sword is called ' The sword of the 
Little fox.' " . 

I. a ):\ dt, wrilten by hlarsusnca 1'~1.roeu, a & fl a, who lived 
I 5 7"- 1G53 ; also called firrirr vrfsrriL~'z shn, # # ff& x, Colleclioo of 
various ixxrns." Vol. I, p. 21. 

2. Kcigit>une no lachi, IJ, ) a. 
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The S/rinchmmkiil conb'ns several fox and tanuki- 
legends. A man was sitting before the Inari temple at Kycto, 
when an old fox came out of the temple and jumped to and fro 
over the torii. As the man looked at it in great astonishment, 
the fox said to him : ".'l7ou must jump atso." " That is 
impossible for me," he answered, but the fox replied : " If that 
is the case, I will teach you," and taking off the man's hiori, 
the animal threw a long rope over the torii and pulled it to and 
fro. The man felt as if he also juniped across and became quite 

, perplexed. On having returned to his village he knocked at the 
door of his house, but his wife and children would not open to 
him and exclaimed : I' Good Heavens, it is an old fox ; don't 
let him in." In vain he assured them that lie was their husband 
and ither, and then with tears came to the sad conclusion that' 
he had Mien alive upon the animal-road " (one of the six 
conditions of sentient existence in Buddhism, the socalled " six 
paths," f i  a, or gati). Thereupon he went away and lived 
thenceforth by the seashore, eating only seaweed and fish, while 
the villagers pitied him greatly and erected a small Inari s h r k  
in 1~ honour.= 

At tlie time that the Dainqon of Owari was liawking in 
Tsushinla, he wished to have prepared the medicine called 

' 

U-saien (& )$ [fn, which is made up of the livers of several 
animals), and ordered one of his retainers to have some one take 
out the "living liver " of a fox. The samurai gave the order 
to a bird catcher who caught a fox, but as the man desired to go 
home, he accepted the offer of one of the samu~ai's kitchen servants 
and gave hinl the animal with the pern~ission to eat the flesh 
after ren~oving the liver. But as the kitchen servant was doing 
it, his wife, who was in Kiyosu (Orvari province), was suddenly. 

possessed by a being which spoke through hcr, saying : " There 
was no reason why he should kill me, as he is no official (that 
-- --- . - -- - .. . - 

1. % nfi a, written nl)uiit 1700. Zoliu l'cikuku bu~lko, \-01. SLVII, 
ir7mci kirbrn r'.~uirfi, i& a 8 2 a. 

2. Cll. S, 1'. 141. 



is, it was not his duty to kill me) ; therefore I will take venge- 
ance. Ile has not only killed me, but he has eaten my k11, so 

that he is my deadly enemy ; and as I cannot get him in my 
power, I will kill his wife, after having made her mad." Wlwn 
this matter reached the ears of the Lord of Owari, he' said: 

Hecause a fox is a supernatural being, it will listen to reasona- 
ble words," and he sent a messenger to the house of the un- 
happy woman telling him to address the fox as follows : " Why . 

do you torment this woman? It &s according to my order 
that you were killed. Although I might have killed you when 
hunting foxes for my amusement, this time I wanted. to have 
medicine prepared ; is it not delightful to you to have lost your 
life for the sake of mankind ? " When the woman heard these 
words,. she shed tears and said (that is, the fox spoke through 
her): " It is of advantage to us animals to listen to the Lord's 
commands," and then all of a sudden the spirit (mono no ke) . 

went out of the woman.' 
In the same chapter we find a tale about a fox which had 

eaten a turtle (suppon, a tortoise) of a Buddhist temple just at 
the time that the I ~ r d  of Iga visited that sanctuary. When the , 

latter heard of it, he ordered a fox-hunt to be conducted early 
the next morning. 'That night he heard some noises in front of 
his room, and when he opened the door and looked out, saw a 
fox, bound with creeping vines, the ends of which two other 
foxes held in their mouths. Upon the Lord's question as to 
what they intended to do with the culprit, they attacked the 
,animal and killed it at once. There is a similar stdry found in 
the same chapter? A fox devoured a peacock, which a Minis- 
ter of Education had lent to Ando, I n r d  of Tsushima. The 
latter was so furious about the matter, that he ordered his 
servants to demolish the Inari shrine in his compound. That 
night a fox appeared to him in a dream (it .was the Inari of the ~- - - - - -- - - - - - - -. -. - -- 

I. Ch. XVI, p. 226. 

2. Ch. XVT, p. 229. 

3. Ch. S\'I, p. 234. 
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shrine), and said it uts another fox that devoured the peacock 
and the proof would be forthcoming within three days. Three 
days afterwards the Imrd dreamed again, when the fox came a 
second time and said : " I have made the examination and 
punished the culprit." When the astonished Imrd went out on 
the verandah, he saw a big old fox lying dead on the floor. 
Immediately he had a new Inari shrine built. 

An unsuccessful metamorphosis of a fox is the subject of 
another tale. A man who'had leR his house at sunset in order 
to go to a neighbouring town, came back very soon, accom- 
panied by a servant, and pretended to his wife that he had already 
settled his business. As Ile was vely tired, he went to bed at 
once, but an old woman, who was in the house, told her mistress 
that she had seen that this person was blind in his left eye, while 
her master was blind in the right one. In order to look into the 
matter closely they called the sleeping man, under pretext that 
the old woman felt indisposed and wanted medicine. Afier some 
grumbling lie got up and now both women could clearly see 

that he was blind in the wrong eye. When he got to sleep 
again, they stabbed him to death, and under the strokes he cried 
like a fox, I' kon-kon, kwai-lcwai." Then the servant of the 
house beat to death hi companion who was also a fox. 
Apparently the one who had taken the shape of the master was 
not yet well enough trained to successfully transform himself.' 

In 1672 a man who had caught a fox, but would not kill it 
because the next day was the anniversary of his father's death, 
was requested by a friend, called Shosabur6, to give him the 
animal. When he did so, Sh6saburG at once killed it, crushing 
in its ears and mouth by blows. Just at tlnt time the cruel 
ma's  wife gave birth to a girl baby with split ears and a 
distorted mouth. This deformity was the curse of the fox.' 

In the monastery of K6hCji in Shimijsa province a wooden 
image of Nichiren recited sutras every night, and from all 

-- - 

I .  Ch. XVII, p. 236. 
2. Ch. XIV, p. 210. 
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sides of the neiglibourhood men and women floc1;etl to;l;l.tl~er tn 

witness the ~niracle. Hut the abbot of the nlollnstery, wl~o 
could not understand the matter, one night .stopped t l ~ c  p.:oplc, 
who came to listen as usual, and alonc addressed tlie in~agc, 
asking it questions about thc mysteries of the Law, and threated- 
ing to cut it to pieces and throw it away, if it did not answer 
immediately. When there came no reply, tlic reverend man 
forthwitl~ took a broad axe and pulled the image down. And 
lo ! from behind it an old tmrzlki jumped out. and flcd away. 
Tlie animal was pursued and beaten to death.' 

In the &?o sdga IZO rEon we read the following particulars 
about the Inari temple of Oji ((E 5) in the neig11bourhood of 
Ucno,- the well-known district of Ycdo : ' I  Every year, on 
New Year's eve the foxes of the eight provinces of Kwanto 
gather in the night at this temple and light tlie fox-fire (kitsune- 
bi). People think that if this fire burns well, there will be a 
good crop." And the poet IKENI~HI  GONSUI' says in his 
l30 l ' t-hi4 : 

" The eve of the year, when the torches burn 
And the Kwant6 foxes come." 

Another hokku (that is, haikai, a verse of seventeen syllables) 
of Toh.foj1 in the Toshia'oshi no huni runs as follows : 

" RIckari being too far, I'll go 
To  look at the foxes of Oji." 

RIekari (a $ Xu) is a god enshrined at Ise, where lie is wor- 
shipped at midnight on New Year's eve. R Y ~ ~ E I  T.ASEHIKO~, 
the famous novelist, who quotes these passages, remarks : 

-- -- - - .~ - -. .... - 

I. Ch. WII, p. 111. 

2. p, written in 1689, Ch, I1 I. 

3- W b *- 
4. a p $# g;wilten in IGS~.  

5. %mi 
6. 4- * p. *. 
7. + )La 9, who livcd in Ycdo  1782-1Y.+2. IIe q~~otcs  Ihrsr 'l~n-%~?!:t*< 

in his Ayiitriki, t j p  + ZE, Ifiokko s,*/s,~~-i,r, Vul. V I, p. I 18. 
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"Although it is clear from TOMOJI'S verse that this matter 
existed already in the EnlpT, era (1673-IGSO), we do not know 
when it began. In olden times foxes may actually have come 
together, but nowadays it is only an imitation of fox-fire with 
lighted torches." 

It may be mentioned that KONLG GIKYU', who probably 
lived in the 18th century, refers in his Edoshis to the work 
" Edo sunago " ', where we read the following :-" The Inari 
temple at Uji is, according to hadition, the head of all the Inari 
temples in Kwanto. Every year the people predict luck or 
calamity from the fox-fire which appears on the last night of the 
year." And further on : "Tradition says that there is very 
much fox-fire on New Year's eve at the so-called Sh6zoku-enoki 
(s a, 'the EInoki tree of the Ceremonial Dress ', which 
stands in the field before the Inari temple at Uji). It is said that 
the foxes (which come from all sides of Kwant6 to this place) 
change their garments at the foot of this tree (in order to go up 
to the temple in full ceremonial dress)." 

A great number of writers of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries speak in general terms about foxes, tanuki and mujina, 
Dagini Ten and Inari, kitsune-tsukai and kuda-mochi. For the 
sake of clearness I shall put them al! together in chronological 
order, but first give the different 'legends to be found in books 
of the same two centuries. 

In the HonchG Koji inmshii ' we read the following stories :- 
In the Keich6 era (I  596-1614) there was at Mihara, in Bingo 
province, a man who caught foxes by means of traps. On 
being converted by an eminent Buddhist priest, he became a 
- - 

1- R Q fk. 
2. & J3 s, a. IV. 
3. & J3 T, written in I732 by KMUOKA SENRYB, a j& a. 
4 ';ds 81 B, prohnbly written in the beginning of the eighteenth 

century. 
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priest hirnself and prayed for a blessed future life. Then the 
angry ghosts of the foxes which he had killed during many 
years, together with those which he had 'not yet killed, an 
innumerable number, appeared before his eyes and did all kinds 
of bad things, nay were even about to kill his whole imily. , 

The frightened hunter said : " I shall destroy you by means 
of prayers (nembutsu), uttered with a heart full of Bodhi 
(bodaishin, Buddhistic intelligence, a devotional disposition of 
the mind) ", and he took his rosary and recited the mytigo 
(litt. " name ", that is " Namu Amida Butsu "), praying inces- 
santly. But the foxes laughed and said : " We do not care at 
all for your Buddha, your rosary and your prayers. We will 
kill your whole family." And some of the family did actually 
i l l  ill, being possessed by the foxes, and they repeated what 
the latter had said. Then the hunter stopped praying, threw 
away his rosary, and rqturned to his old profession, whereupon 
the foxes ceased to haunt him any longer.' 

In the beginning of the same era a samurai of the house of 
Asano (Daimy6 of Wakayarna in Kii province) was requested 
by a fox in the shape of a inan to forbid one of his retainers to 
catch and kill foxes. He promised to do so, and when he had 
fulfilled the promise, the fox appeared again in human shape and 
oflered him a reward. The samurai asked him to fll his 
godown with gold and silver, but the fox said : "I am a 
messenger of Inari DaimyGjin, who gave me the rank of KiRo 
myipi'n (a 286 & yl, " the Brilliant God, the Venerable Fox "). 
Riches make a nlan unhappy ; the proper thing for you, a 
samurai, is landed property. This I will give you." A f k r  
these words the fox disappeared, and the samurai received land 
which produced 2500 koku of rice? 

A fox took the shape of the consort of the Lord of 
Shikoku, and the latter found to his unbounded astonishment 
two women sitting in his house, who were exactly alike and 

I. Ch. 111, nr 78, p. 164. 
2. Ch. 111, nr 79, p. 17-a. 
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who both pretended to be his real wife. A physician believed 
that it was the so-called " soul-separating " ' illness, which 
causes onc wornan to become two. I-Ie uttered a Buddhist 
stanza (gatlla, Qj), and striking on the floor with his staff 
~)rocecded to rccitc prayers, but all in vain. Then the husband 
seized the wonien and shut then1 up. As he saw that-one of 
them ate quitc diffcrcnt food from the ordinary, he examined 
that one by torture, whereubon she became a fox. I-Ie then 
decided to kill the animal, but a crowd of 4 or 5000 people, 
Buddhist priests and laymen, men and wonieri, came before the 
gate and answered the 1-ord's question, as to who they were, as 
follows: " We arc the foxes of the wholc of Shikoku, who 
come to you with a request. The fox who has done you a . 
wrong is a descendant of Kiko mycjin, the ' Venerablc Fox- 
god ' ; liis name is Osagitsunc, he is a mcsscnger of Inari, and 
the King of the Foxes of Jalmn. If you do him harn~, there 
will come great calamity upon the country. 1 Ie is our tcacher 
of haunting, and if he dies wc cannot haunt any longer. l'leax 
spare his life! " The Lord pronlised that if they all would 
leave Shikoku by ship, he would s<nd the prisoner after then!. 
Thereupon they gave him a written oath, that they never would 
rctul-11 to Sliikol<u as long as this docirliicnt existed. Thcy 
went away and silicc that tillie there have bcen no foxcs in 
Shikoku. The document was, in the author's time, still in the 
hands of the same family.' 

The Sakai X.nArov~ihontains the following legend :-" In 
the Iciroku era ( I  381-1 383) there was a shrine called Koun-an ', 
in the compound of the 13uddhist tenlple shhrinji6 in the neigh- 
bourliood of Tsurigitsune-dera." Thc priest of that shrine, 

I .  a, ri-kon. 
2. Ch. 111, nr 87, p. 3 ~ b .  
3. &!f p, written by l i ~ s ~ l ~ \ s . \  I(.IIIJZ.N, # 3 -- i$, w l ~ u  lived 16;~)- 

I 746. Ch. 11, & a. 
4. ;blf f X% 
5.  /]. +. 
6. $9 I$, Fuk c:1!~1.i11g ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ : ~ . ~ ~ r y . '  
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called Hakuz6, was a devout worshipper of Iluri, the protectress 
of the temple, and brought her o&rings every day. One day 
there was a three-legged wild fox in the wood, which was 

apparently a sign that the goddess (Inari) had heard his prayers. 
Tile priest took the animal home in his arnls and attcnded it 
'carefully. It  was a supernatur~l fox (s dQF, reiko), which 
always imnlediatcly knew the thoughts of the priest. Wlien ? .  

robbers came, the fox drove them away. Up till now the 
descendants of this aninlal, all three-legged foxes, live in that 
monastery, for Inari's divinc power is great. The comedy 
called ' Tsurigitsune ' (# dQF) finds its origin in that monastery. 
A fox, having changed itself into an old man, lookcd at the 
perfornlance of the conledy and afterwards taught the writer 
the goori magic arts of foxes (in opposition to their' bad tricks)." 

As to cor~rc~~t i~~s  about foxes, we find one in thc hjG@i ', 
cntitled " Kitslrrte " '. A fox, in the shape of a Duddhist monk, 
an uncle of a hunter, comes to thc latter's house in thc moun- 
tains and warns hinl that it is very bad to catch and kill foxes. 
The hunter proniises to throw his trap into the river and never 
to catch foxes again, but he deceives the would-be uncle and 
puts thc trap ncar by instead of throwing it away. At l h t  the 
fox falls into the trap hinlself, on having rcsunled his vulpinc 
shape. In the course of the conversation betwtvn unclc and 
nephew thc fox tells the famous legend of Tamamo no mae" in 
order to impress upon the hunter's mind what a strong feling 
of revenge foxes have. 

We find a innzlki story in the KzoniJn~~ toshiutoko '.' 111 olden 
times there lived in Ycdo a physician, called Kugano Kendo. 
Onc day hc was called to a house in knc116, a district of Ycdo, 

~ ~ .. 

I.  E, which dates from the hluromachi period (1333-1601). 
2. Aj,Zayfi zrrrs/rR, '# 3 2 a, " Complete collection of comedies ", edited 

Iry tllc I Inl~ubunkwan, Vol. I, p. 71, Ch. 11, nr 2. 
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but when he got there--it was already growing dark-the 
nlaster of the house was not at home and he w a s  requested to 
wait a little. In the saloon he was served by a little boy- 
servant, who looked very Ace but ran away when the doctor 
took his hand and caressed him. On looking back he observed 
that the boy's face became suddenly as much as 3 shaku long, 
and that he had only one eye in the midst of his forehead, a 
small nose and a big mouth. I n k i n g  at Kendii he disappeared. 
The latter, who was a very courageous man, was astonished 
but did not go away. Shortly afterwards the master of the 
house came home. When the doctor told him in an undertone 
what had happened, he burst out laughing and said : " Oh, 
that was that boy again, he always frightens strangers in that 
way. Did n't he put on a i c e  like this ? " and the inan imitated 
exactly the horrible face the boy had shown. This was too 
much for the doctor ; he ran to the front door and called for 
his followers. But they had all gone home, except the sandal 
(z6ri)carrier. It was pitch-dark, and Kendii was quite 
frightened, but the z6n-man said tliere was a lantern. And lo ! 
at once it became so light that even the smallest things could 
be seen, and in the blinding light the face of the ziiricarrier was 
three shaku long, witli one eye in the forehead, a small nose 
and an enormous mouth, just as in the case of the two other 
spooks. At the sight the doctor fell down with a cry and 
became unconscious. In the meantime some of the inmates of 
the physician's house, who did not understand why he did not 
come home, went witli the followers to the house in Banch6 to 
seek their master. But they found, not the nice house which 
they had seen there that very evening, but instead an old, dirty, 
desolate and tumble-down shack, and the people of the neigh- 
bourhood told them that it was known already for a long time to 
be hauntcd, was always desolate and only inhabited by foxes and 
tantrki: Nobody dared even to pass by it. At last t lc  doctor 
was found lyiig on his face in a near-by bamboo grove. They 
took him lion~e, but it was two days bc-fore he could think and 
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speak, and a whole month before he was quite recovered. 
Nobody dared venture into the neighbourhood of the mysterious 
house, which \vas said to be the abode of some old tmuki 
that had played this trick upon the physician. ARerwards, 
however, the animals were driven away, and nowadays no trace 
of them is to be found. Bustling streets have taken the place of 
that lonely spot and nobody now knows anything about the 
haunted house. 

In the RZd c h a  ' we hd' the following legends.--A fox 
had devoured the falcon of a Daimyo, who became so angry 
that he announced to the Inari of his compound that he would 
let her shrine go to decay. In the night many flaming torches 
were seen, and the next morning a fox-skin was found hanging 
on a tree near the Inari shrine. A diviner was called and when 
this man, standing before the shrine, dipped bamboo leaves into 
boiling water and sprinkled his body therewith, the goddess 
possessed him and spoke through his mouth, saying that the 
culprit, a very venerable court-lady and sacred messenger of 
h r i ,  had been seized and skinned at her command in order to 
pacify the Lord.' 

On the same page another story is told about a female 
servant of Hideyoshi's consort, who was possessed by a fox 
( I  536-1 598). . Hideyoshi sent a private letter to the temple of 
Inari, asking the goddess why she was angry, and requesting 
her, if this was not the case, to order her servant, the fox, to go 
out of the woman immediately, otherwise he would order a 
fox-hunt throughout the whole of Japan. This letter was placed 
by a priest in the inner part of the temple, and lo ! within a 
single day the woman was cured. 

On p. 367 the fox's revenge is nafnted. A hunter, who 
had frightened a sleeping fox by discharging his gun near the 

I. fi * s, " Ten-talks of old women," written in 1742 by MISAKA 
DAIYATA, 3 #i A A. 

a. Comp. my*, above p. 55. 
3. Zoku TeXoh Irmko, Vol. XT.VII, Kinsei kidnn zenshii, a r, 
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animal's ear, \vas visited in the middle of the night by two 
nlagistratcs with a whole retinuc, who ordered him in the name 
of the I.ord to commit harakiri, because he had been shooting 
in the I ~ r d ' s  demesne. The poor man was about to obey the 
command, and the magistrates were standing at each side of 
him will h~l l  authority, when the house dogs jumped into the 
room and attacked them. Srlddcnly the stately men of the law 
changed into foxes and were killed, both they and their follow- 
ers, which tried to escapc in' all directions in their original 
shape. This was the revenge of the fox that had been aroused 
from his sleep. 

An old hnulii, tvhich \vas'pursued by a dog, was saved 
by a child. That night the animal appeared in the d rums  of 
tile child's parents in the shape of a nice child, and =ked 
permission to live under tlie verandah during the winter. The 
next morning the mastcr of the house ordered all the inmates 
to let the tanuki alone. No\\. and thcn they gave the animal 
food, and after having announced it before in the dreams of 
husband and wife the tanuki played the bellydrum for them 
one night, and made very nice music. At  last he appeared 
in their dreams for the third time and told them that he 
would be bitten to death by a dog the next day. " In 
my former existence ", he said, ' I  I was the hunter Kenkur6, 
and Kenkurii's previous existence was the sanre as my present 
one ; it is his dog that must liill me to-morrow. We animals 
have this advantage over men that we know about previous and 
futurc existences." The next morning the man went out to seek 
the tanuki and found it dead, killed by a dog, and he buried 
the animal near his house.' 

On p. 263 we find old tanuki nnd fuxcs (@$ @, kori) men- 
tioned together, as frequently elsewi~ere. " There are ", as we 
rcad there, " thrcc liinds of strange animals. First, thin ones, 
wit11 crimcintctl faccs, rctl eyes, thin ant1 long trunks, legs as 
.. - - - . ~ - 

I .  Pg. 280. 
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long as those of a horse, and a cry that is loud like the tone 
of a bell. These are tanuki. Secondly, tanuki with round 
faces, sharp noses, spotted skins, and that are blind of an 
eye. And thirdly, foxes with large ears, round eyes, pointed 
cheeks, wide mouths, old and big, but without a right 

. am] ( ! )." It seems that this description is partly that of the 
animals themselves, partly. that of their hunkn metamorphoses. 
The missing right arm reniids us of the threelegged f o m ,  
mentioned : in the Sakm' knganzi.' As to the one-eyed 
tanuki, to this kind belonged the beasts which haunted the 
physician in the Kwaiaan ioshioioko and also the old one-eyed 
woman in the following :-A monastery was haunted by tanuki 
and foxes. One night a man came and made as if to stroke 
the face of a priest, but the latter seized his arm and cut it off; 
and it was the hairy leg of an old fox. Another time a guest 
who passed the night in the monastery was kept awake by a. 
large number of puppies, .rvhich kept continually appearing and 
disappearing. He went to the privy, but when he was about to 
leave it, the door was strongly pressed upon from the outside. 
He peeped through a crack in the door and saw an old woman 
standing on the other sidc. Ilnrnediately he pushed his sword 
through the crack and pierced her breast, whereupon she fled, 
bleeding profusely. A moment later a light appeared a9 of a 
comet flying through the air and falling upon the verandah. 
When tile man ran to the sp,ot it was again the same old witch. 
Once more he hit her with his sword and she fled, leaving a 
splotch'of blood on the stone before the verandah. The next 
evening an old one-eyed woman came with a little girl to the 
abbot and requested him to read a mass at the funeral of 
her elder sister. The abbot, who knew that they were 
tanuki, menaced her with a piece of bamboo, and both woman 
and child ran away. That night a great number of burning 
torches were to  be seen in the neighbourhood, and it was as if 

I .  See above p. 69. 
2. See above p. 69 .wqq. 
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a big crowd was reading sutras and praying. Teniple gongs 
and kettledrums resounded, but at last the torches disappeared 
and the voices became silent The next day the abbot sent 
somebody to the spot, and an old dead tanuki, as big as a calf, 
was dug out of the ground. It was, of course, the old woman 
whom the guest had wounded.' 

" As to old foxes and tanuki, on clear, calm moonlight 
nights they come with their young out of their holes and play 
together on flutes and druns, to the delight of the villagers 
who hear the music. from afar. This is, according to old 
tradition, the belly-drum (hara-tsuzumi) of the tanuki. In olden 
times it was said that foxes and tanuki, more than a thousand 
years old, could do supernatural things, such for example as pro- 
ducing thunder and rain and robbing the bodies of the dead.'? 

On p. 282 a ?/iujna is mentioned, which appeareg in a 
castle in the shape of a boy and predicted to the castellan his 
approaching death. On the next New Year's morning the man 
found a new coffin and funeral apparatus in the parlour, and in 
the evening there was everywhere a sound as of the beating of 
mochi (rice cake). Shortly afterwards the castellan fell ill and 
died. In the summer of the same year somebody saw a tall lay: 
bonze, black as pitch, scooping up water near the castle ; and when 
he attacked the strange apparition, it suddenly vanished. Some 
time allexwards the decaying body of a dead mujina was dis- 
covered in a wood, and from that tim: no strange things happened. 

The SansASi kinan speaks about a fox, not yet experienced 
enough in transforming itself, which makes a mistake and walks 
about as a man with a fox's tail, much to the 'amusement and 
derision of those whom he wishes to delude, and then full of 
shame he runs away4. Another time a fox appears to the abbot 

I. Pg. 267. 
2. Pg. 266. 
3. 3 a, written in 1764 by H C ~ A  RAKUSLII, 1(I1 *; ZOku 

Teikoku bunko, Vol. SL\'II, Kinsei kidan zensliii. 

4 0.1, P. 674 
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of a monastery as the ghost of a man who had recently died, and 
camplains to him about a mistake in his posthumous name, which 
prevents his going to heaven. He shows the abbot the paper 
with the wrongly written name, which he had probably picked 
up somewhere in a field. But the abbot, who knows quite well 
that a real ghost cannot carry anything, seizes the wrist of the 
mysterious guest and does not let loose in spite of all his strug- 
gling, beseeching utterances, stinking breath and demoniacal 
facial contortions. At last the spook takes its real shape, that ' 

of a big fox, and asks with tears for permission to go away. 
The abbot then sets him free, but first shows him to the 
astonished inmates of the monastery.' 

A third story tells about a pregnant white fox, the lifk of 
which was spared by a hunter against the order of hi master, who 
punished the hunter for his disobedience with the deprivation of 
all his rights and then dismissed him. In a dream the distress 
ed man saw the fox in the shape of a woman who said to him: 
" For my sake you are unhappy, but I will make you rich and 
eminent. Go to Yedo, where my husband is." The man did 
so, and one night a white fox appeared to him and taught 
him a magic formula for the cure of all diseases. This made 
his fortune, and Ile thankfully built an Inari shrine and caused 
a friend to do the same with the money that had been lent 
to him for taking the journey to Yedo, and which the friend 
would not accept when he went to return i t  A son of this 
friend did not take care of the shrine and was punished by Inari, 
becoming crazy and leading such a bad life that he lost all his 
property. Thereupon a member of the same hmily was possessed 
and said : I am the fox worshipped in Kunai's (the wicked son's) 
house ; if you take me to a special hall in the temple of Sanno, 
I will always be a tutelary god." This request was acced- 
ed to, and in the night a light appeared in evidence of the 
divine power of the fox, who henceforth protcctcd the c0untry.l 

I. Ch. 11, p. 704. 
2. Ch. 111, p. 793. 
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With regard to the severity of the revnzgc taken by Inafi,. 
we may learn about it from a story of the SIu'tlc/ror~to~lr/r~,' 

where a man who had cut down Inari's sacred trees com- 
mits suicide after his wife -and children have become mad 
and his mother has been killed by lightning. And we 
read per contra in Ch. 111, p. 782 of the same work about 
rewards obtained from foxes. A man in whose compound 
a white fox had died, saw how hundreds of foxes came 
together in the night and, after cofiining the dead fox, gave it a 
splendid funeral. Deeply moved the man erected a shrine 
over the grave and asked an Inari priest to celebrate in the 
shrine a yearly festival. His reward was great wealth, like 
that of a poor peasant who had become a beggar, and yet gave 
food to a fox which he saw bringing forth young under the 
caves of an old Shinto temple where he was himself passing the 
night with his two children 011 the way to Yedo. On coming 
into the neighbourhood of Yedo he met an old ascete, who 
gave food to his children, as much as they could eat The 
innkeeper said : " That man has been here already for years, 
begging food on the highway, but nobody knows where he 
lives. He is believed to be the nletamorphosis of a fox, and 
tradition says that whoever gets anything from him becomes 
extrdordinarily happy." This was true, for the sons of the 
poor peasant became rich merchants and bought a yashiki 
(a piece of ground with a liouse in it)? 

On p. 819 (Ch. IV) we read about a sorcerer who gave 
' 

perfor~~lances in Kyoto with " spirit foxes " (s a, ki-ko) and 
gold-dragons (& f&, kinryii), and who could produce two 
persons from one. 

An old tmrrrki or fox was supposed to be the original 
shape of a strange woman, not less than thirty shakuS long, with 
a face 3 shaku in lenglh, ~ h o  was seen several times at d a d  of 

- 

I .  See nlmve p. 62, nule I ; Ch. IS, p. 124. 
2. CII. 111, p. 783. 
3. I shaku=r 1.9 inches. 
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night, with a lighted torch in her hand. I t  was certainly the 
vital spirit m) of an old being that lived in that neighbourhood'. 
Also in other regions nocturnal appa,ritions, as for example 
black priests of enormous stature, who attacked passers by, or a 
six or seven shaku long female head which passed by laughing, 
accompanied by lightning and earthquake, or which spat upon 
a man, who became yellow and fell ill, but was cured by 
means of the medicine called ekikit6 (a s, a remedy 
against sunstroke) ; or a flaming head which burned the foot of 
any one that kicked against it, all these apparitions were 
explained as the work of old tamitRi, or the vital spirits of old 
beings, or else of a bird which had transformed itself? An old 
tanuki knocked at a gate night after night, till it was killed with 
qn arrows. I p s  fatui were ascribed to an old tanuki which 
had taken the shape of a tall lay-bonze. (nyiido, j( a) and was 
killed by a hunter4. 

Tanuki and ~rizcjilta @) are mentioned together in a story 
on p. 749 (Ch. 111). An old Buddhist monk was killed by 
dogs and appeared to be a mujina. When this was reported 
to the abbot of the monastery to which he had pretended to 
belong, the abbot said : " That. monk lived here for about 
two hundred years. Nobody knew his origin; but it was 

known $hat he had saved a large number of gold-pieces, 
received from the supporters of the monastery. About ten 
days ago he. suddenly cafile and said : ' Today I have been 
killed by a dog in Kita-ura ; you n~ust  hold a funeral service for 
me.' Thereupon he vanished." The abbot held the service, 
thinking that the soul of the monk would reach Nirvana by 
virtue of the masses said ; and, in order to free the soul from the 
love of money, which the monk had shown during life, he gave 
all the gold the man had saved to the two coolies who had 

I. Ch. I, p. 668. 
2. Ch. 111, p. 771. 
3. 01. IV, p. 827. 
4. Ch. 111, p. 752. 
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informed h in~ of the death of the mujina. But the curse of the 
spook-monk was attached to the money, and caused madness 
and death to the whole family of one of the two men. When 
the other heard this, he inlmediately erected a stone monument 
for the monk and had a funeral service held. On a paper, on 
which the mujina had written some unreadable characters 
there was a red seal containing the character a, a combination 
of j@, rain, and @, tanaki.. The auther adds : " In Japan as 
well as in China there are a great number of legends in which 
tanuki and mujina transformid themselves into men and discussed 
all kinds of things. The mujina of Morotake-zanl take the 
shape of monks and discuss Buddhist sutras. The old 
stranger who talked about the five Chinese classics with the 
Chinese called Tung Chung-shu ' is said to have been a mujimn. 
These animals live in holes, yet they know when it will rain. 
This is all due to the supernatural power ofthe tanuki and mujina. 
But it is a strange fact that the old rnujina of this legend, who 
had lived for such a long tin= among men and possessed such 
enormous magical power, could be killed by a mere dog." 

It  was also'a nlujina who hauntcd, in the beginning of the 
Ky6ho era ( 1 7 1 6 - 1 7 3 9 ,  the neighbourhood of a big oak. 
Whoever passed by the tree at night, saw an old witch with a 
suckling in her arms, which she would throw at the frightened 
man. If he drew his sword and struck the suckling it appeared 
to be a stone. A samurai who hail heard aboat this matter, 
attacked the vixen instead of the child and ,gave her such a 
violent cut with his sword, that she uttered a loud cry and 
disappeared. The suckling also at once vanished. The 
samurai's sword was covered with blood, and the next n~orning 
bloody traces led to a big hole under a bamboo fence, where 
a dead mujina was found. The hero was admired by all who 
heard of the incident, but afterwards the revenge of the nlujina 
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caused his death. For when in a fight he jumped over a fence 
the hem of his trousers caught &t and caused him to fall, 
whereupon he was killed by his pursuer. People said that the 
spirit (jU of the old mujina had taken vengeance upon him, 
and from that tin= nobody dared approach or repair the fence, 
because this was supposed to cause calamity.' 

In the SamhZ Ridm k5hns we read a story about a fox 
that had' taken the shape of a Zen priest, and was discussing 
religious topics with another priest, but suddenly' ran away in 
his vulpine form because he became suspicious that the other 
was a transformed dog. 

On p. 909, Ch. 111, three things are mentioned which were 
causes of unhappiness to a certain kmily : I. falconry, 2. fox- 
catching-comedies (tsurigitsune no ky6gen9) and 3. a grey horse 
(kawarage no unla). Falconry was forbidden by Kwannon 
who, on having transformed herself into a snowy heron, was 
attacked by a filcon. As to the. foxcatching comedies, they 
were considered to be unlucky because one of the finlily, who 
in his dream had heard foxes howling in the garden and tried to 
itnilate them, had become mad and wandered about every 
night, crying like a fox, and then soon afterwards died. The 
grey horse was an unhappy thing for the following reason- 
The fanlily always kept a large number of foxes, because in 
dden times it was once helped in a fight by these animals. 
Therefore it was strickly forbidden to let dogs enter the 
conlpound. Once when a grey horse had come there all 
kinds of strange things happened, probably because the foxes 
hated that colour, or for some other mysterious reason. In 
the night the grooril could not sleep, and the horse itself became 
dull and lost its usual spirit. A woman was several times 
seen standing in front of the stable. The unhappy colour grey 

I. Ch. V, p. 846. 

2. 3 M a, written in 1779 ; Zoku Teikoku bunko, Vol. SI.VII, 
Kimei kiden zcnshii ; Ch. 111, p. goo. 

3. Comp. above p. 69. 
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(kawarage) was also the colour of the small cat of a little girl, 
which made a noise on the roof,night after night for three suc- 
cessive nights as if a heavy weight was thrown down upon it. 
When it was discovered that this cat was certainly a haunting 

. demon, the beast changed into a fox and ran away, but the poor 
girl directly fell ill and died.' 

-4 bridal procession, the persons in which .had blackened 
their faces with oil and kettle black, was supposed to be a pro- 
cession of foxes with human shapes and fox heads. They were 
submitted to a trial by fumigating their faces' and putting them 
in a bath, neither of which foxcs can stand. Then it appeared 
that they were real men.8 

An old fox was saved from the hands of some boys by a 
man who pitied the animal and gave it food. The other villagers 
said that Ile was too soft-hearted and that therefore the fox cer- 
tainly would possess him instead of taking it out on the boys by 
possessing them. Iie believed tllis himself and imagined that 
his hands and feet already moved in a queer sort of way, nay he 
even wrapped horse dung in papcr and looked at  it as if he 
would eat it. He stopped worki~g and shut himself up in a 
room. There he waited three days, always expecting the fox 
to appear. And at last the bcast did come, jumping into the 
room in the dead of night. 'The frightened man cried loudly 
for help, but the fox quieted him and said that he did not come 
to possess him, but only to say that the foxes of the neighbour- 
hood were not thinking of possessing men for fear of being 
caught by dogs, and that he could quietly resume his work. 
Thereupon the fox disappeared and the Inan awoke as from a 
dream. He was quite cured and worked thereafier as usual.$ 

lg-nesfaf~ri, believed to be produced by tnnuAi and rrruji- 
na, appeared on rainy nights: 

I. Ch. 111, p. 917. 
2. Ch. VI, p. 963. . 

3. Ch. VII, p. 985. 
4. Ch. VT, p. 956. Comp. above p. 77. 
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In the U11~yo zosshil we read the following story.-In 
Osaka there was a field play-actor who was called the " target- 
ntark-man," because he challenged everybody to use him as a 
target and aim at his rnked stomach. Many persons tried it for 
fun (paying him, of course, for this strange performance), but he 
always escaped the bullet by a quick movement like that of a 
flying bird. For this his fame spread all over the city. An old 
sharpshooter, who had many pupils, was forced by the latter to 
show his art against this strange target, although he at first re- 
fused because he did not like useless bloodshedding.' He hit 
the clothes of the target-man, not the stomach itself, but lo ! the 
man died in the midst of the smoke. When the pupils, full 'of 
admiration at their master's skill, asked him for an explanation 
of the matter, he said : " This target-man had a fox in his 
service, which followed him for the sake of food. The fox, 
hiding its body in thk clothes, presented a false shape to the 
deluded people. Whoever hit this shape, only hit the air ; but 
I hit the clothes in which the fox was hidden, and therefore 
there must be a dead fox." And sure enough an old fox, 
killed by a bullet, was found the next day in the village 
Namba. The teacher who knew his art and the wicked demons 
so well, must have been a clever man indeed. 

The Ka&n KZhits~i gives the following legends :- 
" There is a fox which lives in Shonenji, a Buddhist temple of 
the Ikk6 sect in a village in the neighbourhood of Hachirnan 
in Umi province. This fox has protected the temple from the 
beginning till now against fire and other calamities, and is said 
to be also a guardian of the priest, whenever the latter goes out 
to perform his religious duties. Although invisible to human 
eyes, the fox once complained with a human voice to the 

I .  g # ;4a 8, written by YANAGIUWA KIEX, # 8 a, who d i d  in 
1758. The preface is written in 1796 and the book is printed in 1843. Ilyokln 
srfnrrin, Vol. T (XI), p. 818. 

2. fl $, written in 1799 by KANDENRO K ~ K E I ,  a m X m, 
whose own name was BAN SUKEYOSHI, jp, and whce  house was called 
I' Kandenro." H e  lived 1732-1806. Ilynkkn stfsrm>r, Vol. r-(V). 
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priest, saying that some one had made him dirty by throwing 
something on the priest's sandals, while he, the fox, was sitting 

on them as a guardian during a religious service in a private 
house. The priqt answered that his anger was irratianal, as 
nobody could see him, which the fox admitted to be true. On 
another occasion the animal gave the following infornlation :- 
cIn general we foxes are divided into three ranks, to wit, the 
so-called shury6 " or " chiefs," which belong to the first 
rank ; the " yorikata " ' or " assistants," to the second rank ; and 
the " p k o  " %r " field-foxes ", to the third. Those which bring 
calamity upon mankind are nlostly field-foxes; But we, the 
chiefs, can only govern the assistants and field-foxes which are 
under our immediate command, not those of other chiefi. 
There are chiefs everywhere, and when one of them wants to 
govern the assistants or field-foxes of another chief, the latter 
gets very angry and never forgets i t ;  for they are more 
implacable even than men.' This was ' the answer the fax gave 
when he was asked about a fox-possession. If anybody wants 
to ask something of the fox, he generally writes the question - 
down and puts the paper in the main hall of the temple, where 
he afterwards finds a written answer. The fox may also 
answer with a human voice, although invisible. As a rule he 
has respect for the priest of the temple and treats him as his 
master. Once the fox asked for assistance because he had, as 
he said, not mosey enough to secure a higher rank. The priest 
assented but thought it strange, and asked the fox how he had 
got any maney at all. The answer was : ' I  have always 
picked up and kept the nioney which fell beside the offering- 
box' The fox is said to live always above the ceiling of the 
main hall. As to the use of money for getting a higher 
position, this is not confined to this particular fox, for I have 
heard t1.e same said about other foxes. Therefore I asked the 
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priests df Inari where these aninds paid the m&ey, but none of 
. of them knew anything about it. The deeds of foxes are 

secrcL" ' 
In the compound of %6jGji, the great Buddhist temple in 

the Shiba district (Yedo), there was a little fox shrine. One day 
the abbot ordered a newly arrived priest to take an o&ting to 
that shrine and to pedorm the service there. Next day a man 
with a cap and a ceremonial dress came and requested another 

' 

priest to tell the abbot that he, the stranger, would like to 
obtain a new shrine, as Benten had appeared in his former one, 
where he had lived for many years. The fact was that the 
priest had thought it was a Henten shrine where he was to hold 
a service and had therefore held a Benten service in the fox 
shrine. The abbot ordered a new shrine to be built for the 
fox, who then appeared Gain in the same shape, thanked the 

. priest for having told the rnattcr to the abbot, and promised to 
protect him during his whole life, so that he should never be in 
want of clothes or food. Another priest of the same temple 
was possessed by a fox and acted as a woman. He asked the 
ab@t for a new shrine and an offkring of a rice cake on the 
first and fifieenth of each month, because his own shrine, which 
had been in the garden of the neighbours, lod been demolished. 
The abbot assented, whereupon the possessed priest wrote the 
name of the fox in beautiful characters on a tablet, which tvaa 

attached to the torii of the new shrine: 
" In Nambu (that is, Ushii), at a place called Shichi no he 

(a Ji), there is a moor about six ri a square. Every year, at 
, the end of the second month, the socalled fox-regiment (s m, 

ko-tai) is to be seen there. The people of the neighbourhood 
go to look at it, carrying sake and other refreshments. Gener- 
ally it is on a day with a lightly clouded sky. If one pays 
attention to the nmttcr beforehand and sees twenty or thirty 

1. Ch. 111, p. 71 q. 
2. C h  111, p. 7 2  
3. 1 ri=z miles, 775 yarh. 
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foxes appearing and jumping about, the fox-regiment will certain- 
ly come that day. If the people then praise them loudly, . 
suddenly a castle appears at a distance of two ch6 ', and about 
two hundred helmeted horsemen, in full armour, seem to draw 
themselves up in long battle array. If the spectators continually 
applaud, the foxes suddenly imitate two processions of vassals, 
at one time that of the daimyo of Matsumae, and at another that 
of the daimy6 of Tsugaru. Probably & battle array and the 
castle are intended to represent the old battle of the Kuriyagawa. 
It is said that the foxes of that moor do not appear except on 
this one occasion. If thc spectators are numerous and cheer 
loudly, there are also' a large nunlber of foxes and the per- 
formance is brilliant ; but if there are only a few spectators, 
there are also only a small number of foxes. This I have heard 
from an eyewitness." 

The so-called fnujina btlly-dru~,r is mentioned in a book 
entitled ShC~ai  hasti h t z  3 It was heard in the An& era 
(1772-1780)~ on clear autumn nights, when the moon shone 
brightly, and it lasted from 3 to 5 A.M., continually sounding 
"ton, ton ", now far away, now near at hand. But at last it 
was discovered to be only the treading of a pair of bellows in 
a smithy, the sound of which sccmed to be farther away or 
nearer according to t l~e wind, and at 5 o'clock, when the streets 
became:noisy, was drowned by other sounds. 

KYOKUTEI HAKIN' refers in his fij~scki zass/ri5 to the Ikkyii 
/ratltrshi6, whcrc we read a story about a tanuki which alqxarcd . 

I .  I chG=rlg yards, 1 r inches. 
2. Ch. IV, 11. 27. 
3. & llJ iiJ & axi#, quo!cd by I i s o u ~  in his )aXwniAwLw ka~ i ,  Vol. 11, 

p. 230. 
4. d114'4LB$. 
5. $#a # E,, written in 1810; Ch. V, nr 2, p. 7-3, under the heading 

" TanuIie ", 2 @. 
0. - & i & m  W, P k  of the Kwambun cra (1661-1672); the author is 

unknown. 
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to a dying d n  as Amida riding on a purple cloud, but on 
being hit by an arrow assumed its own shape. This, says 
BAKIN, is simply stolen from the Uj shiii monogatmi.' 

Further, BAKIN tells of a wel1,known tanuki which lived a 
long time in Sado province and was called DanzaburG. This 
was a supernatural animal, which lent money to the people. 
Those who wanted to borrow money from him, wrote the 
amount and the date of repayment on a piece of paper, which 
they signed with their name and seal and then laid near the 
tanuki's hole. When they came back the next morning and . 

looked, the money was lying at the entrance of the hole, if the 
tanuki would lend it. But gradually the nunher of people 
increased so much, and there were so many who did not pay 
back, that the tanuki stopped lending. The same tanuki called 
a physician when he was ill. I-Ic had taken hunlan shape and 
sent a sedan-chair for the doctor to come in. After a few days 
he was better and went to the physician with a big plate full 
of nioney, but the man would not accept it and asked who 
Ile was. Then the tanuki said that he was Danzabur6, where- 
upon the doctor refused the money still niore emphatically, 
because, as he said, the tanuki certainly had not obtained his 
wealth in a good way. But llanzaburo answered that he lad 
conie by it honestly through picking up treasures lying in 
ditches and valleys, where houses had been burnt down in time 
of war or destroyed by floods. When the doctor still refused 
to accept the money, the tanuki came back with a precious 
sword, which was accepted. 

The sanie tanuki was believed to cause Jata ?norgatu '. 
" Several tinies, on bright evenings, there arose from the Futatsu- 
iwa (" Two Rocks ") a vapour (s, ki), half blue half red, 
which had the shape of a big house or a castle with halls and 
walls of carth and stone, which were all plainly visible ; it was 
no mirage (shinkiro, #$, fata morgana caused by the 

- . - -. ~ 

I .  ('irnip. nlrovc p. 39. 
z. Comp. above pp. 83 sl. 
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breath (a, ki) of a nlarine anima1,'the mizuchi, @). This was 
considered to be the work of Danzaburo." 

On p. 10 of the same chapter BAKIN remarks : 'I As there 
are no foxes in Sado, tanukj and m u j i ~  possess men there. 
In HachijGjima, where no foxes, tanuki or mujina' are to be 
found, mountain cats are said to do the same." Further, he 
says : " There was recently in Kamakura a priest-ervant con- 
nected with a certain tnonastery, who went about in Izu and 
Kasuga begging for money. He made drawings and many 
villagers and women living in the mountains bought them from 
him. At last he was killed by a dog at Numazu ahd the 
astoilivhed people discovered that he was a transformed tanuki." 
BAKIN supposes that the word " tanuki " was originally " ta . 
no ke ", El 'I rice-field-spook,", or " ta-neko ", m s, 
" rice-kldcat ". He says that the tanuki is also called " field- 
cat ",' and the cat " house-tanuki." = 

The Shrrmtzpar~ /rikki3 contains the following conlmunication 
by a physician in Ashitnori.,' Bichii province.. " Several times 3 
have cured people of my village who were possessed by foxes. 
This *as once the case with a wornan whom the fox obstinately 
refused to leave. Therefore, I pinched her whole body and 
rubbed her forearms ; I further bound one of her arm,  which 
swelled up like a tumour (the fox, being pursued by the rubbing 
and pinching, had taken refuge in the arm), and was about to 
stick a needle into it, when the woman said : ' Now I will go 
away..,' Thereupon I untied the bandage, but immediately the 
patient was in the satnc condition as before the treatment. The 
fox had deceived mc. Again I rubbed her, and this time the 
fox came up to the shoulder. I was about to kill the animal 
by pricking it with a needle, when it became subnlissive and , 
said : ' Now I will really go away, and to prove that I do 

I. gf #, ya-by8. 
2. '# B, ka-ri. C11. V, nr 2, p. 7-a. 

3. a $1 Jc, written by S H I I I ~  K ~ K A S ,  & f5 s, who lived 
1746-1818. I/J,~rkkir si!slrri~r.,' \'ol. iE (I), p, 1162. 
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you may find my body in the bamboo grove.' And so It 
was, the body was there. Then I unticd the bandage and , 

with a cry the fox went out of the p~tient. Thus it is only the 

spIA (a, ki, breath ") of a fox which possesses men, not its 
body." 

The S&&m za&kl tells about a fox who had shaken off 
his vulpine form at the age of 500 years and went as an old 
pilgrim to a neighbouring Buddhist temple. He listened to a . 
sermon and requested the priest to fiee him wholly from his fox 
body by means of some formula. The priest did so, and the 
old man said : " Now I am free ; please give me a funeral as 
of a Buddhist monk ". Then the priest went to the mountains 
and found a dead fox, which he buried. 

A rich source of information on this subject is the Eett 

sh5setsu %. We find there the following legends :-A marl 
married a woman whom he had met on the road. She gave 
birth to two children and they lived together for years. Once, 
whe,n she was dozing before the fire with her youngest child at 
the brea3t, the other child cried out suddenly : "Just look, 
father, mother has a fox face ! " Immediately the woman sprang 
to her feet and ran away, and without coming back. After 
considerable search a baby's toy and a letter were found before 
a fox hole near by. When the woman's son grew up, he went 
away on a pilgrimage and never returned. The people always 

a 

spoke of him as the 'I fox-uncle." ' 
In the A& era. ( r 772-1 780) a well-known joruri-actor 

was richly entertained in a large farmer's house, where a big 
,crowd filled the rooni and enthusiastically applauded him when 
he gave proof'of his talent. After he had recited a long time, 

I .  m a @, written in 1824 by O K ~ K I S ~ I I  ICIIC, W $. Ifykka 
~ttmrin, Vol. iE (II), p. 1046. 

2. a p ,JI a, written in 1825 by BAKIN and seven others. f/J.nRX.n 
srtwrin, Vel. jE T (11). 

3. Ch. VI, p. 570. 
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suddenly it becanle silent about him and lo ! he was alone. No 
house, no room mas to be seen, and in the dim morning light he 
found liirnself in a grave-yard ! Hastily he fled away home. 
in the belief that foxes had deceived him and given him horse 
dung and cow urine instead of nice food and wine. The idea 
made him ill and confused, and for sonie days he kept to his 
bed. In the meantime the runlour rapidly spread all over the 
province, that he had been haunted by foxes which had asked 
him to play for them And. this was true ; but his suspicion 
about the food and wine the brutes had offered h in~ was not 
correct, for on that same night a wedding had taken place in a 
neighbouring village, and all the eatables and drinkables which 
were ready for the guests had disappeared in a mysterious way. 
That was certainly the work of foxes or tanuki, for on the . 
moor where they had entertained the actor, fish-bones and wine- 
cups lay spread about. Apparently the foxes, admiring his art, 
had offered him the food and wine, stolen from the wedding 

party. ARer some days the actor recovered, but he henceforth 
chose another profession and only 'recited joruri now and then 
at somebody's request.' 

In 1820 the daughter of a wholesale merchant in Yedo was 
possessed by the ghost of Bishop Yiiten. She wrote a my6g6 ' 
and Yuten's name and signature. The rumour spread, and 
people came from all sides in order to obtain from her a myGg6. ' 

. They said : "The bishop, who in olden times saved a bad 
woman of Habu mura (from hell) has come a e i n  ! " Bishop 
Yiiten namely, who had died in I 7 18, had quieted the angry 
spirit of a bad woman by means of reading a sutra. Thus a 
large crowd daily gathered before the gate of the girl's house . 
and she wrote n~yiigii for tllern all. Rut at times when the 
ghost was not in her, she w w  nothing but an ordinary girl. 
The author (who was one of the authors of the ZZen s&seisu) 

I.  Ch. VII, p. 589. 
2. & a. " name " : Namu Amida Eutsu," m # a fl B, that is, 

an invocation of Amida. 
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had got such a n1y6g6 from an acquaintance. The characters 
were written on a magnificent ground of red brocade, but two 
01 them were wrong. On account of these mistakes an old 
man, an authority in such things, declared it to be the work of 

foxes or tmuki. He said that the mistakes were made inten- 
tionally, for fear of Buddha's ~unishment (for in this way, with 
the wrong characters, it was no real my6g6 and therefore no 
.sacrilege !). At last, when a man interrogated the girl closely, 
the fox showed his real nature, and there was no doubt any 
longer about her being possessed by such an animal. The fox, 
hard presed by the questions, went out of the girl. The reason 
of the possession was that her mother, a widow, had illicit 
intercourse with a silk merchant who o h n  passed the night in 
her house (apparently the man had a fox in his service and 
carried the beast with him). When. this came to be known, 
the silk merchant fled, the widow was sent to her native village 
and the girl went to the house of relatives.' . 

In 1809 a fox appeared to a certain man in a dreaq and 
told him that he (the fox) was the son of the Inari from behind 
a shop in Hongi5 (a district of Yedo), and that he had quarrelled 
with his mother, so that he did not want to return home. He 
requested the dreamer to allow him to stay in his house and 

' promised that he would not annoy him. The man assented and 
saw that the fox was very glad ; then he awoke, wondering what 
the strange dream might mean. The next day the maidservant 
began at once to work much harder than usual. She drew 
water, waqhed rice, chopped fuel, and even sewed, which art she 
never had learned. She worked in this way every day, and 
did more than five men. Once she predicted rain, although 
the sky was quite clear, and caused her master to take his 
umbrella with him when he went out, which proved afterwards 
to have been very good advice. Another day she predicted the 
arrival of guests. All her predictions came true, and she was 

- -  

I. Ch. IX, p. 679. 
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altogether exceedingly useful. It was all due to the fox which 
possessed her and \vhich showed its thankfulness in this way.' 

After having qualified the haunting of foxes as very bad, but 
that of tanuki as harmless, the author speaks about the zem'iitzgs 
and drawittgs of tanuki, as seen by himself. One of them was 
a divine communication by the Inari of Kyoto" a mixture of 
sealcllaracters, square style and running-liand, with many 
mistakes in the language. It had been written by a Buddhist 
priest who had stayed in the house (where the writing was 
preserved), and who was called " the silent ascete " (because 
he did not speak). After some time he was attacked by a dog . 
and bitten to death, whereupon he appeared to be a tanuki. A 
similar legend was told about another specimen of handwriting 
at Kawasaki, where in the author's time a tanulzi in the shape 
of a Buddhist priest had lived for a space of six years, 
engaged in converting people; at last he was killed by a dog 
near Tsurumi. Another old tanuki, also transformed into a 
bonze, had drawn a picture, which was shown to the author 
by its owner.' 

A medical student in Nakabashi was so fond of tanuki, 
that he collected everything that had to do with them, boolzs 
and drawings, curios ctc. IIe possessed for example a so-called 
n k k i  (@ e), or ' I  tanuki stone ", a natural stone which looked - 
exactly as if it were painted. It  was not quite two sun long, 
and was slightly red dnd white, wit11 a black tanuki in it. All 
the ornament's of the student's tobacco-pouch, the metal of his 
purse, and so on, had the shape of tanuki. During the whole 
of his life the tanuki was his favourite topic of conversation. 
Probably there was some connection between him and this 
animal carried over from a previous existence." 
- - 

I. Ch. VIII, p. 612. 

2. ;e 3, tnku-scn. 

3. Innri sansha, '' thc thrce tcmplcs of 1113ri " ; see bzlow. 
4. Ch. V, p. 522. 

5. Ch. V ,  p. 527. 
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In 1805 a tanuki lived above the ceiling of a house in 
Onuki-mura, a village in Katori district, Shim& province. At 
the request of a guest, who wished to see the writing of thc 
tanuki, the master of the house took some paper and a pencil, 
struck fire upon it from a flint (as upon an offering) and placed 
it in the room. After a while paper and pencil flew of them- 
selves to the ceiling and were soon found to have becn used by 
the tanuki, for there were some characters on the paper, and 
also the words, " Tanuki, 108 years old ". The next year thc 
animal wrote, " 109 years ", a proof that it was true, said the- 
people. Sometinles the tanuki would descend from the ceiling 
into the room and come to thc n~aster of the house, and one day 
the master jokingly said to it : " As you understand magic art, 
you must show something rare on such and such a day, 
because I intend to invite some guests tllen." When the fixed 
day came and thc guests wer: assembled, the host told them 
what hk had said to the tanuki, and everybody was on the 
tiptoe of expectation. All at once the garden changed into a 
broad dyke, and all sorts of merchants ,were there, building 
large shops or exhibiting their wares on nuts. From dl sides 
buyers came, and it was a busy market scene. At last the 
vision disappeared. This causcd the runlour about the tanuki 
to spread more and more, and a lot of people asked to sec the 
writing, ill persons came to be cured, grcedy ones came for 
gain, and each prayer uttered was said to be heard by the 
tanuki. As the number of pilgrims continually increased, the , 

\ rumour reachcd thc ears of the Ycdo autllorities. An official 
was secretly sent to the place and made a close search into the 
matter, but as it appeared to be no mere scheme of a yamabushi 
or such kind of fellow, and took placc in thc house of a 
samurai, who was castellan of a great daimyo, the official did 
not find any ground for complaint and went away back. But 
from that time nobody was a1lo;vcd to cnlcr the tanuki-house 
without introduction. RIorcovcr, it was said that the tanuki at 
last did not appcar any niorc. Iatcr,-shortly bcbre 1825, a 
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tanuki was exhibited in Ryogoku (in Yedo), but the authorities 
prohibited the show, for fear that this tanuki would become as 
famous as that of Onuki-mura.' 

In the Kwansei era (1789-1800) a tanuki had taken the 
shape of a woman and stood night afler night on a cross-roads 
at a mountain inn, in order to seduce men. Afterwards the 
aninla1 nlade a hole in a garden near by and lived there.' 

The ShGsan clromon kiskii' tells about foxes which, on 
being disturbed by the throwing of a stone, took vengeance by 
preventing the culprit from passing along a narrow path. They 
did this by means of long daimyo processions and by knocking 
at the victim's gate in the middle of the night and causing him to 
go out in vain. Their shape was quite human, but their cry was 
somewhat hoarse.' Further, a so-called " Kuda " (Q, pipe) is 
mentioned, " a  strange beast of the size of a cat, with a cat's 
head, the trunk of a river otter, dark grey hair over the whole 
body, and a big tail ; in short, a kind of large squirrel, which is 
called " kuda " by the people of Shinano province and is well 
known as a spook-beast." This beast caused a fanner's wife 
to cry in the night, and it was killed in the dark by the physician 
who was called in: 

A devout old tanuki in human shape, with a rosary in 
hand, had a talk with an old wonlan every evening, and at last 
predicted that he would fall into a trap and die on the next day 
thereafter. He said that he could not avoid this fate, and that 
his body woLld be without wounds and with a half-white tail. 
And he was found just so and buried, and a funeral service was 
conducted on his behalf by the abbot of a neighbouring monastery 
at the request of the old woman, who also erected a stone monu- 

I. Ch. V, p. 525. 
2. Ch. V, p. 528. 

3. a 111 3 *#$, written in 1849 by MIYOS~II  SH~SAN, 3 #fa 
Zokrr Tn'totu Irurko, Vol. XLVII, Kinsci kidan zenshii. 

4. Ch. 1, p. 432. 

5. Conlpare the kudn-gitsi~nc jkwnnko) lwlow. 
6. Ch. IV, p. 564. I 

t 
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ment on the tanuki's grave.' In the same way an old fox knew 
of his unavoidable death beforehand? 

A bad tanuki trick is told on p. 614 (Ch. V). A man had 
promised his sweetheart to go to a wood in the evenlng, in 
order that they might commit suicide together. Hut his love 
of life was stroqgcr than his love for the girl, and he did not 
turn up. A tanuki, who was aware of it and saw the girl 
wailing in vain, took the shape of her lover and going with her 
into the depth of the wood, threw a string over a branch of a 
tree and hung the girl at one end and himself at the other. 
But he forgot that he was much lighter than the girl, being only 
a tanuki, and the result was that he was pulled into the air and 
strangled, while the girl's feet just barely touched the ground. 
So she was found alive, although unconscious, and the dead 
tanuki was hanging over her head. 

INOUE ENKYO, whose excellent work, the YOhaigakzc 
kc& " Lectures on Folklore ",3 we have mentioned already 
very o h ,  gives information which he obtained from country 
folk. Included in it are the following stories.-A farmer in 
Shimozuke province had thrown a stone at a strange bird which 
he saw sitting by the roadside. On returning home he sud- 
denly fell ill, and no ti~edicines could cure him. His condition 
grew worse and worse, and he fell into a state of nladness which 
made his father think that the sickness was the work of foxes or 
tanuki. An exorcist (shugenja, yamabushi) was called and 
requested to fast and pray on behalf of the patient. The man 
put the sacred instruments " ' against the wall and recited . 

some tantras (magical formulae) before them. Then he sat 
down with his back to the wall. The patient, who was so weak 

I. Ch. IV, p. 576, 
2. Ch. IV, p. 585. 
3. & t E  3 S s, by # _t: 3 ; third edition published in 1897. 

4. #$ #, shi~lki, na~nely gohri, etc. The gohei are the wcll-known paper 
slil~s, faslcnrtl upon a stick, tlirough whicli gods and demons are believed to enter 
a medium. Comp. YEKCIVAL L~JVELL, Oscrrll j r ~ p n r r ,  p. 153. 
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that he could not get up, was lying beside him on a mattress, 
and a great number of spectators (amongst whom was the man 
who wrote of the matter years afterwards to INOUE) stood 
before and behind him. The exorcist requested that one of 
them come before him, and an old woman went to the front. 
But soon she appeared to be no good medium, and a man of 
about forty years took her place. After having washed and . 

purified himself he sat down opposite the exorcist, with closed 
eyes and the gohei in his hands. The others sat about him in 
a circle, imitating the esorcist and reciting together magic 
formulae. After a while the gohei in the medium's hands 
began to move, first gently, then faster, till at last it was shaking 
violently. The others, seeing the effect of the tantras, recited 
withstill louder voices, till the gohei shook so very violently 
indeed that it struck upon the ground.' Then the tantra recit- 
ing stopped and the exorcist asked the medium in-a low voice : 
" From whence do you come and whither are you going ? " 
But there came no answer. Thereupon the esorcist ordered 
him to show the directions with the gohei, and the medium 
pointed first to the South and then to the North-East. The 
exorcist, however, was not yet satisfied, and by more t-antras 
and mudras (finger-distortions) he at last forced the medium to 
talk. The fox speaking through his mouth said: " I am 
afraid of my surroundings and want to go away. The reason 
why I have possessed the master of this house is that he hit me 
with a stone when I was sittirg near a temple in the shape of a 
bird. I would take vcngeance on him, but now I am so afraid 
(of the tantras and finger-charms) that I am going away immedi- 
ately. Please givc me twelve mon." Those who heard this said 
unanimously : " It must be an old fox who wants to cross a 
river in human shalx. Thcre is a river in the direction he has 
indicatcd, and tllc ferry fcc is twclve nlon. Thcrcfore you nust  
givc the moncy to this man (the medium) and also food of 

I. Camp LU\VELL 1.1. 
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which foxes are fond." Then the rncdirlrn was carried out of 
the house. lfe cricd continually, 'I Kon, kon ", and fell sound 
asleap on the back of the .man who carried him. The money 
and food that were given to him disappeared out of his hands 
(the fox taking them). After a while the medium awoke, but 
he was still stupificd and did not remember anything of what he 
had said in his trance. He had only a little pain in his hands 
and feet.' 

So wrote the eye-witness, who had seen the thing in his 
youth. It  is evident that the fox, on being transferred by 
means of the tantras from the patient into the gohei and thence 
into the medium, had been compelled to go out of the latter by 
more tantras and mudras. He had taken the money and the 
food with him and left the medium unconscious behind. In the 
same way many fox-possessed patients are cured by the priests 
of a Shingon temple, who lead them before the Buddha image 
and read sutras on their behalf. The body of the patient begins 
suddenly to shake, and the priest asks the fox whence he comes 
and why he has possessed the patient, and the fox answers 
through the latter's mouth. It  is curious that people who dis- 
like sake when in their senses arc fond of it when they are 
possessed by a fox. Some say that those possessed by a male 
fox cry I' Kon-kon ", and those by a female, " Gya-gya 

In the Kaei era ( I  848-1 853) a man was walking in the 
bright moonshine under a perfectly clear sky ; when lo ! all of 
a sudden it became pitchdark. The man, a fearless fellow, 
calmly sat down by the roadside and smoked his pipe (foxes 
cannot stand smoke). Gradually it became as bright as before, 
and in the moonlight -an old fox was stealing away on the 
other side of the road. The man thought to himself: I6That 
fellow would haullt me, but he has failed because I was not 
afraid." 

I. Vol. IV, p. 221. 

2. vo1. IV, p. 220. 

3. Vol. IV, p. 206. 
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The hypnotic power of an old fox was seen in another case. 

A i rmer  was walking over his field in a careless and queer sort 
of way, treading on the plants, turning from left to right and 
vice versa, and swinging his dung psi1 automatically from left to 
right. An old fox went before him, and the man followed after 
and swung his bucket exactly as the animal walked.and moved 
its tail. Another farmer who saw this, drove the fox away ; 
but the hypnotised man wished to follow the brute' and said : 
" I have also business in that village over there ". His friend, 
however, prevented him from going, and brought him back to 
his senses. Thereupon he told how he had run behind the fox 
to drive him away, now to the right, now to the left, till 
a neighbour had come and asked to go with him ; so they 
had walked together to a village near by. It was clear that 
the fox had taken the shape of that neighbour and deceived 
the man1 

A similar case is mentioned on p. 209 ; but there it was an 
old ianuki which exercised the hypnotic power. The animal 
sat on a tree and looked at a farmer, who, walking to and fro 
through the field, thought that he was crossing a stream and 
muttered : ' I  Deep, deep ". Another who saw it shot the 
tanuki dead, and at the same time that the brute fell out of the 
tree, the farmer fell on the ground and wailed as if he had been 
hit, Another time a man stood before the dry bed of a brook, 
thinking it a broad stream, which he could not cross. Probably 
a fox played him this trick.!' 

A samurai's sword, with which he had killed a spook-fox, 
which stood on a bridge in the shape of a woman, became a 
precious heritage of his fanlily, and when somebody is possessed 
by a fox or tanuki, he is cured at once by the laying of the 
sword upon his head.3 

1. Vol. IV, p. 206. 
2. Vol. IV, p. q. 
3. Vol. Iv, p. 208. 
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In 1893 a newspaper gave an account of a mysterious 
voice in the air, heard in Fme village, Yamanashi prefecture, 
which answered all questions asked of it, at first only in the 
night, but later on in the day-time also. It knew the ages of 
the people, also events occurring here and therc, nay cvc~l thc 
thoughts of men. It predicted luck or calamity to single 
persons or to whole imilies, and prescribed strange but very 
effective medicines for sick persons. This voice was ascribed 
to a fox.' 

In Sekoku, where no foxes are, the tanuki are looked 
upon as the culprits, when strange things happen. In the house 
of a peasant in Itano district, Awa province, somc ycars ago, 
there were queer goings-on. A kitchen-knife moved without 
being touched, a fkh disappeared out of a pot in which it was 
cooking, a messenger of a creditor came for money and got it, 
but two days ahrwards the creditor asserted he had sent no 
messenger nor received any money. One night the tail of the 
peasant's horse was bitten off, and another night the horse broke 
out of its stable and ran to a neighbouring village. There was 
no doubt this was all the work of some old tanuki. Although 
the door of the' stable was carefully closed, yet the horse 
escaped once again. When the stable was examined, the door 
was closed as before, and nothing particular w& to be seen, but 
spread over the floor lay the money which the Llse messenger 
had received. In the same province, in Tomioka village, an 
old tanuki was believed to have bitten off the greater parts of 
some big tai fishes, which a few villagers had carried to a temple 

. in the  mountain^.^ 

So far the legends on foxes and badgers. Let us 
now see what the principal works of the seventeenth, 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries say about these .animals 
in general. 

I. Vol. IV, p. 201, comp. above p. 27. 

2. Vol. IV, p. 204 q. 



CHAPTER 111. 

Ideas about foxes and badgers, prevalent in the 
Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries. 

The Honch shokkan ', written in 1697, gives interesting 
details concerning the popular ideas of that time about foxes. 
We read there a the following. " When people hear then1 
crying, they predict good luck or calamity.. . .. . . . .The fox-fire 
is made by means of their tails, or, according to others, by 
means of human skulls, dry horse bones and old wood that has 
been lying under the ground ; what is true I do not know. If 
people have fever or become mad or melancholy, or if a 
woman has died in childbed and strange things happen after- 
wards, or if a baby cries in the night as a result of bad dreams 
-this is all nlostly the work of foxes, and a result of demoniacal 
possession. Those who are haunted by foxes are commonly 
children, wonlen, and stupid, very timid or half crazy men. 
If the fos-possession is light, the fox can be exorcised by 
magicians (g m). The vital spirit (m) of the fox goes in 
under the skin and makes a tumour; if one examines this 
tumour well and rubs it hard and pricks it with a needle or a 
knife, the fox goes away. Further, if one lets loose a very 
good hunting dog, the dog knows the smell of the fox and 
barks continually and wants to bite the patient; then the fox 
goes away. If the possession is a serious one, the fox will not 
leave for years, and the patient becomes a good-for-nothing. If 
the fox has enmity (5i; g,) against the patient and does not go 
out of him, he finally takes thc patient's life. Others say that 
if a fox changes into a woman and has sexual intercourse with a ,  
-- 

I .  .UI f %, written in 1697 by IIIRASO HITS~-DAI, Ip 8 & A ;  see 
nlmve 11. 57, where we referred to this book in respect to the name "ytrknn ". 

z Ch. ST, Scction .%nimaIs, p. 20. 
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man, this nlan dies or if not, the fox itself dies.' But this is 
very strange and illogical. Further, it is said that if it is doubt- 
ful whether somebody is possessed by a fox or not, shikilrri 
leavese must be cooked and given as a medicine to the patient. 
One possessed by a fox dislikes this very much, and refuses to 
take the medicine, but those who are really ill, take it, even 
though they dislike it. This is logical." 

" Of late there are sorcerers in Japan who have foxes in 
their service. They say that they have studied the Ia+n 
doctrine5. This doctrine can be described as follows: They 
seek the den of a fox and always keep a pregnant fox and tame 
it. When the time of bringing forth its young has come, they 
are still more careful in guarding the fox. When the cub has 
grown up, the mother fox con~es with it to the sorcerer and 
requests him to give it a name. He does so, whereupon the 
mother bows and goes away with it. If afterwards the sorcerer 
encounters any sort of difficulty, he secretly calls the young fox 
by its name, and the aninla1 comes to him, being invisible. If 
the sorcerer asks it about some secret matter, the fox always 
knows and can tell him. The bystanders cannot see the fox. 
As the sorcerer tells wonderful things, the people consider him 
a god. But if he afterwards does something impure, or is idle, 
the fox never comes again and at the last the sorcerer is 
ruined." 

" Froni olden tinlcs the following tradition has prevailed 
among the people : The fox is the divine niessenger of Inari. All 
thc foxes of Japan come as pilgri~ns to the temple of Inari at Kyoto. 

I .  Comp. above p. 26. 
2. The ~hikirrai (a) is I' the Illicium religiosum, an evergreen tree of thc 

order hlagnoliaceae growing wild in the ll~ountains of warm regions. The leavcs 
have a fragrant odor and are used to ndorn the vases offered to Buddha. An 
inccnse is prepared from the dried leaves by reducing them to powder." See 
*I Useful plants of Japan," published by the Agricultural Society of Japan, 9 v., 
from which book Mr. G. Tsuu.\ was kind enough to give me tllc nlmvc i ~lforllla- 
tion. 

j. fi a s, l ~ u n a  no hij ; scc k l u w .  
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They can jump over torii, and haunt (men). According to 
their skill in haunting they obtain various ranks from Inari." 

" Formerly I heard an old sorcerer remark : 'The god- 
dess Inari is the child of Susanoo no Mikoto, namely Uga no 

milnrr~a.' Whether or not in very olden times the fox was 
Inari's nlessenger, I do not know. But in every village, and 
in every house, there were foxes which always hid themselves 
and were invisible. Therefore, wherever there was a space 
between villages and between houses, a little shrine was sure 
to be built and a foxgod was worshipped under the name 
'' Inari " ; this divinity was prayed to for luck and believed to 
be a protection against calamity.' " 

" A fox does not fear death, and if one cuts open its belly 
in order to take out the liver for preparing the medicine called 
U-saien " the animal does not move or tremble or even wince ; 
when all its viscera are taken out, it dies just as if it is lying 
quietly with its head on a hillock. Although the fox is full of 
suspicion, yet it cannot resist the smell of rat fried in oil (abura- 
age), and is killed (in consequence of this weakness). Therefore 
the Japanese hunters catch them in traps, in which they put a 
dead rat, fried in oil, as a bait. Nowadays people do not eat 
fox flesh, but they take the fat and prepare an unguent from 
it, which being applied on boils l~as  a marvellously beneficial 
effect." 

A work of the same peiiod, the Yamato Ho?rzZ a, says that 
this animal produces fire by striking its tail, but at the same 
time the author remarks: "When the fox breathes out, its 
breath is as a fire, and this is called fox-fire "... ... .. ." When the 
ice on lake Suwa, in Shinano provincc, gets strong, the foxes 
put ear to it and pass over, and then men pass over also ; but if 
the listening takcs place in spring, the people do not pass over 

I .  a g, " l'he Soul of t l ~ c  I<icc i n  tllc Store-houses ", see beIow. 
2. Scc nlxjve 1). 6 2 .  

3. 8 i$ s, written iiy I<AII;.\RA k~sr.son~.,  a s, who lived 
16.29-:TI+ c.11. l \ ' I ,  >.I*. FUA. 
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any more. If a man is possessed and has become mad, they 
bum wolf dung and make hini sniff in (the smoke), or they 
make him drink a cup of thin tea (which foxes dislike), or else 
they prick the patient with the tail (that is, with the needles 
which are on both sides of the tail) of the ei fish; this has a 
good effect, they say." 

KOJIMA FUKYU says : " The fox is an animal of Dark- 
ness' to the uttermost degree. Therefore the external evil 
(that is, the fox) enters people whose Light-spirits has diminish- 
ed. In general exaggeration of joy, anger, sorrow, pleasure, 
love, hatred and greed causes man to lose his original character 
and to become empty, and only possessed of the spirit of Dark- 
ness'. How could it happen otherwise on such occasions but 
that bad demons should enter into hinl ? " 

In the 1VaRn~c sarrsni a w 6  we read the following :-" In 
Japan there are foxes in all the provinces except Shikoku. As 
a rule they attain to a very old age, that of several hundred 
years. All foxes have human names, as for example in Yamato, 
Genlcuro, and in Omi, Kosaemon. According to tradition they * 

we the divine messengers of Uga no miiatna, " thc Soul of the 
Rice in the granaries ". The foxes of Japan are all servants of 
the Inari temple at Kyijto, and the people build Inari shrines in 

' 

order to worship them. Foxes which are worshipped in this 
way are of higher rank than others. When a fox is distressed, 
he generally cries like a little child (gya-gya), and when he is 

I. a & s, in his " H~*bhokt4 7 u a k m o ~ ~ h i i r  ", fiE W written 
in rylo and printed in 1737; quoted by I.~oue, fikuui&&n kip', Vol. IV, 
p. 180. 

2, a, in$, an ani~ual belonging to the principle Yin (#, Jap. itr or mi) 
ol~posite to that of Yung, Uap. y ~ ) .  

3. ;fb, y6ki, Yang-s~irit. 
4. ;fbt in-ki. 

5. i#I W 3 # I Q, " Jal~ancsc-Chinese picture book about the three 
I'owcrs (1Icav-n, Earth and hlnn)", a Japancsc recasting of the Chinese 

encyclopedia &tr ts'r:i Prr Imra', 3 ;if. f, written iu 1713, by TERAJIMA 
KYU.~.Y, .& J4 g. Cli. XSSVIII (.bimals), 1). 590, S.V. Pus. 
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joyful, he cries as if one were beating a pot (kon-kon). Uy 
nature he is afraid of dogs, and when he is pursued by a dog, 
he discharges such stinking urine, that the dog cannot approach 
him. If he wants to haunt mankind, he puts a skull upon his 
head and bows towards the Great Bear, whereupon he changes 
into a man. He deludes people, avenges harm done to hirn 
and proves himself thankful for kindnesses received. He likes 
azuki-rneslu (rice and red pea-beans mixed and boiled) and 
abura-age (things fried in oil or grease) very much." 

" As to fox-possession, the wicked spirit (that is, the spirit 
of the fox) enters the patient between the side of the'shoulder 
and the armpit, and at that spot a tumour develops. The pulse 
of the patient becomes irregular and generally the tliumb shakes 
violently. If a person who is well versed in the nlatter pricks 
the patient with a hot needle, the fox goes away. Or if one is 
in doubt (whether it is fox-possession or not), he gives the 
patient a dose of roasted shikimi leaves. One who is possessed 
by a fox will not swallow this at all, but if the illness is real the 
patient will swallow it readily, even though he dislikes thc smell 
and the taste.' 

Regarding the tan&, the same encyclopedia says that its 
flesh cures piles and running ulcers, if it is eaten three times in 
the form of soup8. An old poem by JAW-REN ' seems to show 
that in his time the belly-drum was already known, for it runs 
as follows : 

" An old monastery, where nobody lives, 
Where even the bells give never a sound, 
And tanuki alone beat the temple drum." 

I.  Comp. above p. 99. 
2. Ch. XXXVIII (Animals), p. 589, s.v. tanuki. 
3. Comp. the SeRi 7w ARz k,z;e, I#I # 8, written I J ~  SIIIKAKAWA 

RAKu-8, 111 $ #, " The merry old man of Shirakawa ", that is, the famow 
statesman ~ ~ , \ I S I J D A I R A  SADAPCOIIU, who lived 1758-1829 and wrote after his 
political fall (181z), IenRkn scts,rsiv, Vol. iE + (I), p. 973, where we rend 
atwnt tanuki juice and the g w d  effect of the ashes of a burned tanuk head in 
curing an illness which makes the patient absent-mindcd and forgetful. 

4. a s, that is, F u j ~ w n ~ a  so S.\DAS,~GA, who died in rzoz. 
5. l'ke L~vrlflh ccnlury. 
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The tanuki are short-legged animals and cannot run fast, but 
they are very agile tree-climbers. Old tanuki can transform 
themselves and haunt people and places just as foxes can. 
Sometimes they drum on their bellies in order to amuse them- 
selves ; this is called " the tanuki-bellydrum." Sometinles 
they enter a house in the mountains, and sit a t  the fireside ; and 
when they become warm their private organs swell up and 
become even larger than their bodies. 

The Knae-dnnuki or " wind-badger " is, according to the 
Chinese author of the encyclopedia, an animal of the same size 
as a tanuki or otter, with the form of a monkey, but smaller. 
Its eyes are red and its tail is so short that it looks as if it had 
no tail at all. Its coIour is blue, yellow and black. " In the 
day-time it lies motionless, but at night it jumps up in the wind 
and flies like a bird through the air. When people catch it in a 
ilet and look at it, it is ashamed and knocking its head on the 
ground begs for mercy. If one attacks it, it dies suddenly, but 
if it is then laid with its mouth toward the wind, it revive. 
a b r  a while. I t  only really dies when one breaks its bones 
and crushes its brain. One author says : ' If one wishes to 
cut it with a sword, the sword does not cut, and if one wishes 
to burn it, this also is impossible. If one strikes it, it is as if the 
skin were of iron; if one breaks its head, it stands up again 
when it gets its wind. It  only dies if one stops up its nose 
with acorus gramineus.' ' The Japanese author adds : I'  There 
are many kaze-danuki in the mountain forests of Ling Nan s, 
but I have not heard that there are any in Japan." 

So far the LtizKan snnsni ,cue. The flying through the air 
of this creature reminds us of the knrtm-ifnclri' or "sickle- 

I. Sekish6, 5 a. Vgl. DE GROOT, Rcl. Syst. of Chinn IV, p. 321, a b u t  
tbe A c o w  Calamus, a, ch'ang-pu. The Y a q  p w e r  of this plant, the 
name of which is written as a double sun (g) ,  can conquer the animal of the 
Darkness, Yin. 

Z. a a, in China. 

3. 
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weasel ". We find the kaze-danuki mentioned in the Smshii 
Kidan ', where a one-legged, square-faced, ugly and malicious 
looking woman, who stood in the dead of night ?n the 
top of the balustrade of a bridge and laughed loudly in 
order to terrify drunken people, is supposed by the author, 
HOTTA RAKUSUI s, to be perhaps a f2n3 or " wind-tanuki ", 
since the being could both walk and fly. Further, S H ~ A N ,  the 
writer of the ShZsa/r ckomron kishii4, quotes the Wakmr 
smuai zue, but thinks that the wind-tanuki and the sickle-weasel 
are different things, although belonging to the same general 
class ; for the shape of the former is vis'ible, but the latter never 
SO. 

In respect to the fox-j'iw (kihune-bi), the lJ7akun ?to shiori5 
says : " The breath of the fox is called fox-fire ; some authors 
say that the fox makes fire by striking its tail. Fox-fire is said 
to bum with a bluish light ; it is a demoniacal ignis fatuus! " 

S H ~ A N '  remarks that oRen in drizzling nights a large 
number of lights appear. Somebody once hid himself in the 
midst of growing corn and saw the foxes approaching; but 
when he cried out, they extinguished their lights and stood still. 
Afterwards he found a lot of horse boms near by, which were 
probably the torches the foxes had held in their mouths. In 
other regions horse /wofs were believed to be the means by 
which the foxes produced the lights. According to KIUCHI 
SEKITEI they have a shining pearl, the " kitsune no t a m  ", 
at the end of thdr tails, but SH~SAN thinks this to be sotne- 
thing different from the fox-fire. This pearl reminds us of the 

I .  Written in 1779, see above p. 74. notc 3;  Ch. V, pp. 949 sq. 

2. ml€l?B1*; P. 952. 
3. he-danuki. 

4. Written in 1849, see above p. 92, note 3 ;  Ch. 11, p. 470, 

5. i~ s, written by T A X I K A ~ A  KOTOSUGA, @ )I]  & *, who lived 
1706-1776; Vol. I, ch. \ T I ,  p. lo. 

6. a, ki-rin. 
7.;SlrZsan chnn~orr Iirhii, (31. I, p. 432. 
8. 9J +, in his Utrkorrthi", 3 8, w~ittcn in 1772. 
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Chinese ideas about the minculous pearl which foxes hold in 
their mouths and which probably represents the fox soul. One 
of' the two wooden foxes before the Jnari shrines frequently' has 
a pearl in its mouth, and the other a key ". 

SAWN mentions also the explanation of HADA KANAE ', in 
his Isshwa4, where somebody pretends to have e n  that the 
light is caused by the breath of the foxes. 

As to the cuMng o f h i r  ascribed to foxes, about which 
we read in the Chinese books: I have found this only once 
mentioned in Japanese literature, nnmely, in the Wakun IW 

shki where we read : " In the (Chinese book) RG-lan hi7, 
a transformed fbx is said to have cut the hair of a hundred and 
thirtymen. Not long ago the same thing happened in Yedo 
and in. Okayanla in Bizen province." 

CHAPTER IV. 

Pox-sorcery, Izuna and Dagini Ten. 

Here and there in old Japanese works we have found 
passages about men who hdfoxes in their srrvice in order 
to exercise tnng'c pozuer. And in close connection there- 
with is mentioned the doctrine of Dngini Ten and that of 

. . - - - 
I. Sec above p. 7. 
2. Comp. BAKIN, Enrckims~lhi, Ch. I, nr 9, p. 23-I>. 

3. a, who died in 1831. 
4. - $Z Igl I' Talks of one night!' 
5. See above p. 7. 
6. See nbove p. 104, note 5 ;  Vol. I, Ch. VII, p. 6-b. 
7. This is probably the Loh-yang PiJ-Znn Ri, # a ]E El written by 

YANC HUENCHI, a 2, under the Nrei dynnsty (A.D. 386-557). Comp. u~ 
GROOT, RrZ&ious $stem of Chino, Vol. V, p. 598, where is nlso question of the 
Wei dynasty. 
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We read first about the " Lcr-~er af Doten " and the " L)czuz- 
I(ing, t h  l/nzemdlt Fox " in the Genzflei seislriki ( I 2 SO), where 
Kiyomori ( I  I 18-1 181) met this Deva and decided to practice 
Daten's I a w  '. In the same work a Chinese king is said 
to have - worshipped Daten in order to ruin the Emperor 
Yiu Wang by means of the transformed nine-tailed fox, Pao Sz'. 
U'e read there that Daten is a 

In the Kokon chomonshii (1254) a priest practic- 
ed the Dap'im'' doctrine for the sake of Fujiwara no 
Tadazane ( I 078-1 I 621, and Dagini herself ate the offerings, 
having take11 the shape of a fox, and appeared in Tadazane's 
dream as a supernatural woman, a heavenly angel (x .&, devi) 
whl se hair afterwards appeared to be a fox's taiL4 

The word I' kitsune-tsudai "', " employment of foxes " for 
magical purposrs, appears for the first time in the Yns~~tomi hi, 
the diary of NAKAAARA NO YASUTOMI, who there relates how in 
I420 the Shogun's physician, his son and younger brother, as 
well as the Chief-Iliviner, Sadamune Ason, were accused of 
having foses in their servicc, and two foxes wcre driven out of 
the roonls of the ShQun's Consort by means of incantations. 
The physician was banished to Sanuki province 6. 

In the Keichij era ( I 5 9 6  I 6 I 4) we find the Deva-king, the 
" Venerable Fox ", under a Shinto name, Kiko vtyqi'n l ,  the 
Brilliant God, the Venerable Fox ", as a messenger of Inari, 
and afterwards his descendant, Osagitsune ( g  &), exercising 
the same function and at the same time that of king over all 
the Foxes of Japan.' 
- - - - - - -- -- 

I. See above p. 42 ; s, Pt 3. 
2. See above p. 43. ' 

3. a s s, Dagini no h6. 
4. See above p. 44. 

5 .  X C .  
6. See above p. 50 sq. 

7. Iloruhs koji itrcrr slrfi, Ch. 111, nr 79, p. 174, scc nlnve p. 67 ; 
P t i g J n .  

8. Ibidem, nr 87,p.  3-I>, ahvc p. GS. 
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In the eighteenth century the field play actor in Osaka, 
about whom we read in the Uvqyii zasshi (before 1758)~ 
deluded the people by n~eans of a lllagical fox, which shoved 
a false target to those who shot at the man's exposed stonlach.' 

The /zrllma doctrine we found mentioned in the llurrctlj 
shokknn (1697), where there is a description of the way in 
which a sorcerer obtained his fox by the use of that doctrine.' 
The K~VZCIL ihtn gives the following explanation :-" Izuna is 
the name of a mountain in Shinano province. As there is a 
Tengu shrine on the top of that mountain, the doctrine 
practiced there is called after the mountain's name. It is the 
doctrine of the Indian Dgini  Ten 5, and is practiced in vain if 
one uses old incense." 

ASAKAWA ZEN AN^, who quotes this passage, remarks that 
the doctrine of this Dagini Ten includes perhaps the em- 
ployment of foxes, and he refers to the above mentioned 
+ s a g e  of the Kokon chrnoizshii. As to Izuna's shape, he - 
adds : " In Kami Yoshida village, Gi province, there have 
been from olden times in the house of Kosaru Iyo, a Shinto 
priest of n~ount Fuji, three copper images of DGry6, Izuna and 
Sengen (Asama) I .  It is said that Izuna and Dory6 are both 
small Tengu each standing on a fox." And he further statesa 
that Bsugi dono is also represented in nearIy the same way, 
viz. as a small Tengu standing on a fox. These facts lead him 

I. See above p. 81. 

2. &as. 
3. See above p. gg. 

4. ;P1 a, writtell by OGYU ~ I O K E I ,  a t& Hl that is, S U R . ~ ,  a fl, 
who lived 1665-1728. 

5. #F S E K. 
6. @j )lI 8 B, in his Zor-ntr :uihifst~, .$$ @ 3, written kforc 1853, 

Ilyalika setsurin, Vol. I, p. 672, under the heading '' I ~ u n a  (hngc~i  ", fi fi(( 
a '' hlnnifestation of (hlount) Izuna." 

7. % S l E f i l l a n d a  W. 
8. l'g. 673. 

9. A@. 



to think that there is some connection between Tengu and 
foxes '. 

* In the Matsunoya p a i s h i i s  we read the following : 
Iauna Sabun? (a Tengu) of Shinano province appears in a poem 
cm the Tengu of Kurama. The name is written a, or 

@ f$ . On Mount 1Ana in the neighbourhood of Togakushi 
(JS m) in Shinana there are two Shintii temples, the Main 
Temple (Hongii, ;lb; g) and the Village Temple (Sato no Miya, 
3 J /), with a distance of about one ri between them. The 
hand-washing place is called Ichi no siichi \ its length is 5 ch6, 
its breadth about 3 cho, and in the midst is an island. The 
sand of this pond is called ' izuna (f16i $$, ' rice-sand '), 
because it consists of white grains like cooked rice, its taste 
resembles that of rice, and it is eatable. The name Izuna owes 
its origin to this ' rice-sand.' With reference to this temple 
compare the Elszryii R5nZsha '. According to the tempIe 
tradition, the divinity who is worshipped there is Ukcnloc/g 
mo kanri '. In the Baison saihitsu and the W a b n  no shion' , 
it is said that the Izuna doctrine is a worship offoxes and that 
the doctrine of Dagini Ten is heterodox. But sillce in the poem 
on the Tengu of Kuranla Izuna Saburo (3 a) and Fuji Tar6 
are mentioned among the Tengzt, the explanation of the Izuna 
docfrine asfox worship is not acceptable. Also on Takao san 
.in Musashi province and on Hasuge san (B je R) and Naka- 
zawa yania (e s) in Sagan~i province there are great ShintB 
Pmples of /ztr?ta GUJZ~C,Z, and the gods worshipped there arc 
all Tcrrgu. We rcad in Ch. 111 of the lt7(zkun tw s/&h that 

I. Comp. 'I'ran.uctions, Vol. XXXVI, I'arl 11, '' Thr Tny.u." 
2. & JI, written in 1839 by l'attau.4 TULI~KIYO, Bj a. 
s. - tta. 
4. 88 1 qi P 8, CII. V. 
5 .  a & H, the Gtddess of Fwd. Cu~np. L'ga nu milama on hluuol 

Inari, and her connection will1 thc fox. 
6. # & s, writ~en Ily 1Iau~sr11 IIAKUNOIJI:, # #a, who lived 

1642- 1666. 

7. tp a s, ~ C C  nl~uvc  1). 56, ncde j. 



this god is wonhipped also on Izuna yarna near Sendai in 
Mutsu, and on Hinaga take ( B  jk &) in Echizen." 

So k r  TAKADA TOMOKIYO. Ix t  US now hear the opinion 
of the author of the RL+% znkkil, who has the following to say 
about Jzuna :-" Of late there are persons who make use of 
foxes and call this the Izuna doctrine. According to what I 
have heard, these foxes are very small. They are probably of 
the same kind as the s ~ a l l e d  kuct(z~~~ochi and osahi-tsukni." 
Then he quotes the passage of the Maistrnoyn grw(zishii and 
says : " It is not certain that the Kuram-Tengu poem affords 
any real proof. And is there any clear proof of the assertion 
(of TAKADA TOMOKIYO) that in the Izuna temples of all provinces 
Tengu are worshipped? The Izuna rites are the practice of 
the heterodox doctrine of Dagini Ten, as it is called, and they 
include the use of foxes. The Tengu nlay have rejoiced in 
such a wicked doctrine and mixed then~selves up in it, and if 
they jived on Mount Izlina they may have been called Izuna 
SBbur6." 

Another work, tl~c BCsG mn7~vokrd g, givcs the followitlg : 
"There is a heterodox doctrine, the cult of a bad devil 
fakum, Bg), which blinds the eyes of the people, nanlely 
the so-called magic art of ~itmnu (If) 8: B). I do not know 
when it began or who transmitted it. In the Yatrrnto hor~zG" 
we read that it is the doctrine of the Indian Dagirzi Tcn. .The 
name is written, fi and a. It is said that Dagini Ten 
got the nam of Izuna Saburo, bccaux he was worshipped on 
Izuna yama at Sendai in Oshii. In the S5g-i #ttanogalan4 we 
read that two persons practiced together this Izuna doctrine. 

I .  a # E, A miscella~~y on Supernatural Ani~nals", probably written 
in the beginning of the 19th century; it is our principal source of information on 
Japan- fox-lore on Bccount of the large numhr of works to which it refers. 

2. # &, written by CHIIIAKA 'I'EI, % r, who lived 1773-1840 ; 
I Iyakka setsurin, Vol. I, p. 1029, under the heading Izum ' I .  

3. 1 * f, written before 1714, see above p. IW, nole 3. 

j. a Q a, written by the priest S*I, ;X 9, wbu lived 1420-1502. 
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This heteroc!ox cult is also found on Togakushi yan~a  in 
Shinano, Hinagatakc in Ekhizen, Takao san in Musashi, and 

Akiba san in Totijnli province in the Shinto temple of 
Sanjakub6 '. 1;omierly this. cult was transferred from Mount 
Togakusli to Mount Akiba (two hundred years ago, and it 
comprises twenty different rites3). The name Dagini, written in 
four different ways, namely 8 j!j B ,  2 W, W and 

B ,  is originally simply another name for fox ... ... As in 
the Dagini doctrine foses arc always used, the Buddhists call 
Dagini Tcn also E-laklls/rin ko-3 l'osntsu " the ' 13odllisattva, the 
whitc Fox-King,' or k i k o  irc,/urG4, tlie ' Dcva-King, the 
Venerable Fox,' and it is said that Inari's shintai (god-body) 
is the image of this L)agini Ten. This heterodox doctrine 
has existed from olden times up to the present day. In 
order to drive away the Izuna sorcery, the leaves of the mii 
plant (j$ q, mG-so) are burncd ; for then the sorcery cannot 
be pra~ticed.~ In the Chinese book C ' P ~ C  LiG we read : 'The 
Cook (j$j &) has the function of taking away the bad 
influences of ku-sorccry ; he burns nlG plants and fumigates 
thercwith (those who are posscsscd by means of sorcery), 
whcreupon (the wickcd creature) dics.' As this evil sorcery 
is of the sanie sort (as the Ilagir~i or Izuna doctrine), funliga 
tion with the mG plant must be a good means of driving 
it out." 

I .  Coml). o h v e  11. 108, and 'I-I,:IsIs's enunicration of tlle Great Tengu of 
Japan, where we find Saigubu of 'I'akao, Sanjaltuh of AkiLa and JirG of Izuna 
n~e~it ioned (Transactions, Vol. S S S V I ,  l'art 11). 

2. Cornp. INOL.E 1.1. IV, 11. 228. 

3. EI l%E%E.  
4. 3, COllll).  ah^^ 1). 42. 

5. A note says: "'She nio plant is ~i icnt i~~nct l  in tlie Cl~inesc work I'm 
fs',~a kl~~r; .  nrrrh, 7P; 8 ; llie l)col'lc call it s4iL.111ri (illicium religiosum, 

comp. a h v e  p. 99, nutc 2) nlid lay it as an ofkring before tlie Uuddha images." 

6.  u/J, Cel-c~nunics of tlic Clicu dynasty. 

7. 1 42. Xlx~ut tlie krr svrcery by means uf s~na l l  reptilcs and inxcls  
cu~nl). UL t i ~ i ~ r ,  licl. Syst. V, 111.. 820.809. 
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The /?tan' jitzj1X.5 .speaks about Izuna and Dagini in the 
following way :-I' For that reason (namely because three 
foxes were \vorshilq,ctl in the temple bcllintl that of Inari at 

- Kyoto, and the people had bcgun to call thcn~ the sacred 
messengers of that divinity) the cult of the Indian fox-god 
Dagini in later times got.  gradually mixed up with that of 
Inari, a terribly unreasonable thing! Tlle heterodox cult of 
this Dagini seems to have spread rapidly in Japan. We read in 
the flhntoku ji(suvokz~~, sub dato 852, second month, in the 
biography of Fujiwara no Takafusa, Lord of Echizen, the 
following story: ' I n  spring of Tencho 4 (827) he was 
appointed Lord of Mino. There was in the Mushiroda district 
(of Mino province) a sorceress (j& g) whose spirit (zit, that is, 
the spirit which she worshipped) went round from place to . 
place and secretly devoured the hearts of mankind. This 
special kind of sorcery spread and did much harm to the 
people.. For a long time the officials were afraid of it and did 
not dare to enter the district. Takafusa, however, went alone 
on horseback to the place, arrestecl the entire company of tllc 
sorceresses and pnished them severely. So the evil was 
stopped.' These sorceresses probably used thc heterodox 
doctrine of the Dagini, called the ' Ilevourers of Human 
Hearts '. Tlle kl~(f(r-r~rochi and 6snki-tszdkni ', which are 
very much feared by the people, and are found in Kijzuke, 

' Shinano, Izumo etc., where they do much harm by means 
of spook-foxes, must :be magic arts which are continuations 
of that heterodox doctrine of the ' Heart-devourers '. It is 
strictly forbidden to practice these arts, yet they are still in 
use." 
-- - .. - - - 

I .  a W g$ \I iitf:, "Reflections on the Inari temple," written in 1836 by 
SVCA\VARA KATSUKAGE, E, wl~ose own name was JI:\T.:I)A (85 W). 

2. Ch. 11, p. 26. 

3. Written in 878, see above p. 17,  notc 7 ;  ('11. IV, Ii.T.I<. Vol. 111, p. 

487. 
4. Q #, the keeping of so-callcd kurh or 11ils-foscs." Sce below. 

5. (lil @, the employment of the omki or fi>ll;i-foscs. Scc 1x10~. 
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As to these " Heartdevourers " MAEDA gives the follow- 
ing explanation :-" In the Kokky5shii ' we read : ' The Dni- 
nil-hi ky5 4, Ch. IV, explains the matter of Dagini and Shingon. 
It  refers to the work Etnmiisushz ', which says : 'I The Dagini * 

are under the command. of the Yakshas, can steal the hearts of 
men by their magic art, and can devour them. There are two 
kinds of lDagini, to wit : the ' Keal kind ' (jll and ' Those who 
belong to the Mandara ' (@ /P f i  or +). The former are 
called I' Devourers of liurnan hearts " (kanshoku jinshin, @ 

~b). Although they can do miraculous things, are free in 
their movements and bring good luck to those who worship 
tlicm, yet their cult is regarded as heterodox. As to the 
Rlandara-llagini, they are just like Ny 6rai Vathf gatas), and 

. therefore devour all the filth of the hearts and cause men to 
live in NirvZna." 

MAEDA further speaks about the Dagini in K6b6 Daishi's 
monastery, T6ji. He quotes the S/rii,r5s/rii4 where we read : 
" Kobo Daishi, on awakening from samidhi (abstract contem- 
plation), taught Bishop Hino-o (* El his pupil) regarding the 
Yakshas of Toji. He said : ' In this monastery there are 
wonderful gods called Y n s h  jin (Yakslas) and Madat-a Fit : 
who inform those who believe in them and worship them of 
coming good luck and calamity. Their shape is as follows: 
They have three faces and six arms. These three faces are 
those of three d e w  ; the middle face is goldcoloured, the leR 
one white, the right red. The middle one is Sei Ten (a x), 
the left Dngini, the right is Bplraai (# k).' " 

I. 8 # @, written by the Budchist priest. UNSH~,  id! #, who lived 
1613-1693. Ch. IX. 

2. k e t. 
3. a**. 
4. a, written by ~ ~ I ~ ; K A K u ,  3 e, an I~nperial Rince who had 

become 3 Buddhist priest, a E, and lived 1149-1202. 

5. t XR. 
6. *isam'. 
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The T~nrh3 gyoki' says : " In TGji there are guardian- 
devas; they are messengers of Inari Myojin, and are called, 
' Messengers with a great Rodhi heart.' " It may be mentioned 
that the god of Mount 1nari was the principal guardian god of 
TGji, and was met by Kobo Daishi in that neighbourhood in 
the shape of an old man with a rice bundle on his shoulder. 
Thus there was close connection between this divinity and the 
monasteryB. According to M A E ~ A  again, in olden times the 
Dagini cult was very secret ; and as the worshippers were afraid 
to call it openly by its name, they borrowed the name of other 
gods and called the Dagini " the sacred messengers of Inari ", 
or they gave a Dagini shrine the name of Temple of Fuku- 
daijin ", the " Great God of Felicity " (a fi; ,#) or " Temple 
of the Holy Woman" ', in the same way the so-called Izuna 
Gongen, the " Manifestation of Mount Izuna ", is none other than 
the llagini worshipped on Mount Izuna in Shinano province. 
As to the image of Dagini Ten, tradition says that the Shingon 
sect gave it the shape of a female angel, a devi (x &), which 
corresponds with the white face of the above mentioned image 
in T6ji. This angel image received, according to MAEDA, the 
borrowed name of Inari, so that finally Inari was wrongly 
believed to be a female god. I will explain below what I think 
about this last question, but the idea that the heterodox 
Dagini cult was hidden behind other names seems to be very 
plausible, and I believe with MAEDA that the Dagini and Izuna 
doctrines are one and the same. 

* In ~ ~ I U R A  K E N S ~ ~ K E ' S  Buddhistic dictionary entitled 
iZtlk&S il-ohn j i f tn  we read sub voce Dngifzi Ten : The 
Dagini Ten belong to the section of Yakshas. On being 

I. g flC, Imperial ticord of the Tench6 ern " (824-33). 
2. It was the mountain god, and not the Spirit of the Rice ; see below. 

3. See above p. 45, the legend in the hbkmrclrorrrmislrii, Ch. VI, p. 312. 

4. & a, Seijosha, on llieizan ; Imri jinj(rA.G, Ch. 11, p 29. 

5. ZirlijtAl 
6. # #( c *  b I t  4: 4, 2nd edilion, 1904, Vol. 11, p. 206. 
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tortured by Daikoku Tenjin' (Makkda), \vho bestows luck, 
they are said to have stopped devouring men. The Shi~okri 
butsrrji hod states the following : ' These (Dagini) are fo~es.  
In the Mandara they are called Y a k s h .  They are independent 
in what they do and quick in their movements. They must 
be the same as the Japanese Izuna god. Izuna is the name of 
the place where they are worshipped. A detailed explanation 
is to be found in the Kohkyzshtr." In the Commentary on the 
Daim'chikyd' we read : ' After having called all the Dagini 
together by nleam of his art, he (Mahakala) scolded them and 
said : a Because you always devour men, I will now devour 
you.)' I f  In the same dictionary s.v. Drri fien/en6 we read : 
" When this D e n  appears as Ilagini Ten, she distributes luck 
and long life." This corresponds with the above mentioned 
image of the divinity worshipped in'TGji, whose several hces 
were those of Sei Ten, Dagini Ten and flmten. 

In respect to lzrmna we find in YOSHIDA TOGO'S Geographical 
Dictionary that according to the Kih ichri*rrm ' " JLketsrr 710 

&artti" (= a HI "Three fox-divinities" 3 are worshipped in the 
IZUM temple on the top of Mount Izuna in Shinano province, 
and that according to the explanation by KNBARA Izuna no 
kan~i is the same as Dagini Ten. YOSHIDA quotes also the work 
&in h~ki'O, which states that wonlen up to the age of forty years 

1. A S R H .  
2. AfZ).t8*tB. 
3. See above p. 112, note I .  

4. k B & *  
5. Vol. 11, p. 211. 
6. fiI A a a? -,?, D'I; A ! . ~ ~ ' v I  i ; i ~ r r ~ ~ i j i r J , ~ ,  puldished 

in 1g07 ; Vol. 11, p. 2400. 

7. & - s, written in 1834 by I ~ E  ~ I I C H I S A I I A ,  j). Ifl 3 H, and 
printed in 1887; the full name of 111e L ;ok is lSXirrr7rro A.iX.rr s.i;,,-li ic-hi~lrt, a 
s @ # - ; it is dx, called Shirr rrro A.;sirYli~krt, a a @ @. 

8. Cornp tllc Miketsu no b m i  of JIount Inari, scc txlow. 

g. The author of the 1;7?11,1to I/l711;a, see above p. 1 9 .  ' 
10. XI History of thc time after the C~nin era (1467.1468) 'I 

written by KO~AYASIII ,  & #, in 17cg. 
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wcrc not allowcd to approach the temple, and that the magic 
arts (nlaho, &), called the Izzitrrr and &rgo doctrines, were 
performed by bonzes and yamabushi only aftcr thorough 
purification and fasting, and that everybody who saw or heard 
about it felt his hair stand on end for fear. In view of the 
tradition that Izuna and Atago had one and the same idol or 
honzon (* #), YOSHIDA concludes that the Izuna and Atago 
doctrines were one and the same. 

Now we have seen in the trcatise on the Tengu ', that 
Atago is the principal Tengu mountain of Japan, so that, if the 
same rites are really practiced on Izuna, the author of the above 
quoted Jfiztxunoyn gwaixhii a is right, and the Izuna doctrine 
is a Tengu cult. This becomes more probable from the fact 
that one of the peaks of Mount Izuna is called "Tengu no 
take ", or " Tengo peak," which popular tradition reports to be 
a " devil place " a B, rnasho) : and further from ASAKAWA'S 
description of Izuna's image as " a  small Tengu standing on a 

fox": As we noticed in the paper on the Tenguq the 
Japanese confounded the Chinese ideas about Celestial Dogs 
and foxes (Celestial Foxes as well as ordinary spook-foxes), 
and we need not be surprised to find the two demons combined, 
as on Mount Izuna. The fact that Mount Izuna is not , 

mentioned in the Tengu tales seems to indicate that the part 
played by the Tcngu is not regardcd as important at this place ; 
but on the other hand we find Jir6 of Izuna mentioned in 
TKININ'S list of great Tengu '. Apparently the original demon 
of Mount Izuna was thought to have a fox shape and his cult 
was afterwards combined with that of a Tengu, as the image 
proves. The fox became the servant of the Tengu, and was 

I .  Transactions, Vol. S S X V I ,  Part 11. 
2 See above p. 108. 

3. See Yosal~n's G r o A ~ t ~ A i c o l  Uiiliolm3; Vol. 11, p. 2400. 

4. Above p. 107. 

5. Transactions, Vol. XXXVI, l'art 11, p. 34 sqq. 
6. Ibidem, Ch. 11, g. 
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believed to use his magic power in the service of the wor- 
shippers. As to the fox regarded as a servant and riding horse 
of the demons, we can refer for infornlation to HU SHEN', a 
Chinese author of the Han dynasty, who said : " Foxes are 
spook-beasts on which the demons ride." Finally the Shingon 
priests came with their secret Dagini cult and explained the rnagi- 
cal rites, practiced on the Izuna mountain, as those of their own 
Dagini ; for the sake of secrecy, however, they called it simply 
the Izuna doctrine. This seena to me the most nationat solution 
of this complicated problem. 

As we have seen abovea, Dagini 'Ten was considered 
to be a fox, and her doctrine heterodox. Sometimes we 
find this Deva mentioned as a Bodhisattva sometimes, as a 
Deva-king, while for the most part she is thought to be aferrmle 
divinity, and to be countless in number instead of only one, just 
as in the cases of the Yakshas, Garudas and other demons. 

Here again, as in the case of the Tengu and the Garudasa 
i t  is Professor GK~~NWEDEL'S excellent work, entitled " n@tho- 
Cogie des Bud&is?rtrrs ilr Tibet nnd ~ZCY i l lo~~gol~i" ,  which gives . 
us full information as to the nature of the niysterious Dagini 
Ten. Their Sanscrit nanle is Dski~ti, and they form a special 
class of female divinities, whose name in the Tibetan translation 
means " Air-walker ".' They are the fourth of the holy beings 

of the Tibetan Buddhist pantheon, and come immediately after 
the Buddhas and 130dhisattvas6. Their favourite abode is 
Udyzna, which is, like Kiishmir, tile classical land of sorcety and 
wiichcr*afi8. Padmasanibhava, the great saint, got his mystic 
docinhe, written in an unknown language, from the Dgkinis, and 
hid the books in caves until mankind should be able to read 

I- ff bl. 
2. P. 43. 

3. Tengu treatir, Transactions, Vol. SXXVI,  Ch. 111. 

4. GRUNWEDEL I.I., p. 24. 
5. Ibidem p. 28. 
6. l'g. 44 
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them '. He was master of all kinds of v~zngic, and by practicing 
meditation in eight cemeteries got supernatural power by 
exorcising and consecrating several D%kinis9. And because he 
was the strongest of all who practiced the tantra system, he 
was sunlrlloned by the King of Tibet to conquer the demons 
who prohibited the spreading of Ruddllism in his dominions. 
He  also succeeded in collqueiing Miira's army of demons, 
which tried to prevent him from reaching Tibet:9 When he 
left that country, the horse Valaha, the " King of Horses ", . 
appeared in the clouds, and all IXikinis came with it, bending . 
their bodies under the horse and surrounding Padmasambhava 
in great numbers '. There are two classes of Dkikinis, namely 
those " who have already left the world ", and those who still 
live on earth as local divinities. This reminds us of the 
distinction made by the Shingon sect between the Mandara- 
Dagini who are on the same level as Nyorai (TathQatas), and 
  he socalled " Real kind " of Dagini.6 The former class of 
Diikinis are represented as naked, dancing women, having chains . 
and crowns of skulls ; but they ofien appear as demons or 
animnls to those who worship them, which worship is in 
order to the obtaining from then] of supernatural wisdom. This 
they possess and, for the benefit of all creatures, communicate 
!n the fonn of a special consecration to the devotees absorbed in 
profound meditation. But if they are insulted, they get furious 
and try to kill the culprit. They suppress the anthropophagous 
demons who are their subjects 6, and are faithful protectors of 
Buddhism. As such they lead the mule of Cridevi, the great 
protectress of Buddha's Law, over the sea of blood, which that 

I. Pg. 45. 
2. Pg. 49. 

3. Pg. 54. 
4. Pg. 55. 
5. Above p. 112. 
6. Comp. above p. 111, whcre thc Ilqini  themx.lves were mcntioned aa 

devourers of men, sul)presscd by blahakila. 
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goddess has made by killing numbcrlcss demons. As local 
gods they ride on a n i ~ i d s  : lions, dragons, gazelles etc. 

These facts convince us that therc are lrrnny Diikinis, that 
they are fernale divinities, alld that they bestow sppernatural 
wisdom, that is, knowledge of nzngk art, upon their worshippers. 
This corresponds well with what we read about Dagini Ten in 
Japan ; but the vulpine shape of the latter is not spoken of in 
Tibet, nor do we find it melltionecl in Chinese books. The only 
passagc where a Chinese king is said to have worshipped Daten 
in order to ruin the Ihperor  Yiu Wang by means of the tnns- 
forrned fox Pao Sz' is in a Jnpnrzese work, the Gevqei seisuikjl, 
and we do not find this divinity mentioned even in the legend of 
Tamamo no rnae, who was the same fox in a later existence.' 
So it seems that Dagini's fox shape and fox sorcery in general 
were limited to Japan. 

We saw in GRWNWEDEL'S work that the Diikini often appear 
to the dcvotees in the shape of nnimnls, and that those. among 
them who are still living on earth as local divinities, are repre- 
sented as riding on animals. This may be the key to the 
problem. For it is possible that the Shingon priests, who 
introduced the mystic Daltini cult into Japan, found there 
already a flourishing fox-sorcery and came to the conclusion 

that these magical foxes, worshipped on such mountains as 
Izuna and elsewhere, were nothing but manifestations or servants 
of thc Dakini. If this is truc, the fox-magic is perhaps an 
original Japanese cult; for it seems that it was not to be found 
in China, otherwise DE GROOT would have nlcntioned it wherc 
hc speaks about the " infliction of evil by means of the soul of 
a quadruped." And it is not particularly strange that the 
Japanese fox-sorcery should be indcpcndent of foreign influenccs ; 
for thc Inari cult is also an original Japanesc fox-worship and a 

I .  See above p. 43. 
2. Sce above p. 51. 
3. Rcligiorrs .Ij 'std/rt of Chirza, Vo1. V, 1)~). 816 qq., Book 11, Part 111, 

Chapter I (Sorcery). 
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proof of the importance and of the great power of this animal in 
the eyes of thc prilnitive Japanese people, long before the im- 
portation of Chinese and Buddhistic ideas. Moreover, the dog- 
magic found in Japan belongs to the same class, and is not 
mentioned by nE G~ocrr  as prevailing in China. Yet we read 
in the foresaid chapter of DE GROOT'S work l': " Instead of 
their own souls in an animal shape, sorcerers and sorceresses 
project the souls of animals for their evil purposes, or 
perhaps those animals themselves." This is exactly the case 
in the Japanese fox, dog, and snake-magic, so that we cannot 
deny that the idea may have been imported from China and 
then extended in Japan. But it is also possible that it existed 
already in Japan before the Japanese mind was imbued with 
Chinese thought; for cthnobgy has taught us how much the 
primitive beliefs of the most different peoples resemble one 
another. 

As to the way in which the foxsorcery is practiced, we 
have seen in the Honch5 siiokkm2 ¶, written in 1697, that at that 
time the Izuna sorcerers were said to have foxes in their service 
whose mothers they had fed during pregnancy, andwho came 
when they (the sorcerers) called them, but were invisible to 
bystanders. In I 742 the R&o chnwa' gives a similar account- 
We read there the following : The Izuna doctrine is practiced 
by sorcerers who have foxes in their service. First, they 
purify themselves by fasting, and then go into the mountains 
to seek fox holes. If they find a pregnant fox, they politely 
ask her to make her young their child. Night and day they 
bring her food, and when the little fox is born, the mother takes 
it to them. Then the sorcerer s ~ y s  to the young fox : Hence- 
forth you shall follow me as my shadow.' He gives the 

- 

young animal a name, and then mother and child go away. 
From that time the fox always appears immediately when he is 

.. -~ -~ .- - - 

I .  Yg. 824. 

2. See n b v e  p. 99. 

3. ZoR* Tcikokrr Bmrr(.o, Val. XLVII, p. 362; see nb0~o.c p. 71, note r. 
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called by name by the sorcerer, and tells him all kinds of segret 
things, the knowledge of which gives him among the people the 
reputation of being a divine man. But if such a fox-sorcerer 
becomes in the smallest degree lewd or greedy, he cannot 
exercise his art any longer, for the fox does not come again." 
In the same work we find a story about a samurai, who 
understood the Izuna doctrine, and came to an inn where the 
daughter of the house was possessed by a fox. The animal 
had already predicted the arrival of the samurai and its own 
death through the mouth of the girl. Tlie sorcerer cut the 
girl into two pieces with his sword and lo ! the next morning it 
appeared to be a dead fox and the girl herself was sleeping 
quietly in a hidden corner of the house.' 

ISE TEIJO' gives the followirtg: " The people of today 
(eighteenth century) call magical arts or sorcery ~ttah&fsukai~, 
' using demoniacal doctrines ', or ge/G fsukai4, ' using heterodox 
doctrines ', or ' Izuna-ts~rkai.' This is not an orthodox doctrine, 
but heterodox sorcery, by means of which the eyes of the people 
are blinded and they are deceived. It is what in China is called 
' smjzrfsu, .QII plti, magic a d  of the Sicn,' and there the persons 
who practice it are called dGs/ri, Ilf (the Japanese yamabushi). 
Buddhist priests also borrow this sorcery in order to use it as an 
ornament of their religion, calling the wonderful results they 
obtain by it the effect of Buddha's power, and converting the 
people to Buddhism in this way. In recent years a priest of the 
Nichiren sect, who used a fox, caused the animal to possess 
persons simply in order to drive it out again by means of his 
prayers. Thus he got the name of being a miracle worker and 
made a living in this way, but hc was arrested by the authorities 
and banished." 

I. Ibidem p. 363. 
I .  fjt gj R ft, who lived I ~ I S - I ~ S ~ ;  in his h e  f t r t ~ r ~ ~ p i l s r r ,  fft 9 A f ,  

Ch. N&. 
2. il[% Be. 
3. 9CSB. 
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The same author speaks in another book about the 
dog-sorcery in Tosa province, which has much resemblance to 
fox-sorcery except that the dog-god, " inu-gami " ', is the spirit 
of a dead dog, while the fox-god is that of adiving fox. AS 
in the case of fox-sorcery, so dog-magic is in the hands of 
special families, which have no intercourse with other people 
and do not intermarry with them. For they are hated and 
feared, as they make the dog-god possess people and speak by 
their mouth, ordering them to send food or clothes or other 
things to tlie sorcerer who uses him. "Rut if one carries a 
fox tooth in his pocket, thc dog-god cannot possess him, and if 
one goes to the house of a person, who is possessed by a 
dog-god, carrying a fox tooth in his pocket, the dog-god 
goes out of thc pnticnt at once. As there are no foxes 
in Shikoku, it is said that there are people who kcep a fox tooth 
bought in another province. Further, it is said that, if one's fore- 
father has used a doggod, the latter is transferred to his children 
and grandchildren and does not lenvc thc family. Moreover, 
the snnkc-goti (& jjrfi, hebi-ganii) belongs to the same class as 

the dog-god, and is said to bestow \vcnlth upon the C3milies of 
those who use him." 

In the Knntte?~ kGhitsrr" which was written in 1799, we 
read the following :--" In the neighbourhood of Izumo and 
Hoki provinces there is the so-called kitsu?zc-rnochi (@ B, 

. " fox-keeping "). The custom is so general there, that people 
ask one another how many foxes they possess. If one is on 
bad terms with somebody, he causcs hinl to be possessed and 
haunted by a fox, just as do those who practice the inuganri- 
isukni (employment of dog-gods, in Kyiishi). Thus they are 
very powerful enemies." 

- -- 

I .  #J w, / ik~lm kmz, Ch. 111, p. 10. Cf. my treatise on 6s 77ze Dog 
mui the Cat in fnpnircse sr~~~rs f i t imr , "  Transactions, 1'01. SXXVII,  Part I, Ch. IV, 

PP 63 sqq. 
2. 2 ij$, comp. ASTON, Shitdo, p. 332. 

3. q, see above p. 81,  pote z ;  Ch. 11, p. $ 5 .  
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The author of the RcIjU znkki ' (written aRer I 839) is in 
doubt whether or not the b~dnmochi and ;saki-tsltkai a existed 
in the earliest times, and refers to the FhsG rynkki and J'as~rtonzi 
fi, where we rgad about the foxes exorcised by the abbot 
ST, ' and used by the Court physician Takama: 

As for MAEDA, the author of the Innri ji?yh4d (1836), his 
opinion, which we have given above: is that the kuda-mochi 
and osaki-tsukai of Kiizuke, Shinano, Izumo etc. must be 
survivals of the Dagini doctrine. 

The Sh~%nn chonzon kishii q written in 1849, speaks 
about the so-called htdn (g, pipc), well-known in the province 
of Shirznno as a spook-beast. " It docs not show itself to 
human eyes. From generation to generation it remains in the 
%?me families, the members of which have no intercourse with 
others and have an extraordinary aversion to marriage. As 
to the Kt~rin-gits~rtzc (v gll, ' pipe-fox '), to bc found in Sanshii 
and Knshii (Mikawa and Tiitfimi provinces), this is such a 
small animal, that it can be put into a pipe, hcnce the name 
' pipe-fox' ; it is a fox of tlie size of a rat." 

In the Zenan clrihitstr we read the following : "The 
/&o ( 1 ~  a), also called wiko (s a, spiritual foxes) 
mentioned in Cllinesc books, are old spook-foxes, resembling 
black cats ; in Japan they are called Xwnnko (e gll, that is, 
' kuda-gitsune ', ' pipe-foxes '). They have about the same size as 
weasels or rats, and vertical eyes ; for the rest they are just like 
field foxes, except that their hair is thinner. Those who have 
these kun~lko in their service holrl in the hand a bamboo pipe, a 
little shorter than the bamboo instrument by Illcans of which 
-- 

I. See almvc p. log. 
2. #, thc keeping of kuda ", and C j F ,  tlic employment of 

osnki ". 
3. Ahve  p. 35. 
4. Almve p. so. 
5. Pg. 111. 

6. See above p. 92. 
7. 8 42 g, writlen by ASAKA\VA  ZEN.^^, JI] $$ E, a110 died in 

1853. IIynkka selsurin, Vol. E 1 (I), p. 674. 
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the fire in the furnace is blown, and they recite a magical formula, 
whereupon the fox suddenly appears in the pipe and answers all 
questions asl<ed of it one by one. It is said that originally a 
yanlabushi, after the pure and careful practice of asceticism 
got this magic art from KZ'NZ~IISL*IJ (that is, fronl the T€12~~16 

of Kimpusen, & & I ) .  These foxcs arc nunlerous in the 
ncighbourhood of the Northern niountains of Suruga, TotGmi 
and Mikawa provinces. As for the eight provinccs of Kwanto, 
they are nlostly in .KGzukc and Shin~ozuke. In Osaki a village, 
K6zuke provincc, there is in the whole village not one fanlily 
that does not keep such foxes. For this reason they are also 
called osaki-gitsune.' But according to the work K~c/uroRu 3, 
it is Os(zki (A #j) in hlusashi provincc. I do not know 
which of the two is true. The so-called ki-ko (s a, spirit- 
foxcs, of the Chinese books) are nowadays the wild foxes 
which deceive mankind and cause a curse ; they possess men 
and ask for food through their n~outlu. They are also the 
osaki-foxes, which yamabushi have in their service. As to the 
' air-foxes ' pi-ko,  3 a), these are Tengu." The tradition 
that sorcery by means of pipe-foxes came from the Ttrrgu of 
Kinlpusen is significant, if we compare it with what was said 
above ' about Izuna and the Tengu. 

INOUE E N R Y ~  gives in his J.'Sk:mignku kSgi6 a great 
number of interesting details on the ctnploynient of magical 
foses. He quotes an article of the Dlri A7i/~on ky2iku slu'n~bun", 

. where we rend : In Ina, Shinano province, there is a 
creature called Xrutnlko, pipe-fox.' Its size is about that of a 
mouse, its tail is like a pipe, cut in two ; hence the name 
' pipe-fox.' Although it is a very snlall beast, its shape is said 
-. . - .- - .. 

I .  Col~il>. 'Trnnsnctions, Vul. X S S V I ,  Part 11, " fhr Y>trg td" ,  Ch. 11, 8 g. 
2. E %. 
3. @ B, wriltcli [in 1627.1630 l ~ y  I\IIY.\KI'. SII\  s.\1, 3 @ a, who 

wrote it in prison with his bluod. 
4. Pg.115. 

5 .  Third etlitiuli (1897), \'<J. I\;, PI).  IS^ %,,I. 

6. fl & # 16 Educ~tiu~inl  ucwy)al)er of Great Japan." 
7. Pg. 1gj. 
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to resemble that of a fox. Oral tradition says .that this 
pipe-fox was originally borrowed from the Inari of Fushimi in 
Yamashiro province, and that it was a picture of a little fox in a 
shrine. When the time came to take it back to Fushimi, the 
priests of Jnari sealed it up as a very precious thing, but what 
condition it is in now we do not know. It is a fact, however, 
that the pipc-fox exists. It is a very quick and intelligent beast, 
and if tamed is inseparable from its n~aster and lives in his 
pocket or sleeve. Thcx  foxes e-mmine into all kinds of 
things and tell what they discover over and over again to their 
master, so that those who keep then1 are said to be able to 
explain the past and predict the future of other people. Those 
who practice the so-called Kitsz~~ze-tsukni keep this pipe-fox in 
their bosoms ; the fox climbs up to the ear, and what it says is 
communicated to others. Such persons are said to explain 
and predict the past and future of men rcnlarkably well. A 
pipe-fox shows itself only to its master, not to others. But 
those who keep such foxes can be recognized by the special 
smell which hangs about them." . 

After having referred to the principal Chincse books, men- 
tioned above, and to some of the older and later Japanese works, 
INOUE quotes from more recent information, sent to him from 
here and therc about the country, and found in newspapers, on 
the subject of the haunting of foxes and tanuki in general, and 
of the e ~ ~ , ~ p l u y ~ ) z e ~ ~ t  of fu.res by people. A man from Gumma 
prefecture, K6zuke province, wrote that the people in the 
neighbourhood of Mount Chichibu in RIusashi are always 
inclined to consider every strange thing that happens the work 
of foxes or tanuki. If rice or silkwornr; have been stolen, or a 
stone falls suddenly, or something n~oves or totters in a queer 
sort of way, it is all ascribed to these animals. A queer sound, 
as if sand were falling, which was heard in an inn where they 
kept many osczki-gitszr~le, was believed to be cnuscd by a lot of 
invisible foses that were passing by, and the s a r ~ ~ c  aninlals 
sprinkled some boys with ashes in the night. Another per- 
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son saw a tea-kettle lifted up to the ceiling by an invisible hand.' 
Once a nlan bought fuel in a shop, but when he got home, its 
weight was only half what it had been. Of course, an osaki- 
fox, kept in the shop, had pulled the weight of the balance 
down in order to deceive the buyer and for the advantage of 
the shopkeeper. Another tin~c a lot of cakes were stolen from 
a shop night after night, and found next morning in a house 
near by. All these things happened in houses where osaki- 
foxes were kept In the same part of the country many rich 
families became bankrupt, quite without reason, and all within a 
few months, and other families, that were rather poor, attained 
with the same rapidity to great wealth. According to popular 
opinion this was the work of osaki-foxes, which secretly carried 
money and grain and furniture etc. from the houses in decline 
to those whose star was in the ascendant. The osaki-fox is 
smaller than the ordinary fox and looks exactly like a rat. It 
is also said to multiply as rapidly as rats. The fimilies that 
keep them are called " shippo ", and if the members of such 
families marry, the osaki-foxes are said to follow them. 
Although there are people who dislike marrying some one 
belonging to a shippo family, yet nowadays more than half of 
all the families in that region are said to be shippo. But since 
the osaki-foxes cannot pass the Tonegawa, no mention is made 
of them in KGzuke pro~ince.~ 

A man from the province of Shinntro writes 5 :'There is 
perhaps no part of the country where fox-possession is so 
common as at Kiso (a mountain in Shinano). The so-called 
osaki or horzkon families are as much detested there as are the 
families of lepers. Not only do people not intermarry with 
them, but formerly they were often driven away by violence. 
Although nowadays this does not happen, yet these fanlilies 

I. Comp. the papcr and pencil in thc tanuki story a h v e  p. 91. 
2. This is not in kccpi~lg with the words of Asnlc.a\v~ %EXAS (above p. 123) 

who says that most of thcse foxes arc found in K*zukc and Shimozuke. 

3. I N O ~  1.1. IV, 13. 218. 
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have still to struggle against all kinds of hindrances and pre- 

judices in their intercourse with others. The so-called osaki 
(persons possessed by osaki-foxes) are mostly girls, seldom boys. 
At ordinary times their words and dccds do not diffcr fro111 
those of other persons, but whcn thcy arc possessed, they enter 
the houses of other people and tell secrets without scruple. 
Sometinles thcy speak with fox voices and walk on all fours. 
As a rule they go to certain pal ticular houses, ncver to those of 
respectable people. If such a possessed pcrson enters the shop 
of a breeder of silkwornw, he does injury to the cocoons, and 
if he comes into a house where somebody is ill, he annoys the 
patient or possesses hinl ; and sometimes hc docs the same with 
one who is hcalthy. Those who become possessed in this way 
enter people's houses and trumpet forth the secrets- of othcrs in 
their turn. Everybody dislikes the osaki, bccausc they are 
said to bring calamity upon thc houses they enter. Although 
this kind of mental disease can be cured in an hour, y d  a 
relapse is generally unavoidable. Its being hcrcditary, descend- 
ing from parents to children and grandchildren, makes it still 
more detestable." 

According to information fro111 Shilnane prefccture (Iwmi 
and Izumo provinces) the so-called jinho-~~~o~./ri ( A  #, 
" man-fox-keeping ") is practiced by fandics which have jitiko, 
man-foxes, in their service. Nobody likes to marry a menlbcr 
of such a family. These jinko arc smaller than ordinary foxes, 
resemble weasels and always live in private houscs. Those 
who keep thesc animals are said to make them possess persons 
whom they detest. The words and dccds of the pcrsons so 
possessed arc vcry strange. They ask, for csarnple, for 
azuki-nlcshi (rice and red pea-beans mixed), tGfu-juice (ban 
curd) and tai fish laid in miso (sauce rrlade of whcat, bcans and 
salt), and after lmving catcn vcry grccdily thc possessing fox 
dcniands through thc mouth of thc pnticnt a picce of ground 
belonging to tlic fanlily of the lattcr (in bchdf of the fox 
kceper), xncnacing the life of tllc paticnt if it is rcfuscd. But if 
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one seizes the patient saying, " Then I will fint kill you with 
a needle and nioxa," and rubs his stomach and is about to stick 
a needle into any hard spot he finds, or burns moxa upon it, the 
fox begins invariably to supplicate, " I x t  me loose ; 1 will 
go away immediately, just leave me alone for a moment." 
And then as soon as the patient is free, he opens the window, 
utters a plaintive.cry and falls down on the floor. It  is only 

afier having undergone this treatment that he can come to his 
senses and be cured. This is the case with everyone possessed 
by a fox. As more than half of the people of this province 
(Izumo) belong to such "jinko-mochi " families, it becomes 
more and more difficult for a son or daughter of a correct 
(respectable, non-fox-using) fanlily to find a wife or husband, 
disliking as they do marriage with any member of a jinke 
mochi family. 

In CHAMRERLAIN'S TILizgs Jnpn?ztse we tind an interesting 
rCsumC of Dr. R,XELZ'S renlarks on fox-possession, and an extract 
from the Nichi-Nichi Shimbun of the 14th August, 1891, about 
the man-foxes in Izumo province. We there read : " It should 
be noticed, moreover, that thcre are pennanent fox-owners : 

and temporary fox-owners. The permanent fox-owners silently 
. . 

search for families of a similar'nature to marry into, and can 
never on any account intermarry with outsiders, whatever may 

be the inducement in the shape of wealth or beauty. Their 
situation closely resembles that of the pal-iahs and outcasts of 
former times. But even the strictest rulcs will somrtimes bc 
broken through by love which is a thing apart, and liaisons 

will be forn~ed between fox-owners and outsiders. When such 
an irremediable misfortune takes place, parents will renounce 
even thcir well-beloved only son, and forbid him to cross the 

threshold for the rest of his life. Temporary fox-owners are 
those who have becn expcllcd from the family for buying land 

from a permanent fox-owner. These circumstances conspire 

I .  Fourtl~ ctlilion (I~oz), pp. 113 q q . ,  S.V. 1)emonincaI Posccssion. 
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to give security to the fox-owners (whether such in truth or 
imagination, we are not in a position to say) ; for no one will 
harm them by so much as a hair's breadth. Therefore they 
are all well-to-do ; some are even said to count among the most 
affluent families in the province. The very poorest people that 
have borrowed money from them will strain every nerve to 
raise money to repay the loan, because failure to do so would 
make others regard them as fox-owners and shun' them. The 
result of all this is that a nervous malady resembling possession 
is much commoner is this province than elsewhere, and that Dr. 
Shimamura, during his tour of inspection there this surnmer, has 
%me across no less than thirty-one cases of i t "  

WESTON', quoted by A s l . 0 ~ ~  says the following: 
" Amongst the ordinary diviners is one called kits7/?zc-tsukni, 
i.e. a fox-possessor. The divination is carried on by nieans of 
a small image of a fox, made in a very odd way. A fox is 
buried alive in a hole with its head left free. Food of the sort 
of which foxes are known to bc most fond is placed just beyond 
the animal's reach. As days pass by the poor beast in its 
dying agony of hunger makes frantic erforts to reach the food ; 
but in vain. At the moment of dcatli the spirit of the fox is 
supposed to pass into the food, which is the11 nixed with 
a quantity of clay, and shaped into the form of the aniriml. 
Armed with this extraordinary object,.the gn;(.u is s u p p ~ ~ d  to 
become an infallible guide to foretelling future events of &very 
kind." 

This kind of fox-sorcery is mentioned nowhere else ; 
W ~ s r o ~  probably mistook dug-sorcery for fox-magic. Man>- 
om, quoted by ASON" describes the i?z7l-gami as follows : 
" A  hungry dog is tied up in sight of food which he is 
not allowed to eat. When his desire is keenest, his head is 

I.  dfot~nt~~itzern'~zg i71 the J~&IICSC A@, p. 307. 
2. Shinto, p. 344. 
3. Shinto, p. 332. Cf. my treatixl on The Dog nradtht Cat in jajanese 

Sv~ersh'Iion," Transactions, Val. XXXVII, Part I, Ch. IV, pp. 63 seqq. 
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cut off and at once flies to seize the food. This head is put 
into a vessel and worshipped. A serpent or a weasel will do 
as well." 

On comparing the above quoted passages on the enl- 
ployment of magical foxes we see two centers of this form of 
witchcraft, namely, in the East : Shinano, Kozuke, Shimozuke, 
Musashi, Mikawa and T6t6mi; and in the West : Izumo and 
H6ki. Of these Shinano, Kozuke and Izumo are the most 
important. 

CHAPTER V. 
I 

Inari, the  fox-shaped Spirit of the  Rice. 

First, we have seen the fox as an omen, sometimes of luck, 
but mostly of calamity ; then as a demon, haunting and possess- 
ing men ; thereupon as a magical instrunlent of sorcerers, the 
servant of Tengu and men ; and finally we will treat of his best 
and most important function, in the exercise of which he appears 
as a god or the sacred messenger of a divinity, namely as Innn' 
herself or her servant. 

As we have already stated in the beginning of this paper ', 
we are here wholly on Japanese territory ; no Chinese influence, 
no Indian god is in the background. Thus we have only to do 
with the Japanese texts, and we have no need to fear the 
troublesome mixture of foreign and native ideas which makes 
the study of Japanese folklore so very complicated and difficult. 
First of all we will review the passages which speak of foxes, 
worshipped as gods. 

We read about a fox-god for the first time in the Olc-ki, 
which relates how in 103 I the Saigii at Ise was possessed by a 
god (namely a fox) who spoke through her and compelled her 

I. See above p. z 
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to build two Shinto temples and to order frantic dances to be 
performed in his honour. Then the sorceresses of the capital 
follo\ved the esanlple given by the Imperial Princes!, and began 
to worship the fox whom they called " the g r ~ t  divinity of 
Ise".' 

The Sa~rkaiki stated that in the r 1 th and I 2th centuries 
the killing of a fox was considered to be as great a crime as 
the killing of a &lint sj i t i l  (# s), and that the Emperor 
banished in 1072 a member cif the Fujiwara Family for having 
killed a spirit-fox (reiko, a) at the palace of the Saigii at Ise.' 

Hishop JI-EN wrote at the end of the I zth century that foxes 
as well as Tengu already in remote times liked to be worshipped 
as gods." 

The Zuku kqi'dan ( I  3th century) relates how in olden times 
a fox was killed in the neighbourhood of a temple of a fox- 
shaped god, and the Court nobles deliberated as to whether it 
was a crime or not.' 

The Ainzshl (146)  thinks that " the female gods in the 
temples in -which foxes are worshipped are perhaps called nlyijbu 

after the palace ladies." " 
In the S/rinchorrro?zs/r~ (1683) we read that a small Inari 

, shrine was built for a man who had become a foxa, and that the 
divinity of the Inari shrine in the compound of the Lord of 
Tsushima appeared to thc magnate in a dream in the shape of a 
~os.? 

The Ilclrch~? koji irrnrs/riis tells a legend of a fox who 
npp'arcd in the KcicliG era ( I  596-1614) and said that he was a 

See above p. 25. 
See above p. 37. 
See the G~rX-;orrnsh?, nl~)vc p. 40. 
Sce a h v e  p. 49. 
See above p. 55. 
See above p. 62. 
Scc allove p. 63. 
Sce nlx~vc p. 67. 
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messenger of Inari, who gave him the rank of " Kiko Myiijin "I, 

the "Brilliant God, the Venerable Fox" (the Shinto name of 
the Deva-King mentioned in the G e t ~ t i  seisuiki.') 

In the Sanshii kiah)~ (1764) a fox says through a possessed 
person : " I am the fox worshipped in Kunai's house (in an 
Inari shrine) ; if you take me to a special hall of the temple of 
Sam6 I will always be a tutelary god." When the command I 

had been obeyed, a light appeared in the night to show the 
divine power of the god, and thenceforth the country was 
protected by him? The same book mentions a fox whose 
spirit after death was worshipped in a shrine, erected over his 
grave, and in whose honour a yearly festival was celebrated by 
a priest of Inari.' 

The Knnden k2hitsu (1799) tells of a fox who was the 
guardian god of a Buddhist temple and protected the tempk as 

well as the priest ; and of how the sanle fox god gave oral and 
written  oracle^.^ 

Also in the nineteenth century and nowadays foxes were 
and are worshipped in little shrines under the name of Inari. 
All these foxes are thought to be dependent on the Inari of 
Kyoto, but are also thenlselves called Inari. Two white foxs  
are sitting before these shrines, one on each side of the entrance ; 
this means apparently that the goddess herself is within the 
shrine, invisible, while her messengers arc guarding t l~c  ontrance. 

We have to do here with a nlixture of ideas. On one hand the 
goddess is a fox, on the other hand the fox is her scrcrtli 
?lres5c1z~r1'r. 

Curiously cnough we do not finti. I~lari's niurlc in the above 

quotcd passages on foxes bcfore the ~ t i ~ ~ t / t c ' ~ d h  ccntury. The11 
the foxes, mostly white ones, all at once a p ~ ~ a r c d  as Itlari's 

1. R 3% b!l f i . 
2. See above p. 42. 

3. See above p. 75. 
4. See above p. 76. 

5. Sec above pp. 81 sq. 
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servants, who produced light for use at her festivals1, gave 
medicine, prepared by the goddess, to a man who had saved 
their childS, were said to have appeared in olden times on the 
sword of Teishinko in order to show that Inari was entrusted 
with the Palace watchq, came out of Inari's temple at Ky6to and 
changed a man into a fo.x', and so on. The name " mes- 
senger of Inari" we read for the' first time in the Honcfi 
slwkkan (I 697) ', which also states that already in olden times 
everywhere fox-gods were worshipped under the name of Inari 
and were believed to bestow luck and to protect people against 
calamity. The same facts were related by the Waknn sansaizue 

(1713) '. After that time the expression 'I sacred messenger of 
Inari " appeared very often. 

With respect to Inari's origin we read the following in the 
Yatnashivo ?to Kuni no fudoRi7:-" As to Inari (@ f )  $J), 
Irogu no Hada no kimi, the ancestor of the Hada no Nakatsue 
no imiki House, possessed a great quantity of rice and was 
very rich. He made a rice cake (mochi) and used, it as a 
target, but the target changed into a white bird and flew away 
to the top of a mountain. (This bird) produced young (& 9) 
and at last s v e  its name to a temple. The descendants 
of that man (who had used a rice cake as a target) regretted the 
sin of their ancestor, took a tree out of the temple ground, 
planted it in their garden and worshipped it. If the tree grew 
well, the worshippers got wealth, but if the tree withered, they 
did not become rich men." 

The above quoted text is somewhat corrupt. The sentence 
" produced young and at last gave its name to a temple," or " at 
- -. - - - . - 

I.  See above p. gg. 
2. See above p. 60. 
3. See above p. 61. 
4 Sco above p. 62. 
5. Scc a b v c  p. 99. 
6. See abovcp. 101. 

7. 111 # W IIL, rt: t, " Record nf the clinmcteri\tic. of Yamato lxovince," 
wllicir dales fro111 a h u l  7 j ( ~ - 7 5 u .  
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last it became a temple "I, is not clear. FL~KENZ' translates : 
" There (that is, on the top of the mountain) rice halms sprung 
up, and at last the nanie of thc temple proceeded therefrom " 
(that is, Inari, from ine, rice plant). Although this is only a 
hypothetical translation, yet the nieaning of the myth is quite 
clear, namely that the divinity worshipped on Mount Inari near 
Kyoto is the Spin2 of tho Rice itself. 

The Bungo fudokia says : I' Tano (a e, ' the Rice- 
field moor,' in the Southwest of this distiict) is a broad .and 
fertile land, to which no other land can be compared. In olden 
times there were peasants there who cultivated large rice fields 
and had so much rice that they became very rich and luxurious. 
Thus they once made a target from ricecake, but the target 
changed into a white bird and flew away to the South. In the 
same year all the peasants died, so that the rice fields were no 
longer cultivated and lay fallow and wild. Afterwards no rice 
would grow there (in consequence of the curse of the Rice 
goddess). Therefore the moor is called ' Rice-field moor.' " 

Another writing, the /rznn's/ra Tnlr)laku no karnon ' says : 
" Inari appeared for the first time in the Wad6 era (708-7 14) on 
level places on three peaks of Mount Inari. At  these spots the 
a~icestor of the Hada family, Naka-ie, tore out the trees and 
planted nuxae (s, sacred thyme) ; members of the sanie family 
became priests and celebrated there (without temples) the spring 
and autumn festivals. As the prayers were very efficacious, the 
Emperor sent offerings at special times. Afterwards, in the 

I. Comp. the quotation of this passage in the Errbislriki jirrrrrreic.'rI t&lr& 

it #$ 15 Yfi 3, Gunsho ruijii, S r  23, Vol. 1, p. 809. 
2. Japanixhe hlythologie, p. 293 : " Da reiftcn und wuchsen l<cishalme 

[auf dem Gipfel]. Schliesslich ist daraus der Xamc des 'I'empels geworden!' 

3. f @ 5 rt: 2, "Record of the charactcristia of Uungo province," 
which dntcs from 713, wlicn thc Elnjlcror gavc orders to write down all the 
names of places, mountains, rivers, a well as the custonls and traditions. Chapter 
on IIayami tlistrict. 

4. a a Rf %1], '' Kcport to thc En~lxlror abut  thc Inari tclnplc" 
iu Lhc ' r c q a k u  cra (947-g5G). 
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eighth year of the Engi era @8), Fujiwara no Ason (that is, 
Tokihira) built the three temples (which are on the mounbin)." 

These three temples are also mentioned in the EngislriRi 
(927)) in the " Register of names of the gods" : " Three tem- 
ples of Inari (@ #) in Kii district, Yamashiro province." 

And from the Conunentary thereonq we learn that the 
divinity of the main temple on Mount Inari is Uga no 1Clita?rra 

no ka~ru; " the Spirit of the Rice in thc Stor?-houses " : while 
the second shrine is dedicated to Susanoo ', her father, and the 
third one to 0-ichi-bime" her mother. The author says : 
" Uga no nlitanla is thc sower of all cereals ; therefore perhaps 
she is called Inari ". 

MAEDA who quotes the above nlentioned passages in his 
Inan' jh ja  KC ', remarks that all the other Inari temples in the 
country find their origin in these three temples on I ~ r i  y ~ l a  ; 
some of them may have bcen shrines of Uga no mitanla in olden 
times and afterwards have gotten the name of Inari temples in 
imitation of' that on Mount Inari. ZIc also speaks of the SO- 

called " Shirushi no sugi ", @ g ,  the " Cryptomeria of the 
Efficacy of prayer ", which once stood by the middle temple 
on Mount Inari. In the hliddlc-Ages pilgrims took a twig 
from that tree home, and if it withered, they considered this a 
sign that their prayers were not heard ; but if otherwise, they 
were sure of the efficacy of the pilgri~nage.~ 

I .  gC 4 M, Jimmeich~, K.  T. K. XIII, p. 285. 
2. Et~grjhiki~iirrrr~~~it~/rZ /Tvhi,, $j. 3 # 4 M ha 3, Guns110 ruijii, nr 23, 

Vol. I, p. 809, written by Uwniilr Ii~x~.l .oalo,  I. 3 a a, in 1446. 

3. f$. or 11k(1 mcans food, provisions, and is to IJC found in 
a slightly ditterent form in the names of the goddcsscs Ckelnochi and l'oyo-uke- 
bime. It is mostly writLen with the charactcrs indicating '< store-house " and 
*' Rice ", ' I  the Rice in tllc Store-buses ", but also phonetically by nnlenns of the 
characters 7: 3$ or 3 33. 

4 %ae. 
5. k m H -  
6. \Vritten in 1836, scc above p. 1x1, Ch. I, pp. 1-7. 
7. Ch, I, 11. 27. I. Cf ahvc  1). I jz .  



As well in the old legends about the origin of the temples 
on Inari y a m  as in the custom and belief of the pilgrims in the 
Middle-Ages, we find the cult of a tree spin1 mixed up'lvith the 
worship of Inari. Also afterwards the felling of Ioari's sacred 
trees was severely punished by the goddess, as we have seen 
above.' Rut of a fox cult as such we nowhere read in the old 
books. Yet there was an old fox-temple on Mount Inari, as 
we have seen abovea, where we treated of the name " my6bu." 

Rut before I speak regarding the connection between Inari 
and the fox, I will devote some space to the question of Inari's 
anthropomdrphic shape. MAEDA' defends his opinion as to the 
male sex of Inari by saying that Dngini, the female fox-god, 
who was called "the sacred messenger of Inari " for fear of 
pronouncing her real name, was gradually wrongly considered 
as Inari herself, so that Inari was mistaken for a female divinity. 
So she was said to have appeared as a woman in a dream of 
the high-priest Taich6 (619-705)~ saying that her original shape 
(hontai, * #) was Kwannon4, and in 930 the priest Teis6 saw her 
in a dream in female shape, when she informed him df the great 
power of the Dai Hannya ky6 or " Great Nirvana ~iitra"~. In 
the Gmk; Siiakusho we read that Inari appeared to Ranshun, 
a priest of Hieizan, who lived under the Emperor Go Reizei 
(1045-1068)~ in the shape of a woman, and bestowed luck upon 
him. MAEDA asserts that the reason why Inari was described 
as a female divinity in all these legends was not because Uga no 
rnihma is the same as Toyo-uke-bime no mikoto7, for that is in 
his opinion a different Uga no mitama from the divinity of that 
name who is identical with Inari. Also Ukemochi, the Food 

-- - - 

I. Pg. 7 4  in the Snnshi~ kirtntr, 1764. 
2. Pg. 56. 

3. Ch. 11, p. 27 a. 
4. Homlr5 slrirrsttz dm, zb; @ @ #, in TaichB's biography. 

5. Kokmuhor~~mAR, Ch. I, K.T.K. Vol. XV, p. 160. 
6. si;9R g , k f o r e  1346,Ch. V, 1L.T.K. Vol. XIV,p. 712. 

7. a 9 g & (A'bj;ki, Ch. V, K.T.K. VII, p. 141, the goddessofthe Outer 
Temple (Gega) at Ise, comp. FLOKESZ, Jr~fmische A/U/hofog~iC, p. 39, note 3. 
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goddess, from whom a k r  her death besides beans, barley. 
wheat etc. the rice also was born', is different from Inari. 

In the old legend of K6b6 Daishi meeting Inari, the divinity 
is an old qnn with a rice bundle on hi shoulder. UDA' 
thinks that this legend was caused by the images, representing 
the Rice god in that shape. As to the temple, he believes 
that the inner shrine had originally the name Inari, and that 
ahrwards the upper and lower temples both got the same name, 
as well as the mountain itself. 

In my opinion MAEDA'S whole conception of the matter is 
wrong, It is a very common facat that Japanese gods are called 
after the place where they are worshipped. So Mount Inari 
probably gave its name to the divinity whdse temple was' there, 
namely Ugn no ~niinmn, the Spirit of the Rice. The three 
shrines which were already on the mountain at the time of the 
Fngi'shik;' (927) were dedicated to three different gods, but got 
altogether the name of '' Temples of Inari," that is Temples of 
Mount Inari." Probably there was much highland rice on.the 
mountain, or it was surrounded by rice fields, which caused it 
to be called Inari, " Rice-man "', or something of the kind. For 
the same reason (namely, that there was so much rice on or 
around the mountain) it was especially the " Spirit of the Rice " 
who was worshipped there. 

As to the sex of Inari, it is true that Uga no mitama's sex 
is not mentioned in the Ari/lotzgi, ' where we simply read : 
" According to one book, in a time of famine Izanagi and Izana- 
xni begot the " Spirit of the Rice in the store-houses", " Uga no 
rnitama." Nor does the Kojiki5 say anything about this divi- 
nity, other than that it was a child of Susanoo and Byama-tsuni 

I. A'ihmg', Ch. I, K.T.K. I, p. 20; A7+X~i, Ch. IX, K.T.K. VII, p. 28. 
2. Ch. 11, p. 5 a. 

3. From inc and the suffix ri, which FLOKENZ, Jap. bfythologie, p. 292, 

note g, explains as nmn, as in hitori, futari, etc. 

4. Ch.1, K . T .  K. Vol.1,~. 12,comp.lp. 16. 

5. Ch. IX, K. T. K. Vol. VII, p. 31. 
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no kami's daughter 8-ichi-bime. In one legend, that of Kobo 
Daishi meeting the old man, the Rice divinity is a male, in all 
others it is a female. I think it wrong to say that in all these 
legends Dagini Ten, the female fox-god, is confounded with 
Inari, the male Kice-god, and that only K6b6 Daishi's story is 
true and derives its origin from the images, representing 1nari as 
an old man with a rice bundle. To me it does not seem prob- 
able that the cult of the magical Diikini, which secretly spread 
throughout Japan, hiding itself behind other names, can have 
had such an influence on the cult of the Spirit of the Rice 
(which had nothing to do with sorcery), that it even could 
change the sex of the Rice-god. It is much more logical that 
the old man, whom K6b6 Daishi met, was the genius of the 
mountain Inari itself, who called himself " Rice-man " aRer the 
mountain which he represented, and carried a bundle of the rice 
which was so abundant on or about its slopes. The Jnan chin- 
za yiivai' actually says that the old man was the god of the 
mountain, and that he lived in a hut at its foot, cultivating the 
rice-fields in the day-time and chopping up fuel at night, and 
further that his name was Ryiizuda This mountain-god was 
quite difkrent from the Spirit of the Rice, worshipped in one of 
the temples situated within his territory, and in this way we 
tind an easy explanation of the difference of sex between the two 
gods. Moreover, Uke?nochi, who gave birth to the rice, beani 
etc, as well as Toyo-uke-bime, who was identified with Uga no 
mitama, are both femde gods, and what is more natural than 
that the Rice, which protects mankind against hmine as a 

mother her children, is thought to be a divine woman ? Finally, 
it is a female spirit which is thought to live in and keep 
watch over the corn in Europe and the rice in India, as we see 
in FHAZER'S GoldEn Bough', where the socalled " Corn-mother " 

1. CllfFI @ 5 tff written in 1386 by the Buddhist priest Yii-nen, 
# ; Zoku p u h o  mj2, m. 11, ch. XXXIII, p. 167 

2. M B A k .  
3. Second edition, Vol. 11, pp. 168 sqq. and 198. 
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of Europe and the " Mother of the Rice " of Java and Sumatra 
are dealt with. On comparing all these facts one with another 
we can be sure that the Japanese Spirit of the Rice was also a 
female being. 

But what about thc fox-cult, which we find so closely con- 
nected with Inari's worship? The JYnkun no shionl says: 
" As to the fact that the fox is called the sacred messenger of 
Inari', we read in the Ise c/u?zza ki2 : ' Uga no mitama no kami 
is also called Tome miketsu no karni ' " That is the reason why 
the fox is called Inari's messenger. For although Illiktnc (z 
@, litt. ' three foxes ') means Ali-ketsu (m # $#t, ' August Food- 
provider ') (and has nothing to do with foxes), yet people (think- 
ing that the meaning of the name was ' three foxes') began to 
worship foxes as gods and to pray to then1 for luck, and this soon 
became the fashion." 

In the h;mt(,a k~hits~r' we read thc following :-" Nowhere 
in the old books is the fox mentioned as the female messenger 
of Inari. In some books Inari is called Afikcfsu (a & B, 
' August Food '), which was written by some writers, a, 
Three Foxes '. The word fox is not only Ritstcne, but a1.w 

A'II~SI~?ZP a i d  kets~inc. In country districts it is mostly pronounced 
ketstme, but the old pronuncintio~~ seems to have been kzrfsunc. 
I cannot find out in which book Mikctsu is spoken of. At  the 
foot of the mountain on which the temple of Inari (8 &) is 
situated (that is, Mount Inari), we find nowadays the Shinguden 
(# 2# El, where fivc Shint6 go& are worshipped together.' 
In front of this temple are korna-inu (;3h R, 'Korean dogs '). 

I .  81 A, written kforc 1776, see nljove p. 56, note 3. 

2. fj$ & fE, 6 L  Kccor(LS of the almdes of the gods at Iw," one of the 
Slrinz/ii~~br~sAo, f i  3 fi *, '' Five tmb on Shinti)," I(. 'I'. K. Vol. VII, 
p. 438, comp. p. 441. 

3. g & g gtp. K ~ I I I ~  is an old w r d  for fox. comp. above pp. 55 sq. 

4. Wj # 4, written in 1799, scc above p. 81, note 2; IIyakh setsurin, 
VoI. V., PI'. 71 sq., Cll. 111. 

5. Comp. lV,~irnn smrsni :?u (1713)~  Ch. LXXII, p. 1199: those fivc gods 
arc : Vga no mitama, Chichi no oyn, Oyama zumi, I 7 m x i  and Izanami. 
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But at the temple on the top of this mountain, where three gods 
are worshipped,' white foxrs take the place of the Korean dogs. 
This has its origin in the reading Ilfiketsu (= &, ' Three Foxes '), 
and therefore not only do the people think that the fox is the 
female messenger of Inari, but the foxes themselves must have 
thought so too. For from all provinces the so-called ban-gir's~cne 
(s s, watch-foxes ') come to this mountain (Inari-yanla) and 
live there in holcs, mostly male and female together. When the 
latter becomes pregnant, she gives birth to her young in a 
special holc (in order to keep the other hole clean) and takes 
them away to some other place, for on the mountain itself only 
the couple live. When the year of their watch has come to an 
end, they x e m  to give way to others. Sometimes country 
people come and say : ' Mr. Fox (Kitsune dono) of our village 
has collie here to keep watch. Where is he ? We should like 
to meet him.' Then one of the priests shows them the hole. I 
did not know personally any of these details, but the priests 
of the temple (of Inari) told me of them. Besides these 
watch-foxes there are no wild foxes at all on the mountain. 
When a person possessed by a fox is taken to this temple, it is 
said that the possessing fox is very much frightened and is certain 
to go out of the patient. As well in the capital as in the 
country those who have something to ask of a fox, or who wish 
to build a shrine to a fox, calling it an Inari shrine, all go to the 
houses of the priests (of Inari at Kyoto) and ask for a ' shrine 
establishing seal '.' How it was in olden times I do not know, 
but nowadays the Inari temple at Kyoto is certainly the main 
terilple of the foxes." 

The Inaui jilljrtk~ "ays : " Nowadays ( I  836) the temple 
on the hill behind the Inari temple is called the Upper ~ e m p f e  

r.  According to the ICbfi~ar s(n1s,7i :rrc, 1 . 1 . :  Izanngi, Izal~anli and C'ga no 

mitama. 
2. fiiiltj 9 g, tliat is, a shintai or god-tmdy " to LK placed in the new 

shrine. 
3. Ch. 11, p. 25 a. 
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(Ue no sha, _E B). Formerly this temple was named Tome ?w 
sh: or MyGbwlia,P and three fox-gods were worshipped there. 
As those three foxes lived a very long time in the neighbour- 
hood of the Inari temple and did strange things, the people soon 
began to call them 'the sacred messengers of Inari', and 
worshipped then1 together in one temple. Afterwards for the 
same reason the Indian fox-god Dagini was confounded with 
Inari. A terribly unreasonable thing ! " 

As we have seen abovea, the author of the Keg6 s& 
seeks the origin of the word " tonic " for 'fox in the name of 
this fox temple. But in reality it was just the opposite, and the 
name of the temple was "Fox shrine." As to the word 
fryijbu, which l~xans " Court-lady"', this seclils to indicate 
that the three foxcs worshipped in the shrine were fe~nale 
foxgods that had got thc fifth rank from the l<mperor, like the 
cat in the Makuva no sZs/rz' (loco), upon which the Emperor 
Ichij6 (g86101 I )  bestowed that rank and thc name " Mybbu 
no Onloto "6. We have also seen that one of the three foxes, 
mmed Akof~ratslu' (m /Jb BJ), was said to have got the title 
mybbu from a Court-lady herself '. About this Akonlachi we 
read in FUJIWARA NO AKIHIRA'S book .~/li?lsaruJraku ru &j7 ,  

where " Ako~nachi of Inari yama " is n~entioned together with 
Iga tbme," the " Fox of Iga province " %of Kitsuile-zaka in 

Yamashiro province, Atago district. We find this name also in 
the hari chi?zcn yiirnis, where a legend is told about three 
foxes, a married couple and a child of five years, who came to 
-- - - - -  - - - - . . - . . .. 

I. % 3 k 3, " Fox-tcmple!' 
2. 9 & % I' Court-lady temple," comp. above i~p.  55 scl. 
3. See p. 56. 
4. Comp. above p. 55. 

5. Inorijinjok4 Ch. 11, p. 40 a Cf. my treat& on Tht Dogaid the Cat 
it, jnpnnese Sl,pcnIr'n'011, Transactions, Vol. XXXVII, Part I, p. 8. 

6. See above p. 55. 

7. a a #$ 3, written in the 11th century. 

8. VRfl- 
g. See nlmvc 1~.  137 nutc I ; Zoku gumbo ruijli, Vu1. 11, Ch. 

xxXI11, p. 166. 
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Mount Inari in order to protect the world therefrom ; the husband 
was appointed by the goddess as servant of the Upper Temple, 
with the name of Kosusugi (rb q), while the wife was to serve 
in the Lower Temple under the name of Akomachi. From that 
time they fulfilled the wishes of numberless people and appeared 
in the dreams, or before the eyes, of the believers. This legend 
was apparently invented to explain the connection of the 
anthropomorphic goddess with the foxes. In reality there were 
three fenlale f~x-~ocis  together in one tcmple, and one of them 
was called Akomachi. .  hi explanation of the word iC4kefsu 
as " August Food," instead of 'I T h e e  foxes," is artificial, and 
was only invented by writers who wished to free Inari from 
originally having any connection with foxes. We can be sure 
that the fox cult has existed on Mount Inari from very olden 
times. 

The temple of the " Three foxes''" and that of the " Rice . 
Spirit " (Uga no mitama) were undoubtedly different, but in old 
books we read about "the temple of Inari," as if there were 
only one shrine and one divinity on the mountain. In 827 the 
Emperor Junwa's illness was explained by diviners as being a 
curse due to the felling of the trees at the " Temple of Inari "I, 

whereupon the Emperor bestowed the lowest degree of 
the fifth rank upon the deity of that temple in order to 
have the curse taken away. And in 843 the Emperor Nirn- 
my6 raised the samedeity to the highest degree of the fitth 
rank a. The Montoku jifsuroku (878) "is the first work which 
mentions the "three temples of Inari ", but that these three 
belonged together is p;oved by the fact that the later 
Emperors also always bestowed one rank upon them as 
upon a single deity. And one of the three was the My6bu 
- -. .. -. . - -. . 

1. Nihon kiqfnktr, U Zb; 48 #$, Ch. XI\', K. T. K.  Vol. V, p. 454 ; R~ryii 
k ~ d ~ r s h i ,  a a &, written by S V G A W ~ K A  NO ~IICIIIZANE,  pm a (845- 
9 0 3 ) ~  in the history of the 34th Empcror. 

2. S/M&I~ 12jhotak5ki, # fl * @ a& written ill 86g, Ch. XIII, K. T. K. 
Vol. 111, p. 346. 
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and the same. Besides the fox cult a tree spirit must have been 
worshipped on the mountain from very olden times ; he too had 
to bow to the mighty power of the goddess, whose sacred trees 
thenceforth became famous throughout Japan. As to the foxes, 
spirits,of the rice, it is quite logical for their shrines to be found 
everywhere in this country, which lives so largely on rice. The 
silence of the old books regarding their connection with Mount 
Inari was probably due to the fact that the fox cult on that 
mountain had been united with the anthropomorphic cult and 
was hidden behind the general name of " Gods of Inari." 
Afterwards, when on the mountain the victory of anthropomor- 
phism was complete and Inari's glory spread more and more 
throughout tlie whole of the Empire, all the fox-gods were 
considered to be her messengers and representatives. 

C H A P T E R  VI. 

Conclusions. 

A long, winding road of superstition and quaint belief lies 
behind us. Superstition, in so as far as foxes a~ld badgers were 
feared as forebodings of evil or as things which haunted and 
possessed people ; belief, in regard to their worship as gods, as 
parts of the nuniberl- Shinto pantheon. On looking back 
over this road covering twelve long centuries we see China's 
iiifluence entirely dominating the field of divination, trans- 
formation and possession, the latter as far as it was not due to 
human witchcraft. Japan was more likely herself responsi- 
ble for the fox-sorcery, which was afterwards confounded 
with Indian magic ; whereas with regard to the cult of the fox 
as the spirit of the rice, this was certainly a pure Japanese 
conception and growth. 
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In the ~[q/rt/i century we saw thc Jap~ncsc legislator 
nienacing those who smokcd foxes or mujina out of graves, 
a proof that this ~;~erstitious Chinese custom had spread 
even then in this country ; otllerwise it would have been 
omitted in the Jap~ncse version of the Chinese law. Further, 
the Chinese ideas of foreboding in connection with the appearance 
of white or black foxes and of foxes in general appeared to 
be prevalent in Japan, as they werc centuries aftenvards. And 
not only the appearing of these animals, but their howling, 
copulating, or befouling places were all considered as omina, 
mostly portending evil. That they were also known at that 

, 

. time as haunting beasts, is proved by the passage in the Shku 
Nihongi, which tells us that a god subdued a spook whose 
vulpinc head was found in the garden. Further, we have read 
in the Ryc-i-Ri a tale about a fox who took the shape of a 
charming maid and married a man, with whom she lived for a 

long time. She gave birth to a strong, agile son, whose 
descendants even down to the fourth generation excelled in 
strength. But dogs, the deadly enemies of foxes, always 
scent their real nature, so that the transfornied fox fled away 
even from a puppy. 

The tanzrhi was not yet mentioned in those days, although 
a calendar of the fourteenth century showed us that this anirnal's 
crying was feared as a foreboding of strife and of death. As to 
the mzljilm, the mysterious pearl found in its stomach was 
apparently believed to liavc supernatural power, just like that 
of the Chinese were-foxes ; for it was presented to the Emperor 
and preserved in a shrine. That at that early time the mujina 
was believed to have the power of changing itself into a man 
we learned from another passage of the Nihongi. After the 
eighth century, however, the mujina disappeared from the stage 
of literature for a long period, and it is not until the eighteenth 
century that it appeared again. 

In the ninth century we read of Celestial Foxes, flying 
through the air over the Palace, and of ominous appearances of 
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ordinary wild foxes; while the bcginning of the tenth century 
brought an interesting legend about foxes that took human 
shape and deluded a man in a rcmrkable hay. So popular 
was that story, that it was told in detail in four different works 
of the tenth, eleventh and fourteenth centuries, while it inspired 
an authdr of the Muromachi period to write a iimilar tale in 
a different form. 

The tlcr~crzih century spoke for the first time of fox- 
possession, and of foxes worshipped in Shinto temples. It 
scems to have been a magic cult which the Virgin Princess at 
Ise established, for the sorceresses of the capital followed her 
example, much to the indi-mtion of their contemporaries, who 
considered the matter to be a scandal on the great gods of Ise ; 
for it was under their names tlat the foxes were worshipped. 
As we have stated above ', both the fox-magic and t l~e  foxcult 
(of the spirits of the rice) must lave prcvailed in Japan from olden 
times, so that the only new and aplnlling fact about it was that 
the cult flourished in abuse of the holy name of Ise's deities. 
It is, however, quite possible that there existed an old fox cult in 
I.se, as was the casc on Mount In~r i ,  an old slumbering worship 
of vulpine-shaped rice spirits Was not Toyo-uke-bime, the 
goddess of the Outer Temple at Ise, the great dispenser of food, 
identified with U p  no Mitanla, the Soul of the Rice, who 
reigned on Inari's slopes? And did we not read about the 
severe punishment received in the eleventh century by one of 
the Fujiwara who had killed a divine fox at Ise ; while in the 
following century the Court was twice discussing the same 
crime, which was considered to be as great as the killing of a 
divine spirit ? This seems to indicate that there really existed 
an old connection between Ise and foxes. 

Further, \ve saw foxes transform themselves into beautiful 
women in order to seduce men, who were sure to die if they 
had sexual intercourse with them, unless the foxes themselves 

I.  Sec abow p. 118. 
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died in their stead. Or they haunted men by appearing as the 
double of a wonlan, or as a tree or a nlysterious glittering being, 
and possessed people in order to gct food or to convey some com- 
nlunication by word of mouth. Their tricks were nlischievous, 
but intended more to frighten mankind than to do actual harnl. 
The haunting foxes were always old  in years, according to the 
Chinese conception that the vital spirit (m, tsing) of all beings is 
steadily strengthened by old age, with the result that it beconles 
able to take human shape and to haunt. In respect of one 
virtue foxes surpassed men, namely in that of keeping their word 
when they had once promised to protect and help someone who 
had spared their lives or had restored their souls to them in the 
shape of precious gems. 

The twr*ytl~ century showcd us the capital a prey to haunt- 
ing foxes which regaled the people with sumptuous meals of horx 
dung and cow bones transformed into delicious viands. The 
Sujaku gate especially was the favourite spot of the beasts, 
which did not even respect His Imperial Majesty; nor his 
officials, in whose carriages they drove away; nor Buddhist 
high-priests, whom they caused to c.omc to the Sujaku road and 
pray beforc the altars of phantom houses ; nor private persons, 
whom they deceived by paying them with old sandals and 
clogs, tiles and pcbbles, bones and horns, tenlporarily trans- 
forn~ed into gold, silver and silk. They evcn played tricks in 
thc Palace itself, whcrc they appeared as young women in ordcr 
to tempt young nlcn. On tllc other hand they protected a 
house against fire, where the deity of an old shrine, probably 
the Rice Spirit, caused them to appear; and thcy were con- 
sidcrcd so divine that the Emperor banished a distinguished 
noblcnlan for laving killed a fox in thc neighbourhood of the 
Saigii's palace at Ise ; while twice thereafter the Court seriously 
discussed a similar case. Thus did the haunting demon of 
China and the fox-god of Japan appear side by side. 

The tlrir(rr~zth century brought us a good deal of new 
illforriiation. Therc was a fox carrying fire in its nivuth and in 



human shape burning down the house of a man who had hit it 
with an arrow. This reminds us to a certain extent of the fox- 
fire (kitsune-bi), and also somewhat of the Tengu who set houses 
on fire, and, on the other hand, protected them against con- 
flagrations.' 

As to possession, we found the motives of practicing this 
quite different. Sometimes 'it was only hunger or a turn for 
epicurism in the matter of food which made a fop. possess a 
mall; but on other occasions nothing less than divine worship 
was what the animal was after. At the same time their appear- 
ance was still considered as portending either evil or good luck. 
When their haunting assumed too large proportions, they were 
menaced with a battuc, wllereupon one of them appeared in a 
dream, promising protection and prediction of lucl<, if the threat 
of punishment was withdrawn. 

In the nleantirlle I~ldinrt influence had come into play in the 
fox cults of old Japan. Dngi~ri Tnr, in reality a numberless 
crowd of Diikini, Indian female divinities bestowing nlagical 
knowledge upon men, was identified with finten, the Goddess, 
of Wealth on the one hand, and with ~riagical Japanese fox-gods 
on the other. She was also called the " Deva-King, the 
Venerable Fox " and thc " Bodhisattva, the White Fox-king " ; 
and Iknten herself was believed to come out of her temple in 
the shape of a white fox. Dagini Ten appeared in a dream as 
a super~~atural woman, but left her hair in the hands of the sleeper 
in the form of a fox tail, while in vulpine shape she ate the 
offerings madc to her. \Vc need not ask how strongly tile fox 
cult and fox sorcery must have prevailed in those days, when we 
sce how the Shingon priests degraded their Dagini, nay even 
their Benten, to thc Ic\rel of foxes in order to get possession of that 
part of the Japanex religion and magic. 

In this century the inlzrtki appeared for the first time, whet he^. 
alone or as combi~icd with the fox in the term k u ~ i  (a a), 

- -- - - - - - -  - 

I .  ioi1111. ' Y ~ ~ I I ~ C ~ I O I I ~  Vol. L S l V I ,  l'art 11, I (  1 /tC Z ~ I I ~ ~ I ' ' ,  Ch. 11, pp. 

63, 72' 
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" foxes and tanuki." As stated above', the same term occurred 
sometimes in old Chinese books in the sense of " foxes " only, 
and even the character a. alone was used for fox. But in Japan- 
ese literature the term hori always means " foxes and tanuki ''. 
The latter animal was -in those early days not the rather harmless 
spook-beast of later times. On the contrary, it drowned 
the hunters who dared to hunt birds on a mountain lake, 
appearing to them as an old hag, who arose from the rnidst 
of the lake in a dazzling light and flew through the air 
to attack whoever approached its banks. Or  the tanuki a p  

as a pitch-black, gigantic Buddhist pricst in an old cha$l 
and was believed to devour men. A common trick of the 
tanuki was throwing pcbbles and potsherds into houses. As I 

'remarked in rny treatise on the Tengu2, the " Tcngu-tsubute," or 
" Tengu-pebbles" were wcll-known, and as early as 778 a shower 
of tiles, pebbles and earthclods fcll for twenty nights upon differ- 
ent houses in the capital, cast by an invisible hand.' 

And this was not the only thiilg which the tanuki had in 
cornrno~~ with thc Tengu, Thcy both liked to appear as Bud- 
dhas or Bodhisattvas in order to deccive devout priests ,and 
hermits. For being worshipped by mankind was their delight, 
as well as tliat of foxes, so that they wcrc evcn thought capable 
of abusing thc natilc of a deceased Emperor by possessing persons 
and requiring for thenlselvcs worship in his name. But the 
power of transforniation pos.essed by both foxes and tanuki 
canle to an end as soon as they were killed. Then thcir power- 
ful and lilajcstic appearance shrunk to its original diniensions, 
and the mighty giants or Uodllisattvas lay down as n~iserable , 
little beasts. 

.The joi~rt~~e11//1 ce~itury did not bring niuch information, 
except that we read thcn for the first time about a special means 
for ~naking out whctlicr some one was a transfornied fox or a 

- .- 
I .  1'. I ,  n u t ~  I .  

2. Ch. 11, 8 9. 

3. Shahc fiihulrgi, Ck. SSSIV, K. T. K. 11, p. 597. 
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man, namely by forcing smoke into his nose. Even the Em- 
peror was so afraid of haunting foxes, that he left a house where 
they exhibited .their magical power, and ~rcferred to run the risk 
of being attacked by Hiyoshi, the Shinto god of Hieizan, whose 
sacred sedan chair was left in the Palace by the angry monks. 
But not always did these beasts succecd in dcluding mankind ; 
for if they were not yet sufficiently expericnccd in the difficult 
art, they were quiclcly discovered and became the laughing-stock 
of those whom they sought to   lay upon. Old tinuki and old 
foxes were mentidned side by side as taking divine or hunian 
shape. 

In thefftt-enth century thc old fox-sorcery broke forth in 
mighty waves and even penetrated within the walls of the , 
Shogun's palace. It  was then for the first time that we found 
the tern1 " kitszmt.-tsukui," or " employment of foxes ", a magic 
art practiced even by sucll high personages as the Chief-Diviner 
and the Sh6gun's physician. Yet it was decnled a very 
wicked art and punished with exile. Somc later Japan- 
ese authors refer to an older passage where they believed 
they had discovered a trace of the same kind of sorcery, name- 
ly, the legend of thc abbot So-6, found in the Zits; qlakki ( I  zth 
century).' But there is not a single proof that this abbot, wllo 
in the year 558 exorcised by nleans of incantations a fox which . 
possessed the linlpress, and conlpelled the beast to leave the 
shaking palacc, was himself the culprit who had causcd the fox 
to possess IIer Majesty to the end that hc might obtain praise and 
honour by driving the animal out. Thc author of the fils5 ryrrkki 
apparently did not think of such roguery on the part of the de- 
vout abbot. 

Tllc famous Icgcnd of the trailsfvrlllcd fox Tnt~za~lro ?to I I ~ ~ L ' ,  
the favourite concubine of the Emperor Konoe, showed us the 
nitlc-tailed, white fox in India, China and Japan, with always a 
most baleful influence on King or Emperor as exercised dlrough 

I .  Sec n h b c  p. 35. 
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the person of a consort or a ~oncubine. Probably this legend did 
not date from very olden times, because in China as well as in 
Japan the appearance of a nine-tailed or white fox was originally 
considered to be a very good omen. Indian influence may have 
caused this difference from the old belief; for it is characteristic 
that in the legend itself India is pointed out as the original field 
where the fox played her tricks, and that the power of Buddhism 
against this deadly enemy of mankind is intentionally put in a 
strong light. And it was a very efficacious means of ~ropaganda 
indeed, for both in literature and on the stage the legend 
obtained the utmost popularity. Of Indian origin seems also 
to have been thc word "yakart ", which sometimes occurs in 
the RyC-i-ki (8th century), Kotrjnfin Jlono~rata~ ( I  I th century), 
Jfiz'izlr w a v i i  (12th century) and %uR~i kojidrtn (13th 
century), side by side with the word " kitsune " as having the 
same meaning. As we stated above', an old Chinese work, 
quoted in the l17amyos/hd (10th century), said that the yakan 
was different from the fox, namely a smaller animal with a big 
tail, which could climb trees, and that the Chinese by 
mistake had applied its name to the fox. Other Chinese books 
taught that it was an anthropoplagous animal, resembling a 
blue-yellow dog, which was mentioned in Buddhist sutras. So 
we arrive at the conclusion that the yakan, although originally 
differcnt from the fox, was introduced into Japanese folklore 
when it had already lost its primary Indian meaning in China, 
and was simply thought to be identical with the fox. 

The worship of female fox-deities, probably spirits of the 
rice, was prevalent in those days, as it must have been from 
olden times. At  least the encyclopaedical work Aimisl~G (1446) 
mentioned them in connection with the name "azydh "(Court 
lady) for fox. The sanie work spoke of fox-fire, which was 
believed to be made by means of burning horse bones, carried 

in the mouth by the foxes ; but we saw in later works, that 

1. Pg. 57. 
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according to othcr explanations it was thc breath of the beasts, 
* 

or a shining pearl at thc end of the tail, or burning horse 
hoofs, which made those ignes fatui. 

The sixtrenth century brought only old tales in a somewhat 
different form, namcly the well-known legends of the man who 
was lying under his own godown, and of the transformed fox 
who was marricd to a man, but at last fled away at the approach 
of a little dog. Thc only interesting passage we found was that 
about the fox whose appearance was considered to be a bad 
omen because it happened in summer time, and who was killed 
by the power lodged in a poem. 

Just as was the case with the Tengu, after the silence of 
the sixteenth ccntury there followed a perfect torrent of legends 
in the seventeenth. At that time 1nar-i conquered the field. 
The slumbering fox cult on Mount Inari, subdued by the 
anthropomorphic goddess who was worshipped on the same 
mountain, suddenly appeared;on the scene. The foxes, them- 
selves spirits of the rice, were now messengers of the Rice-god- 
dess, but they were not only sacred, they also received worship 
in shrines as representatives of Inari herself. .Their shrines 
were demolished when a fox had done anything wrong and 
built up again if the culprit was punished by the fox-god of the 
shrine himself. At the same time old stories were told about 
Inari's connection with the fox, as, for example, that of the 
small fox which appearcd above the hilt of a sword as a sign of 
Inari's prescncc in the Palace. The Inari temple at Kyoto had 
become the centre of all fox cults throughout the Empire, and 
in the same way Inari of Oji near Yedo was the head of all 
foxes in the eight provinces of Kwantii. On New-Year's eve 
they all assembled at the foot of a trec near by in order to go 
up to the temple and pay revercnce to their divine Mistress. 
The more fox-fire was seen there at that time and the more light 

I.  It was certainly a fctrmlE deity in spite of the Koh7 Dsishi legend, where 
npprently the male mountain god, and not the female Rice Spirit, is spoken of. 
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it shed, the better would be the rice crop of that year. Could 
there be better evidence of the nature of the f ~ x - ~ o d s  as spirits 
of the rice ? 

But the foxes were not always thought to have connection 
with Inari. Sometimes they transformed themselves, as in 
former days, only for the pleasure' of deluding men. So also 
did the hnuki, who even chose the Buddhist temples as a k l d  
for their tricks and made an image preach to the devout 
believers. 

Fox-possession was very common in those days, as well as 
later, and madness, melancholy, hysteria and so on were all 
ascribed to the same cause. Women, weak men and children 
were in general the victims of this special kind of disease, which 

' 

was cured in various ways. The patient was forced to snuff 
up smoke'of burning wolfdung, or to drink thin tea, or to 
swallow roasted leaves of the shikirni (iicium religiosum) ; all 
things which foxes were believed to detest. If there was doubt 
whether some one was possessed by a fox or was taken by an 
ordinary illness, no better trial could be made than by making 
him take this last mentioned medicine, because the fox-possessed 
patient would flatly refuse it. But there was still another means 
of driving the fox out, namely pricking the tumour, made by 
him under the skin of the possessed person, using for the 
purpose a needle taken mostly from the tail of an ei fish. 

It was ofkn by human sorcery that a fox was caused to 
possess some one. From very olden times this fox-magic 
existed in Japan, and. instead of decreasing under Buddhist 
influence it spread more and more under the name of the 
" Dagini doctrine." There was one mountain especially where 
it flourished for many centuries, namely Mount Izuna in Shinano 
province. The " Izuna doctrine ", being a combination of:the 
old fox-magic, practiced on the mountain, with the cult of a 
Great Tengu, was already mentioned in a work of the..fifteenth 
century, but did not reach the summit of its fame before the 
seventeenth. . Since that time it was well-known as a powerful 
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magic, by means of which the sorcerer caused the fox he had 
in hi service to possess somebody or to tell him everything he 
wanted to know. 

Next to this magical use of foxes wc found them still 
considered as forebodings ; for just as in olden times, their howl- 
ing was believed to portend luck or some sort ofcalamity. Yet 
in spite of their power as divine, magical and ominous: beings 
they did not escape the cruellhand of man who used their livers 
and fat in preparing medicines and unguents, and caught them 
in traps by means of their favourite food, rats fried in oil. 

The a'ghtemth century spoke of Inari's revenge when fox 
shrines were neglected or sacred trees cut down. Madness, 
suicide and death by lightning fell upon the unhappy culprit and 
his fkmily. But protecting lfox-gods were sent by the goddess 
to monasteries or temples as a reward for devout worship ; 
while often great wealth was bestowed upon men by divine 
foxes which they had saved or assisted in some way. More 
than ever the temple on Mount Inari became the centre of all 
fox cults in Japan, and its priests the chief mediators between 
fox deities and men. The divine foxes kept watch by turns on 
the holy mountain, and even the " Venerable Fox god," Kiko 
Mycjin, identifiecl with Dagini Ten, was nothing but a messenger 
of Inari. At the same time the goddcss felt herself responsible 
for the mischief her subjects did, and punished them severely. 
She gave them also different ranks, which they could buy for 
money, picked up at the offering boxcs of temples. The divine 

' 

foxes who lived in Buddhist temples, not only protected these 
buildings against fire and other calamities, but were also 
guardiangods of thehriests and gave oral and written oracles to 
believers. 

It need hardly be said that side by side with the cult of 
Inari and her vulpine rice spirits the magical Izuna doctrine 

flourished with redoubled vigour. It was practiced by both - 
Buddhist priests and laymen, but in some cases, if a priest went 
too fir in this hctcrodox behaviour and profited largely by the 
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fame obtained by exorcising the fox which he himself had caused 
to possess a person, the authorities intervened and banished hini 
to another province. In Izumo province especially the so-called 
fitsunr-mochi, or " fox-keeping ", was very common, as much 
as was the dog-sorcery in Kyiishii. It is remarkable that the 
influence of the latter was believed to be checked by the tooth 
of a fox, the dog's deadly enemy, although in fox-lore it is 
always the fox who flees as soon as he is aware of the presence 
of a dog.' Except in causing people to be possessed, predicting. 
the future and showing an amazing knowledge of all kinds of 
things, the fox-sorcerers gave performances with " spirit foxes " 

. (ki-ko, a), making for exanlple two persons out of one, 
which reminds us of the old stories of foxes acting as the doubles 
of wonlen or men. Others deluded thc people by rileans of the 
magic power of their foxes in showing them a mock shape 
instead of their own, as the Inan in Osaka did who offired his 
body as a target to such as cared to shoot at it. 

But also apart from human influence foxes were still 
believed to possess and haunt nnnkind and change themselves 
into men. Sometimes they were dangerous, especially in the 
revenge they took, sometimes harmless, when they discussed 
Buddhistic topics in the shape of priests, or appeared as ghosts 
of the dead. But they soon resunled their vulpine shape when 
fumigated or batlicd, or attacked by dogs. Sonletin~es they 
amuscd the ~xople by fata morgana, showing castles and 
horsemen in battlc array and long processions of daimyo. 

Next to foxes t l~c  old tanulii had become. very popular 
figures in Japancsc folklore. They took the shape of oneeyed 
spooks or hags, or aplxarcd as gigantic wonien or black priests 
in the dead of night, amid lightning and earthquake. They 

-. - - - - 
I .  On blitsu-mine, a mountain in 3Iusaslli province, wcred dogs wcre kept in 

the temple of Milsu-~irinc C;o~lgen fro111 remote ages down to the present day, and 
on the 1y11l of every month arr oticriirg of cleaned rice was matlc to them. From 
all sides the pilgrims flock tl~ere tctsctlier in order to '' borrow a dog " as they 
call it, that is, to obtain a chnrnl which curcs fox-possession. An invisible dog is 
believed to follow Ihc ch3rnl and drive out tllu fox. Co~np. YOSHIDA 'I'&o's 
geographical lcxiwn, " Uui .\?ho~r chir/~..ijiilid ", 11. 3054. 



flew as, dazzling comets through the air, or fell as flaming 
human heads before bewildered men, whose feet they burned 
and whom they made ill by their pestilential breath. They 
knocked at the gate in the middle of the night and made their 
victims go to haunted houses, where they frightened them to 
death by their tricks. They buried their dead with Buddhist 
funeral rites and asked assistance of the priest of the monastery 
they had haunted the night before. 

Not always, however, were the tanuki so dangerous or 
troublesome to men. Ofien, on clear moonlight nights, they 
amused the people by playing the belly-drum, or they appeared 
in their dreams in the shapc of children, asking permission to 
live under their houses, announcing a bcllydrum concert 
beforehand, or predicting that they, the tanuki, would be killed 
the next day by a dog. For they knew the past and the future, 
this life as wdl as former existences. On rainy nights they and 
the mujina appeared as ignes fatui. 

AAer an absence of a thousand years the m~nrjm came 
to life again in popular superstition. They haunted and 
predicted death to the peoplc in the shape of boys or black 
lay-bonzes or old witches, lived during hundreds of years as 
monks in Buddhist monasteries, eagerly accumulating money 
and giving examples of their quecr handwriting till they were 
killed by a nicrc dog. Even after death they brought a curse 
upon those who spent the money which they, the mujina, had 
collected during life, or caused the death of the daring man who 
had killed them. As priests they discussed Buddhist sutras, as 
old scholars the Chincse classics. So much did they resemble 
the tanuki, that their belly-drum and ignes fatui, their human 
shapes and ways of haunting were all the same, as well as their 
old age, which, as we have seen, gavc animals and plants 
supernatural power. 

In the ~rinrfccwfh century fox-possession was not less 
common than before, but was mostly ascribed to human sorcery. 
Yct wc also read about f o x s  who ~wsscsxd Ixrsom and 
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made them ill in revenge for some evil, or gave them power to 
work much more than usual in gratitude for being allowed to 
stay in the house of their maste'r. Another time they pretended 
to be the ghost of a deceased bishop and made the possessed 
girl write Amidass holy name, at the same time taking care, in 
order to avoid Amida's anger, to use wrong characters which 
made it somewhat different from the real name. Needles and 
moxa were the means used for curing such patients, or old 
precious swords, which had killed some haunting fox long ago 
and were laid upon the heads of the possessed. The fox was 
also transferred into a medium by means of Buddhist incanta- 
tions, as in the days of old, and then driven out by further tantras 
and by questions as to his origin, reasons and aim ; or the 
possessed were taken to some Buddhist temple, famous for its 
powerful influence in such cases. The old legends of foxes, 
married to men during long periods of time, and of others feast- 
ing men on mock meals of dirty stuff, were told in slightly' 
disrent form ; while at the same time new elements had found 
their way into fox-lore, as, for example, the hypnotic power of 
old haunting foxes and their capacity of quickly changing bright 
moonshine into utter darkness, just as the Tengu did in their 
sacred valleys. They still showed their revengeful nature by 
annoying those who had insulted them, causing them to see 
long daimy6 processions or to go on useless errands in the 
night, and, as in olden times, their mysterious lights glowed on 
field and moor in wet and dreary nights. 

Fox-sorcery had reached its highest point Izuna Gongen 
had his temples on the tops of many mountains, where Tengu 
cult and fox-magic went hand in hand. Shinano, Kozuke, 
Izurno and other provinces abounded with hrnilies whose 
nlembers were believed to have osaki-, kuda-, or man-foxes (jinko) 
in their service, which they caused to possess and haunt their 

' enen~irs or rich people from whom they wished to obtain some- 
thing. It is no wonder that such families were feared and 
shulmcd, and that nobody would allow lis son or daughter to 
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intermarry with them. The sudden rise and Ed1 of poor and 
rich, theft, illness and inexplicable events were all ascribed to 
their influence. In short, the magic power, as well as that of 
divination, which these people obtained from their supernatural 
foxes, was believed to be unlinlited. 

In the meantime the tanttRi had become more harmless than 
before. In Shikoku, where there were no foxes, they took the 
place of those animals; playing many a trick on the simple 
country folk, and also elsewhere they sometimes deceived young 
men,and girls by taking the shape of pretty maids or handsome 
lovers, or deluded devout priests by appearing as Amida riding 
on a purple cloud. But in general they helped and amused 
mankind more than they annoyed them. Sometin~es they lent 
then1 money, picked up from ditches and valleys, or gave then1 

' presents of precious swords ; sometimes they amused them by 
fata morgana, causing enormous castles or busy market scenes 

'to appear before their eyes. They lived as monks in monasteries 
and sold their drawings to the peasants, who liked such things 
very much. They lived above the ceilings of private houses, 
where they caused paper and pencil to fly up to them, with which 
they would proceed to write. But at last they were mostly 
killed by dogs, their natural enemies, and funeral services were 
held on behalf of their souls. 

To-day the old superstitions are still in full vigour, as the 
Japanese newspapers are telling us from day to day. The sacred . 
sword in 1:udG's temple at Narita, as well as Hommyijji, the 
Nichiren templc at Kumamoto, attract crowds of pilgrims, who 
believe tl~enlselves possessed by foxes and arc confident that they 
czn be cured at these holy places. The bone of a tortoise's foot 
held in the left lland is considered an excellent talisman against 
the bewitching power of foxes and badgers.' The fabulous 
teapot which changes into a badger, and the tanuki-fire on rairiy 
nights2 are known to old and young. Foxcult and fox-nlagic 
- .. - 

I .  I IKINRLKY,  J I ~ ~ I J ,  VOI. V, 1)1>. 14 ~11. 

a. Ibidem, 1~11. 200,,210. 
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do not yet belong to the past, and the former especially will not 
disappear as long as Shint6 lives. For eveh if all the supersti- 
tions, borrowed centuries ago from China, die out, the fox, the 
spirit of the rice, will retain his fame as the sacred messenger 
of Inari, and will #be seen before her shrines throughout Japan. 




